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Abstract
Contact Inhibition of Locomotion (CIL), a process where migrating cells repel
upon collision, was first observed in cultured cells more than 60 years ago. Previous
work investigating Drosophila hemocyte collisions in vivo revealed that precise CIL
interactions are required for hemocytes to acquire their developmental patterning.
Kinematics analysis of the exact velocity and acceleration changes surrounding the
contact inhibition process revealed that rapid and synchronous kinematic changes
take place during collisions.
To understand the cause of such intriguing CIL kinematics I examined the actin
network dynamics surrounding collisions. Pseudo-speckle microscopy tracking the
actin retrograde flow dynamics during collisions revealed that the actin flow un-
dergoes synchronous temporal and spatial reorganization across the entire lamella
of both colliding partners. Also, a region of low retrograde flow develops perpen-
dicular to the leading edge spanning colliding cells. Upon repulsion, retrograde
flow simultaneously spikes in both lamellae. Further experimental investigations
revealed that as hemocytes collide, an inter-cellular adhesion develops at the site of
cell-cell contact which leads to the formation of an actin stress-fibre like structure
transiently coupling the cells through an actin clutch-like mechanism analogous to
the integrin clutch encountered in migrating cells.
I subsequently modelled the cytoskeletal stresses in freely moving and colliding
cells using a linear viscoelastic model. Upon collision, lamellar stress redistributes
from the cell body to the leading edge along the region of low retrograde flow.
Direct laser abscission of the actin stress-fibre like structure spanning colliding cells
confirmed that lamellar tension is increasing during CIL and showed that the release
of this excess tension is sufficient to cause cells to migrate away from the collision.
It is this haptic feedback mechanism, and the subsequent release of lamellar tension,
that allows CIL to act as a productive migratory cue for the hemocyte developmental
patterning.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL) was discovered more than 60 years ago
in cultured chick heart fibroblasts by the pioneering cell biologist, Michael Aber-
crombie. Initially, CIL was defined as the cessation of a cell’s forward movement
upon contact with another cell [8, 9]. After the initial characterisation in chick heart
fibroblasts, several other cell types were observed to undergo contact inhibition,
including fibrosarcoma cells in vitro [10], and cultured prostate cancer cells PC-3
[11]. There was a lot of speculation about contact inhibition being a phenomenon
specific to a few cell types with no clear functional role. However, in recent years in
vivo roles for this process have been discovered during embryogenesis in Zebrafish
and Xenopus neural crest cells [4], Drosophila macrophages (hemocytes) [12], and
Cajal-Retzius cells [13]. This seemingly simple intercellular interaction that takes
place during CIL acts as an instructive migratory cue [4], and could even control
the acquisition of embryonic patterns [5, 13].
Contact Inhibition of Locomotion plays an important role in modulating the so-
cial behaviour of cells [14, 15]. The molecular mechanisms controlling this process
are still unclear. Over the years, it was proposed that a range of intercellular adhe-
sions (e.g. cadherins [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]) and intracellular signalling pathways
(e.g. planar cell polarity [4], Ephrin signalling [22, 23]) are driving the observed
behaviours during CIL. Contact inhibition has strong links to cell migration as it
involves cells rapidly stopping and reversing their direction of movement upon con-
tact. However, the role of the actin cytoskeleton, which is crucial for other aspects
3cell migration [24], is entirely unknown during CIL. Therefore, it is impossible
to achieve a complete understanding of the regulatory mechanism of CIL without
knowing how actin dynamics contributes to the response.
In the present work, embryonic migration of hemocytes is exploited to under-
stand the regulatory mechanism of CIL in vivo. Hemocytes are known to con-
stantly collide with each other until they evenly disperse throughout the embryo
[25, 12, 5]. Computer simulations of hemocyte movement during embryogene-
sis revealed that the observed even cell spacing was driven by contact inhibition
dynamics [5]. Villar-Cervino and colleagues employed similar mathematical tech-
niques to study the migration of Cajal-Retzius cells in the cerebral cortex. Their
results showed that CIL is requiered during the dispersion of these cells [13], sug-
gesting that CIL alone is a conserved mechanism capable of generating tiled cellular
arrays.
During migration, the viscoelastic actin network provides the propulsion that
allows a cell to generate movement. The actin cytoskeleton within the lamella of a
migrating cell is in a constant state of flux. Actin polymerises at the leading edge,
which pushes the cell membrane forward; subsequently, the force of polymerisa-
tion against the membrane together with Myosin II-driven contraction of the actin
network drives a retrograde movement of the actin cytoskeleton. It is this actin
treadmill that generates the force for cell motility [26]. When a cell generates for-
ward movement, cell-matrix adhesion proteins, such as integrins, become engaged
and bind to the extracellular matrix. Integrin activation leads to a slowing of the
retrograde actin flow above this integrin-based point of friction, and the force of the
moving actin network is transformed into extracellular traction stresses [27]. This
integrin-actin clutch and the resultant inverse correlation between actin retrograde
flow and traction force is hypothesised to be involved in the movement of nearly all
cell types.
Ever since its discovery, there have been several speculations that mechanics
plays a central role in directing the CIL response [9]. At that time they lacked the
necessary tools to investigate this hypothesis; however, with the recent develop-
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ment of fluorescent imaging techniques, advanced genetic tools, and computational
resources it is now possible to dissect this process in detail. This work combines
theoretical and computational materials science techniques and experimental image
analysis, to understand the role of forces during CIL of Drosophila hemocytes.
1.1 Thesis description
This thesis contains 7 chapters. It begins with a very short introduction to con-
tact inhibition and actin cell motility. Chapter 2 is a literature survey of the concepts
needed to understand the rest of this work. It begins with a detailed exposition of
actin-based cell motility focusing on the organisation and mechanics of the actin
cytoskeleton. The main aspects of contact inhibition are reviewed next, including
existent assays for CIL and current theories about how the process is regulated.
Chapter 3 introduces all the tools and techniques that were used to conduct this
work. The chapter begins with an overview of the fly genetics that was required for
characterising hemocyte CIL. Next, the theory and tools for quantifying cell kine-
matics are described, with emphasis on the generic kinematics platform (CSPACC)
that was developed to characterise cell velocity and acceleration. Next, all the image
analysis algorithms used for this work are introduced, including the pseudo-speckle
microscopy technique (FLUPS) that was used for quantifying the actin retrograde
flow in both freely moving and colliding hemocytes. Subsequently, an in-depth
mathematical analysis of the elasticity of actin networks is conducted and the stress
model used for quantifying intracellular stresses is introduced. This chapter ends
with a description of the laser ablation experiments and the quantification used to
convert experimental lamellar retraction rates into lamellar tension.
Chapter 4 contains an in-depth quantification of cell kinematics during CIL
revealing that, at least for hemocytes, contact inhibition is a very precise process
involving three distinctive kinematic phases. Furthermore, actin and microtubule
cytoskeletons are identified as the main cytoskeletal players involved in the CIL
response. The chapter ends with a short discussion of these findings and of the
limitations of the current version of CSPACC.
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Chapter 5 further investigates the role of the actin cytoskeleton during contact
inhibition. As actin retrograde flow was not quantified in hemocytes before, the first
part of the chapter is dedicated to quantifying the actin dynamics in freely moving
hemocytes and to understanding what drives the retrograde flow movement of the
networks. Subsequently, the same analysis is carried out for colliding hemocytes
which revealed that during collisions there is a global and synchronous reorganisa-
tion of the actin cytoskeleton. Next this chapter highlights other cytoskeletal associ-
ated proteins that play a role during CIL. This analysis revealed that an inter-cellular
adhesion between colliding hemocytes couples their actin networks which leads to
the formation of an actin stress fibre-like structure synchronously in both cells sug-
gesting that lamellar tension increased during the response. This chapter ends with
a discussion of the main findings and the limitations of all the computational tools
used to perform the analysis.
Chapter 6 expands the findings of the previous chapters by investigating the
lamellar tension developed during hemocyte collisions using both computational
modelling and direct experimental tests. Direct laser abscission experiments of the
actin stress fibre-like structure spanning the colliding cells during CIL confirmed
that there is indeed an increase in lamellar tension during the response. Further-
more, the release of this excess lamellar tension was sufficient to cause cells to
reverse the direction in which they migrated. Next computational modelling of the
stresses developed within the actin network during collisions was conducted con-
firming that tension plays a central role during CIL. Finally, this chapter investigates
the role for CIL during Drosophila embryogenesis. This chapter ends with a short
discussion of the main findings and an in-depth analysis of the limitations of the
mathematical models and computational tools used to conduct the quantification.
Chapter 7 presents a summary and a detailed discussion of all the findings. This
chapter ends with a detailed discussion the further work that has to be conducted
in order to fully understand how mechanical signals are transduced at a cell level
during the contact inhibition response.
Appendix A contains the legends for all the movies referenced throughout this
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work.
1.2 Refereed conference and journal papers
This work has been published in:
1. Davis, J.∗, Luchici, A.∗, Mosis, F., Thackery, J., Salazar, J., Mao, Y., Dunn,
G., Betz, T., Miodownik, M., and Stramer, B. (2015). Inter-Cellular Forces
Orchestrate Contact Inhibition of Locomotion. Cell 161, 361-373. ∗ these
authors contributed equally to the work.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Actin based cell migration
Cell migration begins with cell polarisation, i.e. establishing a front and a back
[28]. Once a cell is polarised, it begins to migrate through a cyclical process where
it first extends its leading edge, then adheres to the extracellular matrix, and finally
the whole cell contracts to translocate the cell body forward [29, 30]. This type
of migration can be conceptualised as a whole cell treadmilling process, where the
front extends and the rear of the cell then follows [31].
Actin is the common denominator for all these processes, providing the cell
with both the structural and dynamic support required for it’s motion [30, 31, 28,
32, 1].
Figure 2.1: Schematics highlighting the assembly of F-actin. Assembly kinetics starts
with the nucleation of actin oligomers from free ATP-bound monomers. This
step is followed by rapid elongation at the barbed end while the pointed end
undergoes ATP hydrolysis and phosphate dissociation. Figure recreated from
[1].
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Actin is a globular protein 42-kDa in diameter that can self-assemble into right-
handed helical filaments (also termed F-actin). Once nucleated, actin filaments con-
tinue to grow until thermal fluctuations or other external factors break them apart
[33, 1]. The geometry of the actin monomers gives rise to an asymmetric filament
with two kinetically different ends: a barbed end that grows very fast [33] and a
pointed end where polymerisation is a lot slower (Figure 2.1). Several studies of
F-actin in solution show that addition of new monomers is highly dependent on the
local monomer concentration at the filament tip [33]. As a consequence, in order
for a barbed end to elongate the concentration of actin monomers has to be main-
tained at a critical concentration (the of free monomers at which there is no net
change in the length of the filament; usually about 0.1µM in physiological condi-
tions) [33]. Another critical aspect of actin monomers is their ability to hydrolyse
ATP, and hence change their conformation, once they are incorporated into a fila-
ment in relatively short time (half-life of about 2 seconds) [34]. Once hydrolysis
takes place, the γ-phosphate is released which leads to the ADP bound monomers
detaching from the filament. The phosphate release is a lot slower having a half-life
of approximately 350 seconds [35] (Figure 2.1). Together these two processes can
be used as an internal timer to indicate the age of the filament and also to trigger the
disassembly process of F-actin in physiological conditions [33].
The process of continuous recycling of actin monomers from the barbed end
to the pointed end has been termed filament treadmilling [31]. Left by itself, the
actin nucleation and treadmilling process is very slow (reported at about 2µm/h
for in vitro filaments [36]), too slow to account for cell migration where cells need
to constantly adapt to physical changes in their environment or to the presence of
different signalling molecules. Therefore, cells exploit a diverse range of associated
proteins to enhance filament assembly and disassembly [37, 33, 1].
In vitro measurements showed that single actin filaments behave like a semi-
flexible material at the cell scale [38]. These results imply that filaments shorter
than approximately 10µm can be modelled as stiff rods. However, long filaments
tend to be more flexible and bend due to thermal energy [1]. This critical length of
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10µm is referred to as the persistence length of the filament, lp. In other words, a
persistence
The persistence length of an actin filament is directly proportional to the rigid-
ity of a filament and inversely proportional to temperature [38, 39]. However, the
cytoplasm is a very crowded space filled with numerous polymer meshworks and
their accessory proteins [31]. This results in F-actin being more constrained than in
a pure solution which means that even short filaments will still bend under relatively
low levels of force [1]. From in vitro buckling experiments, we now know that a
1µm long actin filament that is capped at one end by nucleating factors such as
formin and on the other by inactivated myosin buckles at a force of 0.4pN [40, 41].
Based on these experimental results, mathematical modelling suggested that at a
constant monomer pool of ≈ 50µM (similar to the levels measured within cells),
filaments as short as 0.5µm can resist a buckling force of up to 10pN [41, 42].
This buckling force can be even higher for filaments within the cytoplasm because
nucleotides and divalent cations that bind to the filament make them up to 4 times
stiffer [42, 43]. However, it will become clear later that cells also possess several
proteins that soften the actin filaments, changing how much force they can with-
stand before buckling.
A collection of single filaments growing against a load are capable of generat-
ing force to push the entire plasma membrane forward [1]. Until now, the accepted
model of how this is possible comes from the work of Mogilner and colleagues who
proposed the ”elastic Brownian ratchet” mechanism. In this model, filaments are
short spring-like wires that are constantly fluctuating under thermal energy. When
they are in their bent configuration, there is enough space between the filament tip
and the plasma membrane for a monomer to squeeze in which results in lengthen-
ing the filament. As the filament is straightening against the surface, it generates
a restoring force that pushes the membrane forward [44]. Indeed, single actin fil-
aments in vitro have been observed to be oscillating [45] which suggest that short
filaments can be considered elastic springs, with an elastic modulus similar to rigid
plastic [46]. Therefore, actin filaments in physiological conditions can be consid-
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ered force generating structures capable of pushing loads up to several pN in mag-
nitude.
2.1.1 Cellular organisation of the actin network
Once the polarity is established, the first step of any motility cycle is to extend
new cellular protrusions in different directions. To achieve this, cells harness the
self-assembly property of F-actin and form structures capable of pushing the mem-
brane forward. Based on the organisation of actin, cells can form different types of
protrusions [24]. In this work, I will only focus on a specialised force generating
protrusion termed lamellipodia as this is the principal force generation mechanism
for hemocytes motility.
Lamellipodia is a quasi-two-dimensional actin meshwork formed right behind
the leading edge, i.e. the region of the plasma membrane extending in the direc-
tion of movement, of migrating cells. This structure forms primarily by de novo
nucleation of actin filaments [47]. Actin polymerisation is a highly dynamic self-
assembly process that is limited by the concentration of available actin monomers.
As a consequence, within the cell cytoplasm there must always a pool of non-
polymerised actin monomers [33]. Nucleation, growth, and disassembly of actin fil-
aments has to be tightly controlled in order to avoid the depletion of free monomers
and the stalling of the whole protrusive machinery [24, 32, 1]. To control the ini-
tial nucleation steps, cells use nucleotide exchange factors such as profilin, which
binds to actin monomers and inhibits the instantaneous formation of new oligomers
[48]. Profilin also catalyses the exchange of ADP-actin monomers for ATP-actin
monomers, returning the resulting subunits to the ATP-actin-profilin monomer pool
in the cytoplasm which remains largely at the same concentration throughout the
lifetime of a cell [33]. The advantage of this mechanism is that actin monomers
decorated with profilin can be assembled into filaments only in the presence of
additional cellular nucleation promoting factors (NPFs) such as Arp2/3 which pre-
vents the random nucleation of filaments within the cytoplasm. Activation of NPFs
involves additional proteins such as the WASP/WAVE family proteins and formins
which are controlled using small Rho GTPases and p21-activated kinases (PAK).
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These proteins localise at the leading edge and signal the formation of new fila-
ments in response to mechanical or chemical cues [37, 47] thus harnessing the actin
nucleation machinery only when it is needed. Nevertheless, once NPFs are present,
actin polymerisation is exclusively driven at the barbed end of the filament [49].
Under special conditions, additional proteins can be employed to increase the rate
of monomer addition [1], therefore allowing cells to rapidly build the required actin
architecture when it is needed.
The architecture of the lamellipodia is generated by three distinct processes.
First, new filaments (called daughter filaments) are nucleated off the side of pre-
existing filaments (called mother filaments or primers) at ±70◦ with respect to the
primer in an Arp2/3 dependent process (the detailed biochemical control of lamel-
lipodia formation is not essential for this work, as I will be focusing on the mechan-
ical behaviour of this actin network. The interested reader can find a comprehensive
review of how cellular protrusions are controlled in [28, 24, 32]). Furthermore, as
the network branches, it has to generate enough force to push the plasma membrane
forward. Single filaments would buckle under the load of the membrane, therefore
the network density has to increase to ensure that enough force is being produced to
generate cell movement. To achieve this, the cell uses capping proteins that block
the growth at filament barbed ends [1], thus limiting the number of filaments that
are in direct contact with the leading edge. In addition, capping creates new mother
filaments which are subsequently harnessed by the Arp2/3 nucleation machinery to
generate more filaments leading to an increase in network density (later it will be-
come clearer why a dense network is needed to generate the force to push the plasma
membrane forward). Capping also limits the number of actin filaments that are ac-
tively ”pushing” against the membrane [1] and as such ensure the required amount
of force is generated. Finally, capped filaments are also sterically displaced by new
branches resulting in a discrete network when viewed at filament scale, creating an
inhomogeneous actin network composed of numerous branched sub-networks each
nucleated from its own primer. When filaments from different such sub-networks
meet, they exploit the electrostatic properties of the filaments which cause them to
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entangle and merge together into a larger structure [1].
Another mechanism by which the cell ensures that lamellipodia can efficiently
provide the force required for generating protrusions is to use crosslinking proteins
to merge together already existent filaments or sub-networks. Based on their size
and geometry, crosslinks can generate various F-actin structures [1]. For example,
fascin, which has a very short bridging distance, packs together filaments into long
parallel bundles [50]. On the other hand, α-actinin which has a very large bridging
distance is responsible for crosslinking entire parts of the network [1].
In addition to the constant building of new lamellipodia at the leading edge,
cells also constantly remodel the actin network within the lamella. Proteins from
the ADF/cofilin family have emerged in the past 30 years as the principal factor for
network disassembly. These proteins use fragmentation or severing to break apart
the actin network [51, 52]. The exact mechanisms by which ADF/cofilin works
are still under debate. However, recent experiments have shown that ADF/cofilin
decreases the persistence length of the filaments to about 2µm, making them very
flexible [53]. These observations led to the development of a stress-based model for
the action of ADF/cofilin on filaments. This framework proposed that molecules
of ADF/cofilin bind preferentially to the ADP-actin part of the filament [54, 55],
decreasing its stiffness which leads to a local stress accumulation at mechanical
discontinuities, such as the boundaries of ADF/cofilin-decorated filament segments
[56, 57]. Imaging of the interaction of ADF/cofilin with actin filaments confirmed
that this is indeed the case by directly observing the fragmentation occurring at the
boundary [58, 59]. These data suggest that actin filament disassembly is a stochastic
fragmentation process mediated by ADF/cofilin, rather than a vectorial disassembly
process, where monomers are disassembled one at a time from the filament end [1].
In recent years, myosin-driven contraction has emerged as another mechanism
for filament disassembly. Myosin encompasses a large family of molecular motors
that are known to associate with actin filaments to generate contractile forces. The
most common protein is the myosin-II subfamily which consists of two ATPase
heads and a long, rod-like tail. A myosin-II molecule is usually a dimer with the
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two myosin molecules linked by their tails which enables them to cluster and form
polar filaments [60]. The resulting myosin II filament has two ATPase heads on
either side which attach to F-actin pointing in different directions. When myosin II
is activated, it causes the filaments to slide past each other resulting in a contraction
of the network [60] (molecular motors are not the focus of this report, but the inter-
ested reader can find out more about them from [61]). Studies conducted in solution
have showed that myosin induces fragmentation of actin bundles in two steps. First,
the actin bundles are split into individual filaments and then the resulting actin fila-
ments are disassembled [62]. Because myosin is capable of reorganising branched
networks into antiparallel filaments [1], it has been proposed that myosin-driven
disassembly is a selective process, dependent on the orientation of the filaments
within that particular actin structure [63, 1]. The current view on how filaments are
disassembled involves a feedback loop between mechanics and biochemistry. Using
this framework, ADF/cofilin binds to actin filaments modifying their elastic proper-
ties (i.e. increases their flexibility) and then myosin-driven contraction provides the
mechanical stress required for fragmenting the filaments [1].
By exploiting the properties of F-actin assembly, cells are able to assemble a
two-dimensional structure to push the plasma membrane forward. Furthermore, as
it will become clear later, this structure is not only generating the propulsive forces
required to advance the leading edge, it also offers structural support and maintains
the cell shape plus generates the traction forces that propel the whole cell forward.
2.1.2 Mechanical properties of the lamellipodia
The cross-linked structure of the lamellipodia makes it a semi-flexible poly-
mer with high elasticity at relatively small volume fractions. In other words, the
actin meshwork is capable of resisting relatively high forces before becoming plas-
tically deformed even if the network occupies a small volume from the total volume
of the cell [1]. The elastic behaviour of the network is highly nonlinear and de-
pends on both the density of F-actin and the concentration of available cross-linkers
[64, 65]. In vitro studies of the actin network have established that the lamellipodia
can be treated as a soft viscoelastic material with a shear modulus of approximately
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103−104Pa, and a relaxation time that varies from 100 to 1000 seconds [64, 66, 65].
These experimental studies of rigidly cross-linked actin networks in solution re-
vealed that the lamellipodia can behave as both a perfectly elastic material at short
time scales (of less than 1 minute), and as a viscoelastic material at longer time
scales [65, 67, 68, 69, 64]. What is perhaps even more interesting is that as the
applied strain increases, the elastic modulus of the network also increases nonlin-
early leading to a stress-stiffening behaviour of the cytoskeleton [65, 66]. Further
AFM-based microrheology of dendritic actin networks revealed that the network
can also undergo “stress-softening” where individual filaments start to buckle (i.e.
a sudden sideways failure which eventually leads to the breaking of the filament) if
the compressive stress applied to the network is increased above a certain threshold
[68]. Both stress-stiffening and stress-softening are completely reversible processes
as suggested by experiments where the meshwork properties recovered to their nor-
mal values in the absence of the force [66, 70], conferring cells a very adaptive
machinery to a multitude of stimuli.
The origin of the elastic behaviour of the cytoskeleton is still uncertain. Exper-
imental and theoretical studies of the elastic properties of actin networks revealed
that the elastic constants of the network depend on both the density and length of
F-actin and the concentration and efficiency of cross-linkers [71, 72, 73]. In the
limiting case of an actin meshwork made of long filaments in the presence of a high
crosslinker density most of the shear strain caused by externally applied shearing
stems from large shearing of individual filaments rather than from a network wide
deformation [71, 72]. These deformations were mostly affine (self-similar at all
length scales) throughout the network. In contrast, at the other extreme of a low
number of short filaments in the presence of a low concentration of cross-linkers,
the applied external shear stress causes filaments to bend. Surprisingly, for this case,
the deformations were non-affine throughout the network [71, 72] suggesting that
elastic properties of the actin cytoskeleton depend both on the number of filaments
that make up the network and the available concentration of crosslinkers. Direct
visualisation of the deformations of F-actin networks during application of shear
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stress suggested that strongly cross-linked networks exhibited affine deformations,
whereas the deformations for weakly cross-linked were nonaffine [73]. The elastic
properties of cross-linked actin networks highly depend on the density and length
of actin filaments and the amount of cross-linking of the network. F-actin networks
are both entropic which results in affine stretching of filaments, and enthalpic which
causes single actin filaments to bend in response to externally applied shear stress
[74, 75, 65]. Therefore, the elastic properties of the network are highly non-linear
and depend on both the network composition and architecture and on the dynamics
of the cross-links and other motor proteins embedded inside the cytoskeleton [66].
This ability of the actin cytoskeleton to regulate it’s mechanical properties depend-
ing on the external conditions is crucial for cells’ ability to adapt in a multitude of
environments when subjected to a large variety of stimuli. However, it also makes
it very difficult to experimentally study, or otherwise model, the elasticity of the
cytoskeleton.
2.1.3 Actin stress fibre
Stress fibers (SFs) are one of the most prominent structures of the actin cy-
toskeleton observed in many cultured cell types [76]. They are load-bearing,
tension-generating structures, used by cells to sense changes in the physical prop-
erties of the external environment (e.g. rigidity or compliance) and to generate and
transmit cytoskeletal forces during cell migration. In general, they are required for
any processes where cells experience high mechanical forces, such as in wound
healing or for endothelial cells under constant shear in arteries walls [76].
Stress fibers are thought to be formed from antiparallel actin filaments joined
together by periodic myosin II and α-actinin clusters, which confers them a sar-
comeric appearance [76]. Analysis of Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts revealed that although
the myosin II and α-actinin bands maintained a complementary periodicity, they
varied significantly in dimension [77]. This variation was observed not only across
cell-types but also across single SF within the same cell [77]. In vitro studies show
that the width of myosin II and α-actinin bands is shorter towards the periphery of
the cell, with longer bands observed towards the middle of the lamella, suggesting
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that the SFs can simultaneously contract and stretch based on their location within
the cell [77]. The presence of myosin II along the stress fibre serves as an indicator
that stress fibres are contractile units. Nevertheless, stress fibres are rarely observed
to shorten in length which suggested that they were mostly under isometric tension
[76]. Traction force measurements at focal adhesions [78, 79], together with the
rapid shortening of SFs as they detach from the substratum at focal adhesions [i.e.
transmembrane proteins linking the extracellular matrix to the actin cytoskeleton
[80]] further support the hypothesis that SFs are mostly under isometric tension.
Recent advances in fluorescent imaging techniques allowed for the even better
characterisation of stress fibres, which lead to the identification of three distinctive
stress fibre types. The most common type of SFs is ventral stress fibres. These
structures are anchored at both ends by focal adhesions. Ventral SFs are generally
several micrometers long, extending for the length of the cell. SFs are anchored
to the substratum at these focal adhesions, however it is still generally unknown
how they bind to the adhesions. Recent studies suggested that talin and vinculin
might be involved in connecting the end of SFs with FAs [76]. The second type of
SFs are termed dorsal or radial stress fibres; they are shorter and anchored only at
one end by focal adhesions. These structures usually form behind the leading edge
and extend towards the cell body. They were discovered, together with the third
type of stress fibres, called transverse arcs, to be the precursors for ventral SFs.
Transverse arcs are usually convex shaped filaments that develop within the cell
lamella, at the end of the lamellipodium. These arcs are not directly anchored by
focal adhesions, therefore they are free to move with the actin network towards the
nucleus [77, 81, 82, 76]. The transverse arcs are decorated by myosin and α-actinin,
which results in a sarcomeric-like alternating pattern of myosin and α-actinin as
arcs develop [81]. Transverse arcs are not anchored to focal adhesions, as such they
are free to move with the actin network. It was observed in Human osteosarcoma
(U2OS) cells that as the transverse arcs are transported towards the cell body, they
fuse with dorsal SFs on opposite sides of the cells resulting in ventral SFs anchored
at both ends by focal adhesions [81]. Furthermore, under certain conditions dorsal
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SFs were also observed to fuse and give rise to a ventral SF [81].
There is still a lot of controversy around the exact mechanisms and processes
through which stress fibres are assembled, and maintained. Analysis of human
osteosarcoma (U2OS) cells in vitro revealed that de novo assembly of SFs is highly
dependent on actin polymerisation. Once new dorsal SFs and transverse arcs are
formed, they are then converted into ventral SFs [81]. Stress fibres are the main
structures used by cells to adapt to mechanical perturbations. As they are both
mechanosensing and force generating structures, it is expected that cells have some
mechanisms through which they can strengthen as they undergo more and more
stress. Finally, stress fibre disassembly, a less studied phenomenon, but equally
important for mechanotransduction, is thought to be mainly driven by a loss of
tension and decreased myosin contractility [83]. However, it is still unclear how the
loss of mechanical tension contributes to the disassembly of stress fibres [76].
2.1.4 Actin retrograde flow
The cytoskeleton of migrating cells constitutes of a very dynamic structure that
is continuously reorganising to generate propulsive forces. Experimental studies
show that the actin network of a moving cell continuously undergoes a centripetal
motion from the leading edge towards the cell body. This active transport of the
actin cytoskeleton is generically termed retrograde flow [2]. The retrograde flow is
thought to be driven by a combination of actin polymerisation at the leading edge
which pushes the plasma membrane forward and myosin II contraction inside the
lamella which pulls the whole actin network towards the cell body (Figure 2.2 and
[60, 84, 85, 86]).
There is strong evidence suggesting that myosin II plays a critical role for driv-
ing the retrograde flow in migrating cells. Several studies conducted on cultured
cells revealed that myosin II is primarily localised close to the cell body and at the
rear of the cell [86], colocalising to the places where the retrograde flow converges,
i.e. regions within the lamella where there are very little flow changes, as most
of the retorgrade flow is going into these regions [85]. Furthermore, inhibition of
polymerisation in Aplysia bag cell growth cones resulted in little change in the retro-
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grade flow, further supporting the idea that Myosin II contraction is the main driver
of the actin retrograde flow [87]. In contrast, when Myosin II was inhibited in cul-
tured sea urchin coelmocytes it did not affect the retrograde flow at the periphery of
the cell but did indeed slow down the flow closer to the cell body [88]. These results
reveal that there is still much to discover about how actin polymerisation combines
with myosin contraction to give rise to the observed retrograde flow dynamics.
Figure 2.2: Retrograde flow overview describing extending, stationary, and retract-
ing leading edges. A) Schematics representing the relation between myosin
contraction, polymerisation rates, and cell protrusion. Note that if myosin ac-
tivity is reduced or the polymerisation rate increases, a net forward protrusion
will form. B) Actin polymerisation is completely balanced by the retrograde
flow (black horizontal arrow). C) The increase in myosin activity or reduced
polymerisation rate results in a net retraction of the leading edge. Note the
enhanced retrograde flow (horizontal black line). Also, note that as the cell be-
comes more and more attached to the substrate, the retrograde flow will reduce.
Figure recreated from [2]
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Quantification of actin retrograde flow was initially performed by tracking
beads attached to the lamellipodium of growth cones in vitro [87] or by tracking
a bleached line of fluorescently labeled actin over time [89]. Both these methods
had severe limitations in terms of accuracy and experimental throughput. With
the advance of computer vision algorithms and image processing capabilities came
several improvements in the tracking methods. These efforts culminated with the
development of speckle microscopy for in vitro systems. Quantitative speckle flu-
orescent microscopy (QSF) is a single molecule technique which can capture both
the movement of the actin cytoskeleton and actin polymerisation and depolymeri-
sation rates within the cytoplasm. QSF is very powerful and has been successfully
used to quantify the actin dynamics in a variety of cell types [90]. Nevertheless, for
QSF to be successful, the samples have to prepared in a specific way which makes
it difficult to use in most situations [91]. Fortunately, Vallotton and colleagues ob-
served that phase contrast images of cultured keratocytes displayed bright, dynamic
fluorescent actin features when the actin cytoskeleton was treated with either a rho-
damine or a phalloidin probe [85]. The signal was strong enough to allow for these
features to be subsequently tracked over time. Because of the striking resemblance
between the results obtained using the latter approach and single molecule speck-
les, tracking larger actin features (e.g. parts of actin filaments rather than individual
monomers) became known as pseudospeckle fluorescent microscopy [85]. Its main
advantage over true speckle is that it does not require individual actin monomers to
be fluorescently labeled which reduces the complexity and time needed to correctly
prepare the samples allowing for its application to a far greater number of systems.
However, one major limitation of pseudospeckle microscopy is that it cannot quan-
tify actin polymerisation and depolymerisation rates, just the bulk movement of the
actin network over time [85].
Maps of retrograde flow speed computed in different cell types show that the
network is highly noncoherent, with regions of high flow rates separated by zones
of slow flow speed. Convergence zones are not accompanied by an increase in
F-actin density suggesting that these zones are actually regions where meshwork
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contraction causes network depolymerisation. These studies also revealed a clear
separation of the actin network into distinct regions with different actin retrograde
flow speed, polymerisation kinetics and myosin activity. The variation in actin
flow dynamics, actin polymerisation kinetics and myosin activity have later been
attributed to the existence of two distinct structures: a lamella and lamellipodia
[84, 92, 85, 86]. The latter is thought to exist right behind the leading edge, where
the retrograde flow is very fast and speckles are short lived. Furthermore, in this
region two distinct zones of actin activity have been observed. Immediately behind
the leading edge there is a clear band where most of the actin polimerisation takes
place. Right behind this polymerisation region, there is a second band populated
by short-lived actin speckles where most of the depolymerisation takes place [93].
In contrast the retrograde flow in the lamella is slower, speckles are long-lived, and
there is a punctate pattern of filament turnover together with high concentrations of
myosin II [93].
These observations led to the belief that lamella and lamellipodia are two mate-
rially distinct and nearly decoupled networks. There is some limited evidence that
lamella serves primarily as a structural element, offering the support required to
maintain cell shape and generate traction forces while the lamellipodium is helping
extend the leading edge forward. Nevertheless, there is a lot of controversy about
how these two networks are connected. For example, in Newt lung and PtK1 ep-
ithelial cells it is observed that the lamellipodium is ”riding” on top of the lamella.
There was a lot of critique surrounding this result as there is no definite proof that
the two networks are sliding on top of each other [84, 93]. Furthermore, it could be
that the observed decoupling between lamella and lamellipodium is just an artifact
of the tracking methods employed. Another study using cultured fish keratocytes
showed that in fast moving cells the retrograde flow displayed a clear boundary be-
tween lamellipodia and lamella. This boundary colocalised with the location where
focal adhesions remained anchored and matured (see section 2.1.5 for further details
on adhesions) [94, 95].
The actin retrograde flow is closely linked to cellular movement, possibly being
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the main force generator during cell migration. The details of how the retrograde
flow contributes to cell movement are still unknown. The theory for random cell
migration postulates that cells extend protrusions in random directions and sub-
sequently translocate in the direction of the largest of these protrusions. Current
findings suggest that the retrograde flow is somehow limiting cellular protrusions
[93, 96] and directly regulates cell speed. Therefore, it is possible that for a ran-
domly moving cell the actin retrograde flow dictates the direction of movement,
irrespective of the leading edge ruffling.
2.1.5 Actin clutch and force transduction
Most of the mechanotransduction in migrating cells is done via specialised sub-
cellular adhesion complexes which are highly specialised structures in charge of
making sense of both mechanical and chemical information coming in from the
extracellular environment [97]. In general, every adhesion requires two principal
components: an integrin and an extracellular counterpart for the integrin to bind to.
Once such a pair is formed, cytoplasmic proteins that link with the actin cytoskele-
ton are recruited to help lock the cell in place. Adhesions to the extracellular matrix
involve a more complicated integrin-extracellular matrix proteins complexes, which
is usually formed from heterodimers composed of α and β subunits that bind to
specific ECM proteins (e.g. fibronectin, vitronectin, collagen) [60, 97]. The exact
biochemistry of cell-ECM adhesions is beyond the scope of this work but can be
found in several review articles ( [98] for cell-ECM adhesions). In the remaining
of this section, an overview of how focal adhesions form, grow and mature will be
given in the context of mechanotransduction.
Focal adhesions (FAs) are initiated at the leading edge of the cell as dot-like
adhesion sites, termed focal complexes. Initially, the adhesions are very small, with
an area less than 1 µm2 [97]. As focal complexes link to the actin cytoskeleton,
the retrograde movement of the actin network causes the adhesions to stretch which
leads to an increase in their size. A small fraction of these nascent focal adhesions
undergoes further myosin-dependent maturation as they are transported towards the
cell body by the retrograde flow [28, 99]. Over time, focal adhesions continue to
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stabilise, grow in size, elongate and even change their composition. At the end of
this process, the resulting FA plaque either disassembles or transforms into a fibrillar
adhesion (cell-matrix adhesions composed mainly of thin actin cables crosslinked
by actin-binding proteins that are located towards the centre of the cell), and the
process is restarted [100].
Focal adhesion maturation depends on cytoskeletal tension [97]. The main
mechanism to generate tension at FAs sites is thorough stress fibre anchoring to
FAs which subsequently generate isometric tension via a Myosin II-induced con-
traction (see section 2.1.3). To test if tension alone is inducing FA maturation,
Oakes and collegues perturbed the stress fibre assembly pathways without affecting
the contractility of the actomyosin network in cultured U2OS human osteosarcoma
cells [82]. This experiment revealed that focal adhesions still assembled even if
stress fibres were not present. However, FAs did not reach compositional matu-
ration, suggesting that myosin II generated contraction alone is not sufficient to
induce adhesion maturation [82]. In contrast, maturation of FAs still occurred even
when myosin II-dependent cellular tension was decreased to up to 80% of its un-
perturbed level [82]. These results were confirmed by a more recent study from
Stricker and collegues where they showed that focal adhesion growth rate remained
constant even when the myosin II-mediated cellular tension was decreased to about
75% of its normal level [101]. However, these studies cannot explain how much
Myosin II-induced contraction contributes to FA maturation because cells must re-
tain some myosin activity to drive the retrograde flow and the assembly process
for stress fibres [101]. Therefore, further studies are needed to clearly distinguish
between isometric stress-fibre generated tension and general myosin II contraction
within the lamella during focal adhesion maturation.
Once a migrating cell is anchored to the extracellular matrix, it will immedi-
ately use that adhesion as a traction force transmission relay. Pioneering traction
force microscopy studies from [78] found that migrating cells in vitro are capable
of exerting a consistent traction stress of the order of 5nNµm−2. Surprisingly, the
generated traction force grew linearly with the adhesion size, measured by the flu-
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orescent intensity of the respective region [78]. In contrast, Beningo and collegues
revealed that there is a strong inverse correlation between the size of the focal adhe-
sions and the measured traction force. They showed that small adhesions near the
leading edge are responsible for transmitting strong traction stresses, whilst mature
FAs only exerted weaker forces [79]. More recent studies were able to partially rec-
oncile these apparently contradictory findings showing that there is indeed a strong
correlation between adhesion size and the magnitude of the traction stresses, but
only during initial stages of the adhesion maturation process. After the focal adhe-
sions matured, this correlation disappeared, and the size of the FA remained con-
stant while the traction forces either increase or decrease, based on the FA’s relative
position to the cell edge [102]. These findings suggest that cells could use the rate
of adhesion maturation as a mechanism to modulate the transmitted force, and thus
adapt to different substrates on which they migrate.
The retrograde flow, coupled to myosin contraction, is generally believed to be
the main generator of cytoskeletal stress that is converted via focal adhesions into
productive traction forces. However, the exact mechanisms through which this is
achieved are not fully understood. Mathematical modells of the interaction between
the actin network and FAs revealed that retrograde flow dynamics depends signifi-
cantly on the coupling between the cytoskeleton and the extracellular matrix [103].
This study suggested that the actin network is directly coupled to the extracellular
matrix through a clutch mechanism that strongly depended on the substrate stiff-
ness. The cellular clutch works similarly to the clutch on a car. When the clutch
is engaged (i.e. the actin network is linked to FAs) the retrograde flow slows down
suggesting that part of the forces that would normally drive the flow are transmitted
to the extracellular matrix via cell-ECM adhesions. In contrast, when the clutch
is not engaged (i.e. the actin networks is not linked to FAs) the retrograde flow
speed is increased suggesting that all the forces developed within the lamella are
directed towards driving the flow. In addition, this actin clutch model also showed
that retrograde flow dynamics is greatly affected by the stiffness of the substrate on
which cells migrate. When simulated cells migrated on a soft substrate, the retro-
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grade flow slowed down allowing cells to move using a “load-and-fail” mechanism
where integrins were constantly binding to the actin network until the forces acting
on them were to high and caused them to break. As the stiffness of the substrate was
increased, the flow speed started to increase which caused a lot of slippage between
the cell and the substrate where integrins were constantly binding and unbinding
to the actin network. In the second scenario, they showed that cells generated less
traction forces than when they were migrating on a soft substrate [103]. Confirma-
tion of these results came from traction force microscopy studies that revealed an
inverse relationship between F-actin speed and traction stresses developed at focal
adhesions, where low flow velocities correlated with large stress values and fast
retrograde flow were observed for low traction stresses [104]. Together these two
studies strongly suggest that the retrograde flow is fundamental for regulating trac-
tion forces at focal adhesions during cell migration. However, the detailed physical
and molecular mechanisms of how this takes place are still under intense scrutiny
in the community.
Complementary studies revealed that cultured cells use stress fibres to transmit
force to the ECM via focal adhesions [105, 97, 106]. For example, cells under
cyclic stretch, such as the pulsatile stretching and shear experienced by endothelial
cells and vascular smooth muscle [76], display a step-wise response to the external
perturbations. First stress fibres form and then remodel to become better suited for
withstanding the given perturbation. Subsequently,stress fibre begin to reinforce and
repair, as the external tension causes some filaments to break [107]. This response is
clearly seen in cultured fibroblasts exposed to cyclic stretch as they rearrange their
SFs perpendicular to the direction of the force. This process of cytoskeletal and cell
reorientation was found to be highly dependent on both the amplitude and frequency
of the applied stress [108], and the substrate stiffness [109]. In order to sustain this
remodelling and reorganisation of stress fibres’s, a concomitant reinforcement and
repair of the stress fibres has to occur [76]. Surprisingly, Zyxin, a protein usually
encountered in FAs, redistributes along the SF as applied forces increase causing
the SF to thicken [110, 111]. This fibre reinforcement does not depend on ROCK
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signalling (an important protein for controlling actin assembly and reorganisation
[37]), instead it appears to be mediated by an MAPK-dependent phosphorylation
of Zyxin [111]. Several other studies confirmed that SF reinforcement is Zyxin
dependent by showing that Zyxin together with α-actinin and VASP were recruited
to sites of strain-induced breaks [110], but were not involved in the cell reorientation
process [76].
2.1.6 Actin driven cellular motility
The actin cytoskeleton is a very complex material which is constantly un-
dergoing a tremendous reorganisation to fulfil a myriad of functions. During
lamellipodia-based migration, the cell needs to i) extend it’s leading edge ii) ad-
here to the substrate iii) contract and translocate its whole cell body forward. As
we saw in the previous sections, actin is the principal driver of these processes. In-
terestingly, the retrograde flow appears to be the linker between all these seemingly
separate processes. However, the details of how this is achieved are still missing.
The current theory postulates that actin polymerisation right behind the lead-
ing edge pushes the edge forward [24]. As newly assembled filaments push the
membrane forward, the membrane generates a reaction force which is subsequently
transmitted to the bulk of the actin network partially contributing to moving the
whole actin meshwork [112, 113]. Simultaneously with actin polymerisation,
myosin II contracts providing the remaining of the force required to generate the
actin retrograde flow. As the plasma membrane is pushed forward, a clutch-like
mechanism is engaged (see section 2.1.5) that links the actin cytoskeleton to the ex-
tracellular matrix via specialised proteins [114] (Figure 2.3A). Engagement of the
clutch (i.e. integrins are bound to the actin network) leads to a decrease in retro-
grade flow rates as the network cannot flow freely anymore which causes a build up
in intracellular tension [96] (Figure 2.3B). This tension build-up eventually leads to
the disengagement of the clutch. When the clutch is disengaged, the accumulated
tension is released providing the necessary ’push’ to move the whole cell [103]
(Figure 2.3C).
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Figure 2.3: Schematic highlighting the actin-ECM clutch. A) Prior to adhering to the
substrate, the whole actin network is moving towards the cell body driven by
a combination of actin polymerisating against the leading edge and myosin
contraction within the lamella. B) The cell adheres to the substrate and integrins
link to the actin cytoskeleton, causing the retrograde flow to slow down causing
part of the force previously driving the flow to get transmitted to the ECM. C)
The adhesion between the cell and the substrate disassembles or breaks leading
to the whole cell translocating and the retrograde flow rate returning to the
values it had before the cell-ECM adhesion was engaged.
In vitro studies trying to investigate the connection between retrograde flow
and cell movement showed that there is a biphasic relationship between retrograde
flow speed and the amount of force that can be transmitted to the extracellular ma-
trix [102]. Support for this hypothesis came from studies that showed a bipha-
sic relationship with the amount of adhesiveness to the substratum and the cell
speed suggesting that efficient migration requires an optimal level of adhesiveness
[115, 116, 117]. Furthermore, adhesion maturation and transmission of traction
forces is directly dependent on the retrograde flow rate [96]. Probably the most
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striking evidence for the direct connection between whole cell movement and the
retrograde flow dynamics comes from studies of keratocytes migrating in culture
where the retrograde flow was observed to be inversely proportional with the cell
speed [96] hinting to a possible regulation of motility via regulation of the actin
cytoskeleton in general, and the retrograde flow in particular.
2.1.7 Continuous models of the actin cytoskeleton
A comprehensive multiscale model of the actin cytoskeleton that allows for
direct manipulation of all the relevant parameters controlling the behaviour of the
meshwork has been a long quest for many researchers in the field. Unfortunately, up
to this date, there is no clear model on how all the intracellular processes (e.g. actin
polymerisation, myosin II contraction, retrograde flow) are integrated at the cellular
level during cell migration (see [118] for a comprehensive review on mathematical
models of actin during cell migration). Out of this quest two different classes of
models emerged: passive and active models.
Passive models of the actin cytoskeleton are by far the most established mod-
elling approach because they can capture the behaviour of the actin network at dif-
ferent spatial and temporal scales. The main assumption made by every passive
model is that the cytoskeleton can be regarded as an elastic or viscoelastic material.
In short, elastic models assume that the deformation of the actin network is directly
proportional to the applied force (deformations are not time dependent, they can
withstand shear stress and do not dissipate energy over time) while the viscoelastic
models are based on the assumption that the actin network can exhibit both viscous
(deformations are time-dependent, they cannot withstand shear stresses, and energy
is dissipated over time) and elastic behaviours. One notable example of passive
models is the elastic model for forces developed within the cytoskeleton created
by [67]. In this model, the authors assumed that the actin network behaves as an
isotropic (i.e. deformations are not dependent on the direction in which they occur)
elastic material in a permanent quasi-steady state that does not undergo active con-
traction. In addition, they completely ignored any viscous characteristics of the net-
work. Using these simple assumptions, the model suggested that inside the lamel-
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lipodium there are three distinct force zones based on the predominant force gener-
ation mechanisms. The model revealed that contraction forces are predominant at
the rear of the lamellipodium, adhesion forces are primarily at the leading edge, and
a combination of adhesion and contraction forces exists in the rest of the network
[67]. Betz and collegues relaxed the constraint that the actin network behaves like
a purely elastic material by assuming that the cytoskeleton of growth cones can be
modelled as an isotropic, homogeneous, linear viscoelastic material [7]. Using only
the local gradient of the stress tensor, they modelled the forces produced by the actin
retrograde flow within the lamellipodium of growth cones in vitro. Their model re-
vealed that the stress is rapidly dissipated at the leading edge which suggested the
presence of a mechanism capable of absorbing and transmitting lamellar tension to
the extracellular matrix [7], similar to the clutch-like mechanism coupling the actin
cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix during cell migration. Unfortunately, the
model developed in [7] does not take into account myosin contraction or any in-
formation about the signalling cascades controlling actin polymerisation [7]. There
have been several attempts to add network contractility to viscoelastic models of
the actin retrograde flow within the lamella of migrating cells. For example, Rubin-
stein and collegues recreated most of the known behaviour of the retrograde flow in
rapidly moving cell by coupling a viscoelastic Maxwell model of the actin network
with a transport equation for myosin [119]. Contraction stresses were assumed
directly proportional to the concentration of myosin molecules linked to the actin
cytoskeleton. To incorporate actin polymerisation, the authors assumed that actin
turnover is given by a reaction-drift density equation with constant disassembly rate
[119]. Following a similar idea, Craig et al (2012) developed a different mechanical
model of the actin treadmill by assuming that myosin pulling forces and membrane
tensions are fully balanced by a drag force caused by filament resistance to buckling
and breaking. This model predicted that if myosin activity is inhibited, membrane
tension increases to drive the retrograde flow in growth cones [120].
In contrast, active models of the actin network consider that the cytoskeleton
is a system far from chemical equilibrium, constantly consuming energy. Usually,
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active models use one of two distinct approaches, depending on the timescale of
interest: liquid crystal theory at long timescales or an active polar gel abstraction at
short timescales [121]. When applied to the actin network of moving keratocytes,
several active models successfully predicted the behaviour of the retrograde flow
and estimated the principal physical parameters describing the contractility of the
network [121]. Nevertheless, models of active matter are still in their youth, with
a lot of work left to be done until they will be capable of capturing the details
of the coupling between actin networks and the external environment. Finally, a
drawback of both active and passive models is that in their current formulation,
they are incapable of describing the actin network at a microscopic level nor can
they include detailed biochemical properties of actin dynamics.
Therefore, even if modelling of the cytoskeleton has a long history in biome-
chanics, there are still numerous questions that need to be answered before we will
be able to completely describe the behaviour of the actin network using solely a
mathematical framework. Nevertheless, current models are providing an alternative
to biological experiments by identifying some of the most important parameters
for driving cell migration. Ideally, these predictions would be tested experimen-
tally which would allow us to get a much more comprehensive understanding of the
biological mechanisms that drive cell motility.
2.2 Contact Inhibition of Locomotion
Contact inhibition of locomotion (CIL) was first described by the pioneering
cell biologist M. Abercrombie in a series of three papers published between 1950
and 1953 on the migration of chick fibroblasts in vitro. In his words, contact in-
hibition was defined as “the stopping of the continued locomotion of a cell in the
direction which has produced a collision with another cell; so that one cell does not
use another as a substratum” [8] (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Time series of phase contrast in vitro chick heart fibroblasts undergoing
contact inhibition. A) 5min post-collision B) 10min post-collision C) 15min
post-collision D) 30min post collision Scale bar 25 µm.[3]
Besides providing the first characterisation of CIL, the initial studies of this
process investigated the “monolayering” effect encountered when two in vitro pop-
ulations of fibroblasts met to form a uniform sheet of cells. Analysing the motion
of fibroblasts emanating from opposite explants showed that after the establishment
of the junction between explants, the newly formed cellular sheet did not expe-
rience any further growth, and did not penetrate the junctional area. In contrast,
they observed an outgrowth from the sides of the newly formed cell layer which
resulted in a circular monolayer of cells. These data suggested that the distribution
of fibroblasts within the monolayer was driven by CIL as it prevented the cells to
migrate over each other [122]. Using a similar experimental set-up where one of
the explants was derived from sarcoma cells rather than fibroblasts revealed another
interesting behaviour of fibroblasts in vitro. When fibroblasts and sarcoma cells col-
lided, no inhibition of the motion of sarcoma cells and just a slight inhibition of the
fibroblasts movement was observed [123]. These data showed that cancer cell lines
might lose their ability to contact inhibit when they collide with a different cell type
which suggested that CIL could play a major role in enhancing malignant invasion
[123, 8, 14, 9].
Since its initial discovery, several cell types were observed to undergo contact
inhibition such as neural crest cells, Drosophila macrophages, and Cajal-Retzius
cells [4, 12, 13]. Out of this work, it emerged that CIL is not a single response,
will different cell-types showing slightly different behaviours upon collision which
lead to a complex contact inhibition responses. One possible distinction that was
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made was to separate the CIL response for cells colliding with the same cell-type
(i.e. homotypic collisions) or with a different cell type (i.e. heterotypic collisions)
[124, 125, 126, 10]. Furthermore, Parkinson & Edwards (1978) showed that het-
erotypic collisions between embryonic pigmented retina epithelial cells and choroid
fibroblasts in vitro resulted in fibroblasts undergoing contact inhibition while the
collision did not affect the movement of epithelial cells. These data lead to a fur-
ther classification of heterotypic collisions into reciprocal where cells inhibit each
other, and non-reciprocal where just one colliding partner is affected by the collision
[127, 128, 123, 126].
Contact inhibition is a complex process involving the coordination of several
cytoskeletal players, including the actin and microtubule networks (see the remain-
ing of this chapter for more details) which leads to diverse CIL behaviours where
contact inhibiting cells displaying significant speed differences before and after col-
lision [9, 129], differences in the amount that cell’s overlap [130], cessation of
lamellar ruffling [130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135], presence or absence of lamellar
contraction after the two colliding cells collided [9, 130, 136, 133], or change in the
direction of movement [130, 18]. In addition, populations of cells that undergo con-
tact inhibition also displayed differences in how the colony expanded [124]. Given
the broad range of CIL behaviours, Martz & Steinberg (1973) proposed a more com-
prehensive classification of contact inhibition into six different classes with a type 1
to 6 based on speed difference, overlapping area, the ruffling activity of the lamella,
neighbour exchange, direction of movement and colony expansion, respectively.
The split of contact inhibition into so many distinct classes was aimed at to bring
together the different observation from different systems about the process. Never-
theless, some of these classes are purely based on subjective observation, without
any quantitative index to back them up which I believe created a lot of confusion
among researchers. In my view, a far more elegant and useful distinction for sepa-
rating CIL behaviours is the one introduced by Abercrombie himself, where contact
inhibition was classified solely based on the presence or absence of lamellar con-
traction. In Abercrombies view, there are two main types of CIL; a type 1 CIL
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where colliding cells undergo a lamellar contraction after the lamellar overlap, and
a type 2 CIL where contraction is not observed following the initial cell-cell contact
[8]. In the present work, I will be adopting Abercrombie’s classification of CIL into
a type 1 and a type 2.
Another debated aspect of CIL is cell repolarisation following the cell-cell con-
tact. Although numerous studies tried to elucidate the exact sequence of events
during this last phase of CIL, it is still unclear how repolarisation starts during CIL
[130, 3, 137]. For example, in chick heart fibroblasts protrusions first collapse at the
site of cell-cell contact before the cells form new protrusions away from the contact
site [3, 130]. In contrast, neural crest cells the opposite was shown to happen where
cells first form protrusions away from the contact site and then they begin to sep-
arate [137]. Regardless of the order of events, it is clear that cell repolarisation is
crucial for a normal CIL response, therefore, it is important to understand what hap-
pens with cells after the contact to understand the bigger role CIL plays in different
biological processes.
2.2.1 Assays for contact inhibition
Contact inhibition is a multifaceted phenomenon, closely linked to cellular
motility which makes it tremendously difficult to dissect phenotypes strictly due
to CIL versus random variability in migration. In the initial characterisation of the
process, Abercrombie and colleagues were the first to realise that relying on quali-
tative analysis would not be sufficient to understand the cellular dynamics involved
in CIL. In their view, to fully understand the mechanisms behind CIL we first need
to develop quantitative tools to objectively study the process [9, 130, 138, 126, 10].
The invasion index is one of the first measures for assessing if two cells are
undergoing contact inhibition which was initially introduced by Abercrombie and
colleagues to quantify the interaction between two explants of chick heart fibrob-
lasts in vitro [125]. Observing the motion of fibroblasts emanating from two op-
posing explants, showed that when cells come in contact, they continued to contact
inhibit leading to the formation of a junctional zone between explants where cells
are constantly interacting. In contrast, cells that were not capable of undergoing
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contact inhibition did not form a junctional zone, invading the opposite explant.
The invasion index was subsequently defined as the width of the junctional zone
forming between two population of cells migrating radially from opposing explants
[122]. These results suggested that a width significantly different from zero could
be immediately connected with cells that undergo contact inhibition. Nevertheless,
using only the invasion index is not sufficient for assessing with 100% certitude if
cells are indeed contact inhibiting because the low values of the index could also be
explained by cells inability to migrate far enough from the explant in order to estab-
lish a junctional zone. To complement this measurement, it is necessary to quantify
the dispersal distance of cells from their respective explant in the absence of an op-
posing explant with which they can interact [125]. The invasion index together with
the cellular displacement represents a set of measurements for assessing if cells are
capable of undergoing contact inhibition.
Another tool for quantifying cellular behaviour during collisions was intro-
duced by Dunn and colleagues who abstracted the cell to a material particle and
subsequently analysed the changes in cell velocity and acceleration during colli-
sions (see section 3.2 for an introduction to particle kinematics) [126]. In contrast
to the invasion index, analysing cell velocity and acceleration can identify if the
contact with another cell influences motility. The core assumption of this idea is
that any non-random movement of the cells would result in a biased acceleration.
The success of this method depends on prior normalisation of cell position to elimi-
nate any variation in the movement not directly related to their interaction. The best
normalisation is to align the tracks which result from tracking either the cell nucleus
or cell centroid to a common origin such as the position of the colliding partner in
such a way that the two cells are horizontal at the time of the collision (see Figure
2.5A,B; Section 3.6.2). After the tracks are aligned, cell acceleration vectors are
computed and plotted from a common origin which results in a vector plot like the
one showed in Figure 2.5C.
Summing all the acceleration vectors provides an indicator of the average cell
acceleration of all cells in the sample. This quantity was used to identify any effects
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Figure 2.5: Schematic with a normalised sample acceleration plot. A) Fictitious sce-
nario of two interacting cells. The blue arrows represent the acceleration vec-
tors of the two cells at the time of interest. The curved arrows show the di-
rection in which each acceleration vector has to be rotated to make both cells
horizontal. B) Acceleration vectors normalised to the direction of a colliding
partner. The curved arrow shows the direction in which the acceleration vector
of the cell on the right needs to be rotated to complete the normalisation. C)
Acceleration vectors normalised and translated to a common origin. D) Ex-
ample acceleration plot for a population of cells. Each blue arrow represents
the acceleration of a cell at a given time point. The red arrow represents the
resultant horizontal acceleration.
of the colliding partner on cell motility because any bias in the movement will show
as a significant acceleration in that direction. In other words, a significantly nega-
tive horizontal component of the acceleration vector indicates that the two colliding
cells are moving away from each other and/or slowing down. The core assumption
behind this is that for a system of interacting partciles, there is a significant accel-
eration only when there is an imbalance in the system. Applied to collisions, this
imbalance would be created by the presence of the colliding partner. Unfortunately,
this method is not foolproof either as it greatly depends on the reference point used
to normalise the trajectories. Several studies succesfully used this method to inves-
tigate contact inhibition between chick heart fibroblasts and fibrosarcoma FS9 cell
line [126, 10]. These investigations revealed different distributions of the acceler-
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ation based on the reference used to normalise the vectors (i.e. either aligning the
acceleration with the horizontal axis or by making the velocity vector at a previous
time point horizontal)[126]. For the first case, they observed a clear bias in the ac-
celeration away from the collision, however, in the second case they were unable to
show any significant bias in cell movement [126]. Furthermore, this method can-
not be used if the acceleration vectors result in a multi-modal distribution, i.e. the
same number of vectors in different directions (see 3.5 for how to deal with this
situations). Nevertheless, this assay has been crucial for identifying when cells are
undergoing contact inhibition [126, 5] or how different genetic perturbation affect
the contact inhibition response [4].
Dunn and colleagues proposed another kinematic technique for identifying if a
cell is undergoing contact inhibition still relying on velocity and acceleration as fun-
damental measures of cell movement (see Section 3.2 for more information about
particle kinematics) [10]. Because contact inhibition involves the cessation of for-
ward movement upon contact with another cell, it is possible to use the horizontal
component of the acceleration vector, termed Cx, to establish if cells stop moving
forward following a collision [10]. The main advantage of this technique is that
it allows for comparison between different cell types simultaneously, even if they
have different speeds and persistence. To achieve this, Cx is normalised using the
direction of the velocity vector and scaled by cell speed computed during the same
interval. This makes the value ofCx between−1 and 1, where 0 indicates no change
in velocity over that time interval. When applied to the study of collisions between
different cell types or treatments, this index is usually compared for both freely
moving and colliding cells. Therefore, if a cell is undergoing CIL it’s Cx index
is computed for both freely moving and colliding cases and if there is a significant
reduction from one mode of migration to another, then it can be asserted that the col-
lision is indeed a contact inhibition event, irrespective of cellular persistence [10].
In other words, regardless of the variation of the direction in which a cell migrates,
Cx is capable of distinguishing when a cell is undergoing CIL or not.
Cellular behaviour after the initial contact with another cell is not the same for
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all cell types, with some cells simply stopping their forward movement and others
changing their direction of travel [139, 128, 127, 136]. To account for this subtle,
but crucial difference between the two behaviours, the acceleration analysis was
extended to include the vertical component of the vectors, Cy [10]. This offers in-
formation about any changes in later movement as follows: if a cell completely
stops, then both Cx and Cy will be reduced, however, if the cell is just changing
its direction of movement, then Cyincreases after the contact. The introduction of
these two indices has indeed been a step forward in analysing cellular collisions, as
this method is still employed today to shed light on the regulatory mechanism of
contact inhibition in a range of systems [22, 11, 23]. However, it is not a foolproof
method. Because they rely on comparing the movement of cells during collisions
with respect to their motion prior to the cells coming in contact, these indices are
by definition sensitive to how variable is the cell movement in the first place; too
much variation will potentially mask any effects of the collision as measured by
Cx and Cy. This observation is particularly pertinent when cell position is recorded
with short temporal resolution as this will produce a noisier speed because all speed
computations are greatly dependant on the time interval over which they are per-
formed. Furthermore, tracking errors at short time scales also introduces additional
variations in the movement (see section 3.2) limiting the application of this method
to relatively large time-scales, of the order of minutes.
Therefore, up to this date there is no universal assay capable to objectively es-
tablish with a very high degree of accuracy whether a collision between two cells is
a contact inhibition event. The assays developed so far were mainly concerned with
identifying if a collision constitutes a contact inhibition event, paying little attention
to the development of quantitative tools that can reveal insights into what controls
the response. Nevertheless, there are a few example where the assays reviewed in
this section have successfully been employed to identify contact inhibition across
different cell types [22, 140, 141, 5]. The same assays have sometimes laid the
foundation for further experiments that aimed to provide information about the role
of genetics in the process [4].
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2.2.2 Characterisation and mechanisms driving contact inhibi-
tion
Abercrombie and colleagues designed two experiments to test if CIL is cell
specific where they characterised the behaviour of chick heart fibroblasts emanat-
ing from two confronting explants which were derived from either same cell-type
or from two different cell-types. The first experiments where cells belonging to
the same cell type collided revealed that both cells undergoing contact inhibition
of locomotion [124, 125, 132, 133, 8, 139]. Interestingly, the second series of ex-
periments where chick heart fibroblasts collided with sarcoma cells revealed that
although sarcoma cells were capable of inhibiting the movement of other sarcoma
cells, they showed no signs of CIL when they collided with fibroblasts. These re-
sults proved that contact inhibition is indeed cell type specific rather than a common
phenomenon to any cell type. Nevertheless, the results still left open one big ques-
tion: what is the mechanism that allows some cell-type to contact inhibit each other
while having no effect on the movement of cells from other cell types? [127, 126].
A critical part of contact inhibition is the cessation of forward motion upon
contact with another cell. Therefore, cell architecture, especially the components
of the cell involved in cell migration, was the first place to start the investigation
for uncovering the underlying mechanism behind contact inhibition of locomotion.
Out of a myriad of studies aiming to understand the mechanisms behind CIL in var-
ious cell types, it emerged that a stereotypical series of events takes place during the
process. In short, Abercrombie’s original experiments using fibroblasts colliding in
vitro [9] and more recent studies of collisions between prostate cancer cells [11, 22]
revealed that at least for these cell types, CIL is a four step process. An intercellu-
lar adhesion is established which causes the paralysis of membrane ruffling leading
to a contraction of the lamellae and the subsequent separation of the two collid-
ing cells. However, there is some uncertainty surrounding the second step of this
timeline because most of the studies where the cessation of membrane ruffling was
observed were based on phase contrast time-lapse movies of colliding cells with a
temporal resolution of about 5min per frame [122, 130, 8, 132, 133, 127] without
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any other assay to confirm them. This is not the only sequence of events proposed
to take place during CIL. Studies conducted by Mayor and colleagues on the con-
tact inhibition of neural crest cells suggested that a different series of events takes
place during CIL. They suggested that as two cells collide, a cell-cell adhesion is
established which leads to the local inhibition of new protrusions in the direction
of movement (without any sudden lamellar contraction event taking place) and the
generation of new protrusions in other directions which subsequently leads to cells
repolarising and migrating away from the collision [20, 142].
Irrespective of which sequence of events is considered, the first step of con-
tact inhibition is the establishment of an intercellular adhesion. This was originally
speculated by Heaysman and colleagues using data from an electron microscopy
study investigating CIL [138]. Since this initial observation, there have been nu-
merous other studies that tried to identify the exact molecular nature of the adhe-
sion that formed between colliding cells. Studies conducted in various cell types
undergoing CIL highlighted proteins from the Cadherin family as the most likely
candidate for linking the two colliding cells [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Cadherins
are usually membrane-bound proteins that have one intracellular end connecting
directly to the actin cytoskeleton primarily through α and β catenin and another
extracellular end connecting to the extracellular region. Furthermore, cadherins are
known to form homophilic interactions between cells [143] and have multiple iso-
forms. These properties of the cadherin molecule led to the proposal that during
contact inhibition, colliding cells distinguish between cell types by exploiting the
different isoforms of the cadherin protein where cells expressing the same isoform
recognise eachother and undergo a CIL event [142, 144]. Nevertheless, this expla-
nation is not complete because a recognition mechanism based solely on cadherins
cannot explain how cells of different cell types, i.e. with different isoforms of the
cadherin protein, are still capable of undergoing CIL.
An alternative way for how cells are able to recognise each other was proposed
by Heaysman and colleagues whereby they envisioned that a receptor-emitter pair
allowed cells to behave independently during collisions [123]. More recent stud-
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ies of contact inhibition suggested that Ephrin ligands and their specific receptors
(Eph) could be the main receptor-ligand pair coupling colliding cells during con-
tact inhibition between prostate cancer cell PC-3 lines and fibroblasts or between
two prostate cancer cells [22, 23] or during collisions between Cajal-Retzius cells
[13]. These studies suggested that there are two ways in which Ephrin mediated
contacts lead to CIL. First, Ephrin A and Eph A pair promoted lamellar contraction
while Ephrin B2 and Eph B3/B4 pair promoted cell migration of prostate cancer
line PC-3 [22]. Second, Ephrin signalling modulated Cadherin complexes and as
a consequence could play a role in modulating the adhesion between two colliding
cells. These findings lead to speculations about an overarching mechanism for con-
tact inhibition where lamellar contact triggers some chemical cascade, such as an
Ephrin-Eph signalling or Cadherin activation in such a way that subtle changes in
the protein concentration or localisation are responsible for the multitude of contact
inhibition behaviours [21].
The paralysis of membrane ruffling and contraction of the lamella was signalled
as a hallmark of CIl for certain cell types [129]. However, not all cell types appear
to undergo both these steps. For example, chick heart fibroblasts were reported
to cease their lamellar activity right after the contact with another cell and then
undergo a rapid contraction event which led to the cells separating [9]. These ob-
servations lead to the hypothesis that the actin cytoskeleton plays a role during the
CIL response. Until today our understanding of the role and regulation of actin dur-
ing CIL is very limited. Studies of neural crest cells colliding in vivo have showed
that the PCP pathway (an important signalling transduction cascade for cell polar-
ity [145]) and small GTPases are triggering the remodelling of the actin network
which leads to the repolarisation of colliding cells [4]. In another study, Kadir and
collegues showed that fibroblasts collisions require Rho and ROCK activity [11].
Furthermore, studies of heterotypic collisions between NIH3T3 and chicken heart
fibroblasts further showed that Rac1 and RhoA are required for a normal CIL re-
sponse. These studies suggest that controlled remodelling of the actin cytoskeleton
is required during CIL either for enabling cells to repolarise or for stopping them
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to migrate forward upon contact with another cell. However, there is still no clear
mechanism on how the actin cytoskeleton and it’s associated proteins give rise to
the observed repolarisation and migration away from the cell-cell contact site dur-
ing CIL. Investigating cell repolarisation, Mayor and colleagues proposed that as
the cells come in contact, they stop polymerising new actin around the site of cell-
cell contact and instead begin generating new protrusions in other directions which
eventually leads to cell repolarisation [142, 20, 140, 16, 146]. The generation of new
protrusions away from the site of cell-cell contact while the cells are still in contact
could act as a tension generation mechanism directly contributing to the breaking
of the cadherin-mediated cell-cell junction leading to the subsequent separation of
the colliding cells [137]. Furthermore, Abercrombie envisioned a mechanical ex-
planation of how cells are capable of migrating away from each other during CIL
whereby the tension developed within the actin cytoskeleton is the main driver of
the response. In his words, ”As a result of the adhesion between them, they push or
pull against each other to some extent; some of the energy which would normally go
into movement is thereby dissipated or becomes potential energy of elastic tension
between the cells [...]. When an adhesion breaks, the release of potential energy
stored as elastic tension produces the observed sudden acceleration” [9].
The final step of the contact inhibition response is cell repolarisation. Even if
this is a very active research topic in the contact inhibition community, there is still
no clear understanding of what causes colliding cells to repolarise. Recent investi-
gations into CIL revealed that microtubules are undergoing tremendous reorganisa-
tion during CIL. Studies of rat kidney epithelial cells were one of the first to show
that microtubules are remodelled away from the contact site as the cells were collid-
ing [147]. Furthermore, studies of collision between chick heart fibroblasts where
Glu MTs were stabilised such that they did not undergo any catastrophe events dur-
ing the response showed that in order for colliding cells to separate, they need to
maintain an unstable microtubule cytoskeleton [11]. Additionally, in vivo studies of
Drosophila hemocytes revealed that microtubules are playing a role during CIL be-
cause overexpression of a microtubule severing protein (spastin) or losing the ability
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to stabilise microtubules disrupted the contact inhibition process as hemocytes were
not able to separate [12]. Therefore, remodelling of the microtubule cytoskeleton
alongside with the remodelling of the actin cytoskeleton plays an important role in
a normal CIL response. However, it is still unclear how the remodelling of micro-
tubules upon cell-cell contact relates to the subsequent cell separation and repolari-
sation events. I believe that for a full understanding of the mechanisms behind CIL,
an integrated study needs to be conducted where the interaction between cell-cell
adhesion, actin cytoskeleton, and microtubules is addressed.
2.2.3 The role of contact inhibition in vivo
In 2008 Carmona-Fontaine and colleagues reported, for the first time in a living
organism, that CIL is required for the normal developmental migration of Xenopus
and Zebrafish neural crest cells (Figure 2.6A) [4]. These cells are capable of dif-
ferentiating into a diverse range of cell types, e.g. craniofacial cartilage, smooth
muscle, peripheral and enteric neurones and glia [148]. Recently, it was suggested
that contact inhibition plays a crucial role in enhancing in vivo neural crest dispersal
[4]. Furthermore, there is some evidence that when neural crest cells collide with
other cell types, they fail to contact inhibit which allows them to migrate throughout
the embryo and invade various tissues where they will differentiate into a host of
cell type [149]. This intriguing behaviour resembles malignant invasion [150, 151].
Using a discrete computer model where changes in polarity are converted into di-
rectional changes, Woods and collegues successfully replicated the collective cell
migration of neural crest cells [152]. In their simulation, cells were allowed to
both repel following a collision and experience co-attraction from other cells in the
population. Inhibiting co-attraction in the simulation was sufficient to recreate the
neural crest behaviours observed in vivo where restriction of co-attraction lead to
an invasive phenomenon. Interestingly, these simulations suggested that guidance
of neural crest migration stems from the interplay between contact inhibition and
co-attraction [152].
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Figure 2.6: Contact inhibition of locomotion both in vitro and in vivo. A. Time-lapse
movie of Zebra fish neural crest cells undergoing contact inhibition [4]. B.
Drosophila hemocytes containing a red nuclear marker and a GFP microtubule
label (green). Note how contact inhibition drives the cells into a three rows
pattern. Scale bar = 10 µm [5]
Stramer and colleagues identified another model system for contact inhibition
in the embryonic migration of Drosphila macrophages (hemocytes) (Figure 2.6B)
[12]. These highly migratory cells are very similar to mammalian macrophages,
playing an important role in the fly immune response [153]. Additionally, hemo-
cytes are the main producers of extracellular matrix during development. Their
primary role is to produce and secrete the majority of proteins required for the de-
velopment of basement membranes [154].
Hemocyte embryonic dispersal differs significantly from the neural crest cells.
They develop from the head mesoderm and disperse throughout the Drosophila
embryo taking defined migratory routes [154]. One of these routes occurs along
the ventral surface where their superficial position in the embryo allows them to be
imaged live at a very high spatial and temporal resolution [12, 155, 25]. Time-lapse
imaging has revealed that hemocytes spread out to form an even distribution pattern
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throughout the entire ventral surface within a thin acellular cavity (the hemocoel)
[12, 5].
Figure 2.7: In vivo tracking of Drosophila hemocytes during contact inhibition of loco-
motion. A) Sketch of two colliding hemocytes at the moment of microtubule
alignment (time t). The distance between nuclei upon the collision response
was measured to be 30.0±5.2µm. B) Five samples of the acceleration vectors
surrounding a collision (labeled as t min in the figure) from times t-1 to t+3 min
oriented so that the target cell is directly on the right as in 2.7A. C) Stills from
a time-lapse movie of a hemocyte collision pair. Note the microtubule bundles
marker for contact inhibition (arrowhead). Scale bar = 10 µm [5]
.
Time-lapse movies of hemocyte developmental migration showed that almost
all frontal collisions were a contact inhibition event where hemocytes stopped their
forward movement and very quickly repolarised and migrated away from each
other. By expression of fluorescent actin and microtubule probes to examine cy-
toskeletal dynamics in both freely moving and colliding Drosophila hemocytes re-
vealed a large actin-rich lamella, which contains many dynamic microtubule fila-
ments similar to culture cells (Figure 2.7A and Figure 2.7C) [12]. The dynamics
of the microtubule cytoskeleton appeared to alter when two cells collide; as cells
were coming in contact, a transient bundling and subsequent alignment of dynamic
microtubule arms occurred. At the end of this alignment, hemocytes reversed their
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direction of movement and migrated away from the collision [12, 5]. Subsequent
statistical analysis of this response revealed that, although not fully understood how,
the microtubule alignment can be used as an accurate fiduciary marker of a colli-
sion [5]. Analysis of cell acceleration including data from one minute prior and af-
ter the collision event revealed that upon collision, hemocyte acceleration suddenly
changed from a random distribution to pointing away from the colliding partner
(Figure 2.7B) suggesting that the presence of the other cell is directly contributing
to cessation of movement in the direction of the colliding partner characteristic of
the CIL response.
Davis and collegues simulated the migratory pattern and spacing of hemocytes
along the ventral surface of the embryo using the kinematics of free running and
colliding cells [5]. The model was build using the observed kinematic changes
during CIL, and as such it could not be exploited to give any insights into what
drives these changes in vivo. Nevertheless, successive computer simulations of their
model with variable parameters suggested that CIL is required for an even dispersal
pattern to emerge [5]. Hemocytes are highly dynamic motile cells that perform a
wide variety of roles during embryogenesis. There is some evidence suggesting that
hemocytes are capable of turning CIL on or off when they are recruited for wound
healing [12] which raises the question what is the connection between hemocytes
functions and contact inhibition?
Chapter 3
Materials and Methods
3.1 Fly genetics
All work related to fly genetics was carried out by our collaborators, Dr. John
Robert Davis and Dr. Brian Stramer, at King’s College London. For this work
labeled wild-type, UAS-Dia-CA, zip1, and dia5 mutant hemocytes (Bloomington
Stock Center) using the following promoters: Srp-Gal4 or Sn-Gal4 were used. Fur-
thermore, all the crosses with the dia5 mutant were kept at 25◦C as this mutation
was reported to be temperature sensitive [156]. Additionally, to visualise cell nu-
clei or different parts of the cytoskeleton several fluorescent probes were used as
summarised in Table 3.1 below.
Labelled component Fluorescent probe Source and/or
reference
Nuclei UAS-RedStinger N/A
Microtubules UAS-Clip-GFP; UAS-Clip-Cherry [12]
Actin UAS-Lifeact-GFP; UAS-Moesin-
Cherry
N/A
Diaphanous UAS-GFP-Dia [156]
Myosin II heavy chain UAS-GFP-Zip [157]
Zyxin UAS-Zyxin-Cherry Bloomington
Stock Center
Table 3.1: Fluorescent labels for visualising cell nuclei and cytoskeleton components.
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3.2 Particle Kinematics in 2D
When analysing a mechanical system about which we do not not have any infor-
mation, we usually begin by investigating the movement of the system as a whole.
A special case of this is when the system can be divised in several, even infinite,
parts (i.e. discretised) such that the relative motion of it’s components can then be
studied. This analysis, does not make any assumptions about the rules or mech-
anisms generating the observed movement of the system. As a consequence, we
can approximate the components of the system that we are interested in studying
as material points, or particles (i.e. geometric points) that may or may not interact
with each other or external factors. In other words, using this abstraction we ignore
any additional information about the constitution of the system and consider that
all of it’s mass and information is concentrated at a set of discrete points, usually
the centres of mass of each constitutive part we chosed. However, that is not the
only available choice; you can choose any internal or external points to abstract
the system under scrutiny, as long as they are representative for the observed mo-
tion [158, 159]. In fact, there are situations when the centre of mass might not be
the best descriptor for the movement and cell biology offers numerous examples
for this, especially for cells that are rapidly changing their shape as they migrate.
Therefore, great care has to be taken in discretising the system before proceeding
with any of the subsequent analysis of it’s motion.
Once an adequate reference point has been selected within a given reference
frame, we can start to describe the changes that take place in motion by analysing
two quantities: velocity, ~v, and acceleration, ~a. Analysis of these two vector quan-
tities is sufficient for describing the movement of any particle, without having any
information about the forces causing it [158, 159]. Nevertheless, by inspecting these
two quantities in both space and time, we are able to formulate and test hypotheses
about the causes of any instantaneous disturbances to the otherwise uniform motion
of the system [126].
The first step before commencing any kinematic study, is to select an adequate
coordinate system. In the case of a particle moving on an arbitrary plane, the most
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convenient choice is to use Cartesian coordinates, defined by any two mutually
perpendicular unit vectors, {~i,~j}, with an origin placed arbitrarily in the XY plane.
In this frame of reference, the position of a particle can then be represented by it’s
position vector defined as~r = x~i+ y~j (Figure 3.1A). Using the coordinate system I
just introduced, we now derive suitable mathematical expressions for velocity and
acceleration vectors.
Figure 3.1: Particle kinematics in 2D. A) Schematic of a particle moving along an arbi-
trary trajectory. Light blue arrows represent the position vectors of the particle
with respect to the chosen origin of the coordinate system, O, at two successive
time points, P0 and P1. The two magenta arrows represent the unit vectors (i.e.
direction) of each coordinate axis. Note that using Cartesian coordinates, the
location of the particle at each time can be summarised by it’s position along
each coordinate axis, OX and OY . Furthermore, by subtracting the two posi-
tion vectors you obtain the displacement of the particle over that time interval
(blue arrow). B) Schematic of a particle moving along an arbitrary path. Blue
arrow represents the average velocity vector between t − 1 and t and red ar-
row represents the average velocity vector between t and t+1. Note that both
these vectors are an approximation of the instantaneous velocity of the particle.
Black arrow represents the acceleration of the particle at time t. Note that the
acceleration vector represents the vector difference between ~vt and ~vt−1. Fur-
thermore, this acceleration is also a discrete approximation of the acceleration
of the particle between [t−1, t+1] interval. C) Decomposition of instantaneous
acceleration (black arrow) into tangential (magenta arrow) and normal compo-
nent (green arrow). Note that the tangential component is a good measure of
the particle’s behaviour in the direction of travel (blue arrow), while the normal
component is measuring the rate at which the particle is changing direction.
The velocity of a particle is defined as the rate of change of displacement over
a fixed interval of time using Equation 3.1 (Figure 3.1B)). For example, assuming
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that a particle that at time t−1 is at P−1 moves to point be P0 at time t0, then the
velocity of the particle as it moves between these two position is defined as:
~v= lim
∆t→0
∆~x
∆t
=
d~x
dt
, (3.1)
where ~x =~rt0 −~rt−1 and ∆t = t0− t−1 is the time between the two positions at
which the particle is observed. Equation 3.1 defines velocity as the instantaneous
rate of change of the particle’s displacement. From this it can be concluded that
the velocity vector contains information about the direction in which the particle is
moving, and how fast it is moving in that direction.
In practice, however, it is impossible to measure the position of the particle with
such infinitesimal precision, which leads to an approximation of the instantaneous
velocity by an average velocity over the time between two subsequent observations.
Therefore, for all practical purposes, Equation 3.1 can be approximated by:
~v=
~rt−~rt−1
t0− t−1 =
∆~x
∆t
(3.2)
In contrast to the continuous formulation of the velocity, when Equation 3.1
is used it is important to accurately control for ∆t as value too small or too big
would introduce spurious measurements [126]. Using the movement of a cell as
an example, what this means is if ∆t is very small, then the cell will probably be
stationary for a very large number of times and when it will finally appear that it
was moving it will look like it suddenly jumped from one location to the next.
Although velocity is a very good indicator of the particle’s movement, it is not
able to distinguish if changes in movement are caused by internal or external fac-
tors. In practice, most interesting systems involve either heterogeneous environment
or fast changes in motion which means that another measure is needed to charac-
terise the movement of particles. For these systems, acceleration vectors are a much
suitable measure for quantifying motion.
The acceleration vector is defined as the instantaneous rate of change in velocity
(Figure 3.1B). Mathematically, this can be written as:
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~a= lim
∆t→0
∆~v
∆t
=
d~v
dt
(3.3)
As with velocity, Equation 3.3 relies on the continuous assumption where the
time interval, dt is taken to be infinitesimally small. However, we saw before that
infinitesimal time intervals are just a theoretical construct, very challenging to re-
alise experimentally. As a consequence, in practice, instantaneous acceleration is
computed as a discrete approximation by calculating the change in velocity as the
particle moves from position P−1 to position P1 in the time interval [t0, t1]:
~a=
~vt−~vt−1
t0− t−1 =
∆~v
∆t
(3.4)
Now that acceleration is defined, it is important to uncover what information
it can convey about the system. By rewriting Equation 3.3 as Equation 3.5 it is
possible to split the acceleration into a component that is tangent to the direction of
movement, ~aT , and a component perpendicular to this direction, ~aN (Figure 3.1C).
Following from this decomposition, see that inspecting the acceleration of a par-
ticle reveals if the particle’s speed is either increasing (positive acceleration) or
decreasing (negative acceleration) (Figure 3.1C). Note that zero tangential accel-
eration does not necessarily imply that the particle is at rest; in most cases zero
acceleration vector means that the particle is moving at constant speed in the direc-
tion of motion. Furthermore, from the diagram and Equation 3.5 we can conclude
that the tangential acceleration represents the instantaneous change in speed with
respect to time of the particle (Figure 3.1C). To have complete information about
the changes in the motion of a particle, we also need to consider it’s acceleration
perpendicular to the direction of travel. As it turns out, this acceleration component
is a very good measure of the rate of change of the direction of travel with respect
to time, scaled by the speed at which the particle is moving (Figure 3.1C)).
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~a=~aT +~aN (3.5a)
=
|~v|
dt
+
dθ
dt
|~v| (3.5b)
where θ = θ(t) is the direction of travel as a function of time of the particle.
In conclusion, observing the velocity of a particle over time is a good estimate
for its motion. However, velocity alone is not informative for any rates of change
of motion. A more appropriate measure for changes in motion is the particle’s ac-
celeration as this quantifies both internal and external factors that affect the motion
of a particle.
3.3 Vector Components
In Section 3.2 we saw that once a coordinate system and an origin are chosen,
we can start to pair a position vector with every point in space.
Figure 3.2: Decomposition of vectors in 2D. Example of a position vector (blue arrow) for
a particle moving along a 2D path (black curve). Note magenta arrows show
unit vectors for each of the coordinate axis and θ indicates the direction of the
particle.
In addition to representing a vector by it’s components along each dimension
of space, they are often represented using their magnitude and direction. Math-
ematically, any 2D vector ~v = x~i+ y~j can also be represented using the vector’s
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magnitude, |~v| and one angle for direction, θ , as [158]:
~v= |~v|(cosθ ,sinθ)T (3.6)
For the purpose of this work, θ was defined as the angle between the OX axis
and the projection of the vector in the XY plane [158] (Figure 3.2).
|~v|=
√
x2+ y2 (3.7a)
θ = tan−1
y
x
(3.7b)
3.4 Homogeneous Coordinates
A very practical representation of points in space is to use homogeneous coor-
dinates. In this new coordinates system, a point P0 = (x,y,z)T will be identified with
P0 = (x,y,z,W )
T , where x,y,z,W cannot all be zero at the same time. Furthermore,
coordinates (x/W,y/W,z/W,1)T represent the same point in homogeneous coordi-
nates [160]. In this work I made extensive use of this property of homogeneous
coordinates and represented all coordinates as (x,y,z,1)T .
The main advantage of homogeneous coordinates is that they can be used to
compose complex transformations from more basic ones, such as translation, ro-
tation or scaling, into a single operation. Furthermore, a 2D system can easily be
represented using the same formulation by setting the z-coordinate to 0 [160].
Using this new coordinates system, the mathematical formulation of translation
from a fixed reference point is given in Equation 3.8 below.
T (dx,dy,dz) =

1 0 0 dx
0 1 0 dy
0 0 1 dz
0 0 0 1
 (3.8)
where dx, dy, and dz represent the amount by which point P is translated. Fur-
thermore, the rotation about each of the axis of the coordinate systems by an angle
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θ are given by Rx, Ry, Rz respectively:
Rx (θ) =

1 0 0 0
cosθ sinθ 0 0
−sinθ cosθ 0 0
0 0 0 1
 (3.9)
Ry (θ) =

cosθ 0 sinθ 0
0 1 0 0
−sinθ 0 cosθ 0
0 0 0 1
 (3.10)
Rz (θ) =

cosθ sinθ 0 0
−sinθ cosθ 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 (3.11)
Using the above definitions for translation and rotation matrices, multiple geo-
metric transformations can easily be combined into a single mapping obtained by
multiplying together the basic transform required in the reverse order in which they
are applied [160]. In other words, a rotation about the origin through an angle α of
a point P= (x,y,z,1)T can be achieved by the following transformation:
P′ = [T (x,y,z)×R(α)×T (−x,−y− z)]×P (3.12)
3.5 Vector Statistics
A very powerful test for randomness of a vector sample is to check if the com-
ponents of the resultant vector are significantly different from zero. To this aim, I
apply a two tailed T-Test to each component of the resultant vector [126, 10]. The
power of this approach stems from the fact that it allows to also check for random-
ness of each vector component which then could be used to make inferences about
changes in cell movement along specific directions.
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Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 introduced three alternative ways of representing a
vector. All these representations are equivalent, and which one you choose to use
depends on the hypothesis that are formulated.
Regardless of which mathematical representation is chosen to represent a vec-
tor, it is useful to treat the respective vector components as random variables of time
and/or space. This formulation opens up a wide range of statistical tools, that we can
use to investigate various hypotheses about a population of vectors. For example, it
is a well known fact that a population of random vectors will have a resultant very
close to zero. Therefore, any resultant vector that is significantly different from zero
is clearly an indicator that the process generating it is not a random process [126].
To compute the average direction of a sample of vectors, special consideration
has to be given to the direction of a vector, as it is a periodic random variable, of
period 2pi . Because of this periodicity, circular statistics have to be employed for
computing statistical quantities for direction. To quantify the average direction of
velocity and acceleration vectors for a population of cells at each time point, is
equivalent to finding the resultant vector with respect to some predefined reference
[161, 162]. In this work, the reference direction was chosen as 0 radians, except
otherwise specified.
~x0 =
1
N
N
∑
j=1
~xi, (3.13)
where N is the number of vectors in the sample.
The average direction can also be represented using Equation 3.6 or by it’s
{x,y,z} components, depending on the hypothesis that is being investigated. The
advantage of treating vectors as circular data is that it is easier to assess the cluster-
ing of the data around the mean direction by inspecting the magnitude of ~x0. This
is possible because a value of R¯= |~x0| close to 0 means that the vectors are widely
dispersed about the mean direction. In contrast, a value of R¯ close to 1 means that
heavily concentrated around the mean direction [162].
It is important to note that the method introduced above is applicable only to
uni-modal distributions. If the vectors are pulled from a bi-modal distribution, i.e.
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half of the vectors are forward and half of them are pointing backwards, then a
different test for significance has to be used. In these situations one can divide the
unit circle into equal sectors and test the significance of the vectors in each sector.
3.6 Quantification of cellular kinematics
3.6.1 Cell Speed and Acceleration Analysis (CSPACC) platform
CSPACC is an user friendly statistical platform in Matlab [163] that I developed
for computing, summarising, and testing various hypotheses about cell velocity and
acceleration for cells migrating in both 2D and 3D environments. This platform
allows the user to identify instantaneous changes in cell kinematics (see section
3.2 for further details), and to describe and/or compare movement of different cell
populations. In the current implementation acceleration and velocity vectors are
treated as random variable generated by an unknown distribution. Internally, vectors
are represented as either a doublet of components (vx,vy) or by their magnitude and
direction, θ , which makes it possible to compute any statistical descriptors for the
gross migration of the observed cells that are adequate for the problem at hand.
The current version of the code does not rely on very specialised Matlab pack-
ages which makes it accessible for anyone having a basic Matlab version. The only
dependencies for CSPACC are CircStats2D (an open source circular statistics Mat-
lab package for 2D data [164]).
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Figure 3.3: Flowchart summarising CSPACC algorithm. Example analysis used to
quantify hemocyte kinematics during CIL.
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3.6.2 Normalisation of cell tracks with respect to the position of
the colliding partner in 2D
To test various hypotheses about the behaviour of cells, velocity and accelera-
tion vectors, which are fundamental measures of cell kinematics (see section 3.2),
can be normalised to any reference point that is relevant for the question. Normal-
ising cellular trajectories prior to determining velocity and acceleration vectors is
required due to the random nature of cell movement.
For studying CIL and other cellular collisions in general, it is important to un-
derstand how colliding partners affect each others behaviour. Furthermore, for the
kinematics analysis conducted in this work, a collision is recorded as the moment
when the two microtubule bundles are aligned, as this has been showed to be a
good temporal registrar of collisions [5]. To investigate how colliding partners in-
fluence each other I implemented a normalisation procedure where cell position is
transformed such that the two interacting cells are always facing each other. Using
this normalisation it is possible to investigate if the interaction is actively contribut-
ing to cells slowing down (i.e. if the resultant x-component of the acceleration is
significantly different from zero) as opposed to passively avoiding each other (i.e.
if resultant of the other acceleration components is not significantly different from
zero). Within this framework, the centre of the coordinates system is chosen as an
arbitrary (0,0) point corresponding to the zero-point of the frames from which cells
are tracked. This is usually the upper-left corner of the frame. Furthermore, each
cell is tracked using the centroid of the nucleus, therefore, the coordinates of each
cell are abstracted to the coordinates of the nucleus.
Mathematically, normalising cell tracks with respect to the position of the col-
liding partner is equivalent to connecting the two colliding cells by a vector and
then making this vector parallel to the OX axis. To achieve this, first I convert cell
position from Cartesian to homogeneous coordinates and subsequently create the
normalisation matrix by combining a translation with a rotation about the origin of
the coordinate system (see section 3.4 for more details on homogeneous coordinates
and transformation matrices). Note that this transformation will be applied to pairs
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of three consecutive time points, because computation of cell acceleration requires
the velocity at previous and current time points (see section 3.2).
To determine the transformation matrix for the 2-tuple, I translate the points
A0 and B0 by a translation matrix T (−x0,−y0) (Fig. 3.4A). Following this trans-
formation, I compute the angle, θ , between the vector ~A0B0 and the OX axis (Fig.
3.4B) and then construct the rotation matrix about the origin O as Rz (θ). Finally,
the transformation matrix is computed as:
M (−x0,−y0,θ) = T (−x0,−y0)×Rz (θ) (3.14)
Figure 3.4: Schematic with the normalisation with respect to the position of the inter-
acting cell in 2D. Hypothetical representation of a colliding pair where one
cell moves from A−1 to A1, going through ~A−1A0 (red arrow) and ~A0A1 (blue
arrow). Note that when the cell is at A0 = (x0,y0,z0) while it’s colliding partner
is at B0 (magenta arrow head). B) The origin of the coordinate system is trans-
lated to A0 in order to obtain the angle of rotation, θ , about OZ by which the
points are rotated to place the new position vector of the colliding partner, ~A0B0
(magenta dotted line) in the XZ plane. C) Final configuration of the system with
the two colliding cells facing each other along the OX axis. Note that the points
are rotated accordingly to preserve the relative distances and orientations of the
points.
The transformation in Equation 3.14 is then applied to points A−1 and A1 inde-
pendently. At this stage, the cells are arranged such that the two colliding partners
are parallel to the OX axis, facing each other (Fig. 3.4C). Note that this transforma-
tion ensures that the distances between the three consecutive time points and their
relative orientation are preserved after the normalisation [160].
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3.6.3 Statistical analysis of hemocyte kinematics
To determine the significance of the tangential and normal acceleration compo-
nents, we performed a one-sample t-test on our sample of colliding cells (n = 20
colliding cells). Furthermore, a binomial test was performed on the unit vectors
of the cell velocities to determine if cells are migrating away from the collisions
(after their lamella broke contact)(n = 20 for both control and dia5 mutant hemo-
cytes). Any left or right biases are eliminated by mapping the direction of travel to
the interval [−pi/2,pi/2], with −pi/2 representing that cells are migrating in oppo-
site directions and pi/2 means that cells are going towards each other (Figure 3.5).
Finally a binomial test was also performed to assess if hemocytes the statistical
significance of the direction in which hemocytes migrate [165].
Figure 3.5: Schematic highlighting the method used to map the direction of travel to
the interval [−pi/2,pi/2]. Figure recreated from [6].
To quantify the duration of collisions, the time between lamella and microtubule
alignment, and between microtubule alignment and lamellae separation was mea-
sured for control and mutant hemocytes. To assess if there are any differences be-
tween control and mutant hemocytes a two-sample t-test was also performed (n= 11
for control collisions, n= 5 for zip1 and n= 11 for dia5 collisions).
To determine the cessation of forward movement during CIL, the ratio between
the distance between nuclei and initial point of contact, Dt , and at the time of cell
separation, Dt+∆t was computed (Figure 3.6). A ratio of 1 means that cells continue
to move towards each other, while a ratio greater than 1 would suggest hemocytes
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started to migrate away prior to lamellar separation. The significance of this ratio
was assessed using a two-sample t-test with Welchs´ correction for n = 8 control,
n= 5 zip1, and n= 7 dia5 hemocytes.
Figure 3.6: Schematic summarising the assay used to determine the cessation of for-
ward motion during CIL. Note that Dt represents the distance between the
nucleus and the site of cell contact. Figure recreated from [6].
3.7 Quantification of Hemocyte Dispersal
To measure the patterning dynamics of control and dia5 hemocytes cells were
labelled with UAS-LifeAct-GFP and UAS-RedStinger and then imaged them for
90 minutes. The average position of hemocytes throughout the duration of the dis-
persal process was quantified from binary time-lapse images as described in [5].
Furthermore, hemocyte dispersion was measured by the nearest neighbour distance
at stage 16 of the development and a Mann-Whitney test was performed to assess
the statistical significance for both control and dia5 embryos (n= 324 cells from 9
control embryos and n= 309 cells from 9 dia5 embryos).
Hemocyte migration dynamics were characterised by automatically tracking
their movement for 20 minutes in control and dia5 embryos, respectively. To quan-
tify their wandering nature, the maximum distance they travelled from the starting
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position was computed. A Mann-Whitney test was used to test if there were any
significant differences between the two genotypes (n = 48 embryos for each geno-
type).
An alternative characterisation of migration of control and dia5 mutant hemo-
cytes was performed by measuring the mean cell displacement was used to compute
cell speed at 1 minute intervals (n= 20 cells for both genotypes) and the directional
ratio over 6 minute period (the longest time hemocytes migrated for before collid-
ing), at minute intervals (n= 8 cells for both genotypes).
3.7.1 Simulations of Hemocyte patterning
Hemocyte dispersal was modelled by our collaborators, Dr. John Robert Davis
and Prof. Graham A. Dunn, at King’s College London using the 2D kinematic
model described in [5] where the collision sensitivity, ψ , was allowed to have any
value between [0,1.25]. By allowing ψ to vary, the repulsion was randomised as
cells were free to choose how much to take into account the direction of their col-
liding partners.
3.8 Microscopy and image analysis
3.8.1 Image acquisition
Embryos were mounted as previously described by [5] and time-lapse images
acquired every 5 s (for retrograde flow analysis) or 10 s (for kinematic and co-
localisation analyses) using a spinning disk microscope.
For the kinematic analysis, hemocytes were labelled with nuclear and micro-
tubule markers and time-lapse images were acquired at 10 s/frame. Nuclei were
automatically tracked using Volocity (PerkinElmer) software. Microtubule align-
ment was used as a marker of a CIL event, and cells that had not collided with
another cell for 4 min before and after the microtubule alignment were included in
the analysis.
Time-lapse of freely moving or colliding hemocytes containing actin labelled
with either LifeAct-GFP or Moesin-Cherry were acquired at 5 s/frame (when imag-
ing actin alone) or at 10 s/frame (when imaging actin with other fluorescent probes).
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For collision analysis, cells were chosen such that the cells collided once over the
duration of the time course. Furthermore, to increase the accuracy of the FLUPS
analysis, cells were manually segmented. All the image acquisition and cell track-
ing was performed by Dr. John Robert Davis.
3.8.2 Stress fibre formation
To analyse the formation of the actin stress fibre coupling colliding cells, the
mean intensity of UAS-LifeAct-GFP over the entire time course of a collision was
measured in paired cells within n= 4 paired cells.
Figure 3.7: Schematic explaining the quantification of stress fibre coupling colliding
cells. Red dotted rectangle represents the area over which the UAS-LifeAct-
GFP intensity was measured. Figure recreated from [6].
To eliminate any variation in intensity caused by variable levels of fluorescence
within different cells, the mean intensity was normalised to the average intensity
within a region of 2.7× 23.4µm which is representative for the area of the region
spanned by the actin fibre across both cells (Figure 3.7).
To compare actin and Myosin II accumulation along the actin fibre during colli-
sions the mean fluorescence intensity of UAS-GFP-Zip and UAS-LifeAct-GFP was
measured within a region 2.7×11.7µm which corresponded to the size of the actin
fibre within one colliding hemocyte (Figure 3.8) (n= 4 cells).
To investigate the fibre formation during CIL a region perpendicular to the site
of initial cell cell contact measuring 8.1× 11.7µm within the lamella of colliding
cells was manually cropped. This region was further divided into 3 smaller rectan-
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Figure 3.8: Schematic highlighting the area used to quantify actin and Myosin II fluo-
rescent intensity during collisions. Figure recreated from [6].
gular regions, each measuring 2.7× 11.7µm. To quantify the fibre formation the
ratio between the average fluorescence intensity of UAS-LifeAct-GFP within the
central rectangular region (which contains the actin fibre) and the two adjacent re-
gions at the time-point just before lamellae separation was computed (Figure 3.9).
Finally a two-sample t-test was performed to test the significance of this ratio using
n= 10 control, n= 7 for zip1 and n= 10 for dia5.
Figure 3.9: Schematic highlighting the regions of the lamellae used to quantify stress
fibre formation. Figure recreated from [6]
To investigate the recruitment of actin fibres the central region of the lamella
(corresponding to the corridor of low retrograde flow that develops during colli-
sions) kymography of a region parallel to the site of cell-cell contact was performed.
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This region was segmented from the lamella of one colliding partner, close to the
cell body (3.10).
Figure 3.10: Quantification of actin fibres recruitment. Schematic highlighting the re-
gion used to quantify the recruitment of actin fibres from the periphery of the
lamella to the region where the actin cable is developing. Figure recreated
from [6]
3.8.3 Extension-retraction analysis
To analyse lamellar activity of either freely moving or colliding cells, binary
time-lapse images as created by ImageJ were used. To highlight regions of lamellar
activity consecutive frames were subtracted. Current frame was subtracted from
previous one to obtain regions of lamellar retraction and current frame was sub-
tracted from the subsequent one to obtain regions of lamellar extension.
Subsequently the area of the extension and retraction regions was measured,
respectively. Because movies had different duration, each area of activity was nor-
malised by the average activity over the length of the movie. This normalisation
allowed for comparison between lamellar activity at the cell front versus rear. Fur-
thermore, to investigate the formation of new protrusions versus cell separation, the
area of the extension and retraction at the cell front and back was first measured
and then normalised to the average extension or retraction area computed over the
whole time course (n= 8 cells).
Kymographs of the region perpendicular to the leading edge in hemocytes ex-
pressing UAS-LifeAct-GFP were generated to quantify lamellar retraction rate.
Subsequently the distance over time within 5 seconds intervals was measured to
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quantify the average retraction rate over 3 minutes in freely moving cells and at the
instantaneous retraction rate immediately after the time of cell separation. A two-
sample t-test with Welch’s correction was then used to test for the significance of the
results for n= 6 control collisions and n= 5 control freely moving; n= 6 colliding
zip1 hemocytes, n= 6 zip1 freely moving cells; n= 8 dia5 colliding hemocytes and
n= 5 freely moving dia5 mutant cells.
3.8.4 Myosin II dynamics
To quantify the dynamics of Myosin II particles in freely moving cells Myosin
II puncta labelled with UAS-GFP-Zip were manually tracked over a 40 seconds time
interval. Subsequently their horizontal displacement was computed and a Mann-
Whitney test was performed to test the significance of the results for n= 72 particles
within freely moving cells and n= 74 particles within colliding hemocytes. .
3.9 Fluorescent pseudo-speckle microscopy (FLUPS)
Speckle microscopy has been used to measure lamellipodial actin retrograde
flow and kinetics of actin polymerisation in vitro [90]. However, using true speckles
to track the actin retrograde flow in vivo presents serious experimental challenges at
the moment. Most importantly, it is very difficult to obtain the precise concentration
of fluorescent actin required to get monomer resolution of the network because of
the unknown concentration of free monomers inside the cytoskeleton of an in vivo
cell. Therefore, correlative methods have to be employed to measure actin network
dynamics in vivo [90, 85].
For the present work, the retrograde flow velocity was measured using fluo-
rescence pseudospeckle (FLUPS) microscopy introduced by [7]. This method has
been previously used to quantify the motion of the actin network in growth cones
in vitro. FLUPS uses an adapted particle velocimetry approach based on 2D cross-
correlation algorithms to compare a region of interest in an image (i.e. source im-
age) with a subframe of a subsequent image (i.e. search image). To approximate
the retrograde flow displacements, this algorithm tracks the motion of actin bundles
and fluorescence intensity fluctuations within in the actin network [166].
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For the movies used in this work, most of the prominent actin structures are
about 1µm, so FLUPS extracts squares of 1µm edge length separated by 0.5µm
from the source image. The size of these squares limits the the resolution of FLUPS.
Furthermore, the size of the search image is chosen such that it spans the maximum
expected displacement of the actin structures during the acquisition time (in the
present work a search image of approximately 2.5µm edge length is used for an
acquisition rate of 5 s) (Figure 3.11).
Figure 3.11: Example of a FLUPS cross-correlation map. A) Stills with a freely moving
hemocyte the actin cytoskeleton was labelled using LifeAct-GFP. Note that
yellow rectangle highlights an example source (left panel) and search area
(right panel). B) Example of a cross-correlation map used to compute the
displacement of the actin cytoskeleton over 5 seconds. Scale bar = 5µm.
To compute the displacement of the actin network, a cross-correlation coeffi-
cient is computed using Equation 3.15 between the source image A and a subset
of the search image B with equal size to A. To cover the whole search image, a
different cross-correlation coefficient is computed between source image A and a
sub-image of search image B shifted by 1 pixel. Once a cross-correlation map be-
tween a source and search image is obtained, the displacement of the actin network
is determined by finding the maximum coefficient within this map. Finally, the
algorithm (Figure 3.12) automatically stores the location of the source image, the
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displacement and the cross-correlation values, which are used for post-processing
of the results [166].
c=
∑m∑n
(
Amn− A¯
)
(Bmn− B¯)√[
∑m∑n
(
Amn− A¯
)2][∑m∑n (Bmn− B¯)2] , (3.15)
where c is the cross-correlation coefficient between images A and B, n, m are
the position indices of each image point, and A¯, B¯ represent the average intensity
of A and B, respectively. Note that c is already normalised to vary between -1
and 1, with -1 meaning complete anti-correlation, 0 no correlation, and 1 complete
correlation.
FLUPS is a correlative method that imposes a vector field (flow displacements)
on a pre-determined grid. Some of these values might represent false displace-
ments of the actin network artificially introduced by the tracking algorithm. To
remove these anomalous data, only displacements obtained with a cross-correlation
coefficient above a certain threshold, c0, are kept. The value of this threshold is
determined based on the quality of the image being analysed. For the current work
it is set to c0 = 0.5. Because the retrograde flow has always been reported to be
directed centripetally, from the leading edge towards the cell body, all vectors that
point within ±45◦ were removed from the measurements (these vectors were usu-
ally introduced by edge artefacts). Finally, a spatial convolution with a Gaussian
kernel with a variance of 1µm and temporal convolution with temporal kernel of
25 s were employed to interpolate the measured retrograde flow displacements to
cover the pixels between grid points [166]. The spatio-temporal interpolation also
ensures that the movement of larger structures, i.e. structures that cover more than
one search image, is adequately captured. However, the algorithm needs to be used
with caution as it can generate erroneous tracks if the movemement of these large
structures is happening along a constant direction because the tracking will not be
able to pick up any structural variation between consecutive frames. The complete
algorithm for FLUPS, including the filtering and interpolation of measured retro-
grade flow displacements has been implemented in Matlab [163] (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: Flowchart describing the FLUPS algorithm.
3.9.1 Quantification of actin retrograde flow
To quantify retrograde flow rates in lamellae of freely moving cells, the cell
body was manually segmented and data points within this region were discarded.
To compare the flow rate in freely moving hemocytes, the mean flow speed within
the lamella over a period of 3-4 minute in control, zip1 mutant, dia5 mutant and zip1
rescued hemocytes (n= 6,7,6,4, respectively) and tested the statistical significance
of the results using a two-sample t-test.
To compute the average change in flow speed and direction (Equations 3.16
and 3.17), only data from the region of the cell outline that was common between
successive frames was used.
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∆vi j(t) = |~v(i, j, t+1)|− |~v(i, j, t)| (3.16)
∆θi j(t) = tan−1
vy(i, j, t+1)
vx(i, j, t+1)
− tan−1 vy(i, j, t)
vx(i, j, t)
(3.17)
where~v(i, j, t) represents the velocity of the retrograde flow at the location (x=
i∆x,y = j∆y) inside the cell at time t and (vx,vy) are the (x,y) components of the
velocity, respectively.
This quantification has two main error sources. First, hemocytes are changing
shape as they migrate which means that new regions of the lamella are constantly
being extended or retracted. As a consequence, the above quantification will register
a very large change in retrograde flow within those regions. To avoid this, only the
area that was common between two successive frames was used for computations.
Second, as the lamellae overlap, the resolution of the retrograde flow is lost. If
the overlap region is too large it might bias the results introducing large artefactual
changes in instantaneous flow speed and/or direction. To correct for this artefact,
very large changes were discarded from future computations (n= 4 colliding pairs
for control and dia5 mutant hemocytes).
3.9.2 Quantification of actin retrograde flow during collisions
To investigate the flow rates and changes in retrograde flow dynamics during
collisions, I used a manually cropped rectangular region of 8.1× 11.7µm, perpen-
dicular to the site of initial cell contact, from the lamella of each colliding partner,
similar to the one showed in Figure 3.8 (n = 8 for control and dia5 mutant hemo-
cytes). When cropping, the area of lamellae overlap was carefully avoided as the
pseudo-speckle algorithm was unable to differentiate the overlapped colliding actin
networks.
I computed the cross-correlation between the instantaneous changes in flow
speed and direction (Equations 3.18 and 3.19) within the cropped region to investi-
gate the relationship between the flow rates across colliding partners.
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ccv =
∞
∑
i=−∞
∆v∗1[i]∆v2[i+ j] (3.18)
where ∆v1, ∆v2 represent the changes in speed of the actin flow within each
colliding partner, computed as in Equation 3.16 and ∆v∗1 is the complex conjugate
of v1.
ccθ =
∞
∑
i=−∞
∆θ ∗1[i]∆θ2[i+ j] (3.19)
where ∆θ1, ∆θ2 represent the changes in direction of the actin flow within each
colliding partner, computed as in Equation 3.17 and ∆θ ∗1 is the complex conjugate
of θ1 (n = 4 colliding pairs for both control and dia5 mutant hemocytes). Further-
more, to investigate the spatial distribution of the observed changes, the cropped
regions was split into 3 regions of the same length (i.e. 8.1× 3.9µm) which rep-
resented the back, middle, and front of the lamella. Subsequently, the average ret-
rograde flow rate and mean change in direction between the 3 smaller boxes were
computed (n= 8 cells).
To investigate the relationship between the Zyxin labelled adhesion and the
actin retrograde flow I computed the mean retrograde flow rate within a cropped area
of the lamella that excluded the region of overlap (8.1×11.7µm), perpendicular to
the site of initial cell contact. Subsequently, the size of this region was extended
to (8.1× 16.3µm) in order to include the the site of lamellae overlap where the
adhesion was located and measured the maximum intensity of Zyxin within this
region during the collision.
3.10 Elasticity theory of actin networks
The cytoskeleton of a cell is not just a diluted solution of rigidly cross-linked fil-
aments, but a complicated composite material usually made from several entangled
polymer networks, which are far from chemical equilibrium and contain numer-
ous cross-linkers (section 2.1 and [167]). Nevertheless, linear viscoelasticity theory
[168] serves as a very good first approximation for the relation between how the
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network deforms and what could be the corresponding cytoskeletal stresses causing
these deformations allowing us to investigate the mechanical response of the actin
network to different stimuli.
In its simple form, linear elastic theory relates a one-dimensional deformation
of the material, u to stress as [168]:
σ = Eu, (3.20)
where E is the Young’s modulus of the material, a measure of material stiffness.
In this ideal case, the stress will grow continuously as the deformation increases. In
the other extreme of a pure viscous deformation, there are materials in which the
stress relaxes immediately. In this case, the stress depends linearly on how fast the
material deforms, i.e. the strain rate u˙= du/dt [168].
σ = η u˙, (3.21)
with η the steady state viscosity. Linear viscoelasticity theory tries to com-
bine these two extreme cases; in most cases this is done by approximating the time
dependent stress with a model function obtained from a combination of ideal me-
chanical elements, such as a spring and/or a dashpot [168, 166]. If the deformation
of the material is already known, then a qualitative picture of the material can be
obtained by using the Boltzmann superposition principle [168]. Using this approx-
imation, the stress at any time can be calculated as the sum of the stresses recorded
from all previous times as:
σ (t) =
∫ t
−∞
E (t− τ) du
dτ
dτ, (3.22)
where E(t) and u(t) are the time dependent relaxation modulus and deforma-
tion, and τ is the lag in time, used to sum up the complete history of the deformation.
For 2 or 3 dimensional problems the description of the relaxation modulus is
significantly more complicated than for ideal 1D cases. Nevertheless, Hooke’s law
(3.20) can be extended to higher dimensions by considering the stress and strains as
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tensors. In this case, the strain tensor, ui j can be computed at each point inside the
material as:
ui j =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂x j
+
∂u j
∂xi
+
∂ui
∂x j
∂u j
∂xi
)
. (3.23)
For small deformations, ~u, the strain tensor can be linearised by neglecting the
last term in Equation 3.23: ui j = 1/2
(
∂ui/∂x j+∂u j/∂xi
)
. Using this formulation
for the strain tensor, the 2D Hooke’s law becomes:
σi j =Ci jklukl, (3.24)
where Einstein summation is assumed and Ci jkl is a fourth order tensor con-
necting the stress and strain. However, if the material under consideration is homo-
geneous and isotropic, then using the symmetry of the system, Ci jkl can be reduced
to only two non-zero quantities called Lame´ coefficients, λ , and µ , and Equation
3.24 becomes [168]:
σi j = λukkδi j+2µui j, (3.25)
where δi j is the Kronecker Delta. This relation can be further simplified by
expressing the Lame´ coefficients as a function of the bulk elastic properties of the
network, Young’s modulus E and Poisson ration ν [168].
σi j =
E
1+ν
(
ui j+
ν
1−2ν ukkδi j
)
, (3.26)
where the first term describes the effects of pure shearing, and the second term
provides information about compression. Combining Equations 3.25 with 3.24 and
recalling the stress in a viscoelastic material can be computed using Equation 3.21,
the relation between stress and strain for a 2D deformation,~u, becomes:
σi j (t) =
∫ t
−∞
E (t− τ)
1+ν
(
dui j
dτ
+
ν
1−2ν
dukk
dτ
δi j
)
dτ, (3.27)
where E(t) and ν are generally determined using rheological techniques. Fi-
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nally, once the time dependent stress is obtained, the 2D force which causes the
respective stress distribution can be computed using Eq. 3.28, if the system is in
equilibrium [7].
f inti =−
∂σik
∂xk
, (3.28)
To sum up, this model assumes that the actin cytoskeleton can be treated as
a homogeneous, isotropic viscoelastic material modelled as combination of elastic
(springs) and viscous (dash-pots) elements all operating together. The viscoelastic
part of the model serves to model the dissipative nature of the cytoskeleton together
with it’s time dependent straining, while the elastic part is used to simulate the
structural strength of the actin network. Furthermore, the model assumes that the
deformations have a limited lifetime after which previous deformations don’t di-
rectly contribute to the present state. Finally, because the lamellae are relatively
thin, the model treats the actin network as a 2D system.
3.11 Stress model for actin retrograde flow
To compute the stress developed inside the cytoskeleton of both freely moving
and colliding cells the actin network was assumed to behave as a linearly viscoelas-
tic material (see section 3.10). This model requires several material properties of
the actin network, time dependent elastic modulus, relaxation time, viscosity, Pois-
son ratio, Young’s modulus, to be measured which is very challenging for in vivo
systems. To overcome this hurdle, elastic properties of growth cones measured by
Betz and colleagues [7], were assumed because retrograde flow rates were very
similar in both systems. Furthermore, assuming that the cytoskeleton can be rep-
resented as a Kelvin-Voigt material, i.e. a viscous element in series with a parallel
group formed by an elastic and a viscous elements (Figure 3.13), lead to a compact
equation showed below to describe the time-dependent elastic modulus, E (t) [7].
E (t) =
a1b1−a2
b21
e−
t
b1 +
a2
b1
δ (t) , (3.29)
where b1 = τR= 2.4±0.5s is the relaxation time, a1 = η = 4.8±1.2Pa.s repre-
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sents the viscosity, and E = a
2
1
a1b1−a2 = 112±21Pa is the assumed Young’s modulus.
When calculating the time-dependent stress profile for freely moving or colliding
hemocytes, it can be assumed that the strain rate, u˙= dudt , is constant during the time
interval between two consecutive recorded frames, ∆t [7]. Also, the actin network
is able to remember its previous loading only for a limited period of time, T0, which
in this case was chosen as T0 = 40s.
Figure 3.13: Schematic with extended Kelvin-Voight model. A Kelvin-Voight model
was used to fit experimental measurements to determine the elastic properties
of the cytoskeleton. The measurements and subsequent computation of the
elastic and viscous parameters were conducted in [7].
Under these approximations, Eq. 3.27 can be discretised into a sum of n =
T0/∆t consecutive parts of length ∆t. For the most recent time interval Equation 3.27
was analytically integrated and to give the following expression for the cytoskeletal
stress (see [7] for a detailed derivation):
σi j (∆t)[0,∆t] =
1
1+ν
(
∆ui j
∆t
+
ν
1−2ν
∆ukk
∆t
δi j
)(
a1b1−a2
b1
(
1− e− ∆tb1
)
+
a2
2b1
)
(3.30)
Furthermore, the accumulated stress between [−n∆t,−(n−1)∆t] is calculated
using (see [7] for a detailed derivation):
σi j (∆t)[−n∆t,−(n−1)∆t]=
1
1+ν
[(
dui j
dτ
)
n
+
ν
1−2ν
(
dukk
dτ
)
n
δi j
]
a1b1−a2
b1
e
(
− ∆tb1
)
n
(
1− e− ∆tb1
)
(3.31)
Note that to compute the stresses, I only used the region of the cells that was
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common over 40 seconds period. Furthermore, during collisions, I assumed that the
two overlapping lamellae are behaving as a continuous material. To verify that the
observed redistribution of stresses is not due to this artefact, I computed the stresses
within the lamella of a single cell segmented from a collision.
3.12 Laser ablation of actin networks
Hemocytes were labelled with UAS-LifeAct-GFP and UAS-RedStinger and
imaged on an inverted 780 Zeiss LSM multi-photon confocal with a time interval
of 1s. Cells were imaged for 5−10s and then ablated with a two-photon laser tuned
to 730nm and focused in a 0.4µm× 1.5µm region, either at the edge or within the
actin network for freely moving cells or at the region of lamella overlap along the
actin fibre for colliding cells. Hemocytes were then imaged for 60s with only 1.1s
elapsing between frames surrounding the ablation. For mock ablation of colliding
cells, the same protocol was performed as mentioned, except the laser was switched
off.
3.12.1 Elastic force model for lamellar recoil
Lamellar recoil rate is a good approximation for the tension developed within
the actin cytoskeleton (see section 2.1). To measure the recoil rate following an
ablation experiment, kymography along the centre of the region of abscission was
performed and subsequently the displacement of lamellae was tracked for 12 sec-
onds. To simplify the measurement, binary images as produced by ImageJ were
used. A two-sample t-test with Welch’s correction was then employed to test the
statistical significance of the difference between the initial recoil rates for n = 17
cells for collision and within the lamella of freely moving hemocytes regimes and
n= 10 for the lamella edge of freely moving hemocytes.
Furthermore, these laser abscission experiments were used to directly assess the
intra-cellular stresses developed within the lamella of freely moving and colliding
hemocytes. To calculate the strain, u(t), the initial deformation, ∆l, was divided
by the length of the lamella, l, which was measured directly from kymograhps as
shown in Figure 3.14. To quantify the retraction rate, a fast exponential relaxation
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overlayed onto a constant retrograde flow was fitted as showed in Equation 3.32.
Subsequently, one-dimensional Hooke’s law was used to calculate the force devel-
oped within the lamellae as: F = E × u0×A, where the same elastic modulus as
in section 3.11 was assumed. The cross-sectional area was estimated as, A= 4µm2
from an electron microscopy image showed in Figure 3.15.
Figure 3.14: Schematic with the mechanical model highlighting the elastic and dissi-
pative element. Note that the strain is computed as ∆l/l, where l is the length
of the lamella prior to deformation. Figure recreated from [6]
u(t) = u0e−ωt+νt+o, (3.32)
where u0 is the initial strain relaxation that was assumed to be dominated by
tension, ω is the relaxation frequency, ν is the constant retrograde flow speed, and
o is an arbitrary offset.
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Figure 3.15: Electron micrograph of a hemocyte within the ventral hemocoel. Still
showing a hemocyte squeezing between the epithelium and CNS in a space
where the height is insignificant compared with the width suggesting that the
space can be approximated as 2D for modelling purposes. Note that the topol-
ogy of the space was maintained by high pressure freezing to avoid fixation
artefacts induced by standard methods.
Chapter 4
Cellular Kinematics
In this chapter I present one application of CSPACC for studying cellular colli-
sions in a 2D environment. The chapter begins with an in-depth analysis of hemo-
cyte kinematics during contact inhibition. Following from this, the main main cy-
toskeletal events that coincide with the observed kinematic changes are investigated.
This section on hemocyte kinematics ends with a short discussion about the impli-
cations of these findings.
4.1 Contributions
I developed and implemented the platform for quantifying hemocytes migration
during CIL. Furthermore, I developed the subsequent analysis of cell tracks and
kinematics data together with Dr. John Robert Davis. John was responsible for
designing the experimental procedure, performing the experiments and the imaging
required for building the library of freely moving and colliding cells.
4.2 Hemocytes CIL is a precisely coordinated process
It is now accepted that hemocytes rely on contact inhibition for their even dis-
persal during embryogenesis (Figure 4.1A; Movie 1, and Section 2.2.3). In this
section, I will show how their contact inhibition dynamics can be investigated by
analysing changes in cell acceleration during the response normalised to the time
of microtubule alignment (Figure 4.1B; Movie 2). In previous work conducted by
Stramer and collegues it was shown that as hemocytes collided, their microtubule
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cytoskeleton reorganised into thick bundles growing from a region around the cell
body towards the site of lamellae overlap [12]. This remodelling resulted in two
microtubule bundles perfectly aligned between the two colliding cells which lasted
only as long as cells were in contact [12]. These results suggested that microtubule
alignment is a hallmark of CIL and also a very good temporal indicator of when
changes in hemocyte motility are occurring during this process.
Figure 4.1: Hemocytes contact inhibition. A) Hemocyte dispersal during embryogene-
sis. Cells are labeled using a nuclear marker (red) and imaged as they migrate
beneath the ventral surface of a Drosophila embryo (bright-field) at develop-
mental stages 14 and 15. B) Automatic tracking (red) of colliding hemocytes
while registering collisions with microtubules (green). Arrowhead shows the
time point of microtubule alignment, which allows for temporal registration of
CIL collision events in subsequent kinematic analysis. Figure reproduced from
[6].
Before commencing with the kinematic analysis, an adequate abstraction of the
cell as a geometric point had to be found. Previous work by Davis and collegues
showed that tracking the centroid of the cell body or the centroid of the nucleus
resulted in very similar tracks [5]. From a computational perspective, being able
to track the centroid of the nucleus instead of having to continuously detect the
cell body and determine its centroid greatly simplified the subsequent analysis as it
reduced both the time taken and tracking errors that might have occurred from inac-
curate detection of the cell body. Furthermore, the nuclei have a more regular shape
relative to the cell body which is continuously remodelled and as such there are
slight variations the position of it’s centroid that might not necessarily be correlated
to whole cell movement. Nevertheless, tracking the centroid of the nucleus is by no
means perfect as the nucleus itself is free to move. However, the nuclear movement
is not significant at the temporal resolution used for this work. Furthermore, [5]
reported that for freely moving and colliding hemocytes there is little difference be-
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tween tracking the whole cell body or tracking the nucleus. Therefore, to increase
our accuracy and to minimise the time spent for tracking, in this work the position
of the centroid of the nucleus was used to track the gross migration of hemocytes
during CIL.
Figure 4.2: Schematic with highlighting acceleration vectors statistics. A) Schematic
with two colliding hemocytes highlighting the relative orientation of the ac-
celeration vectors at the time of microtubule alignment. B) Schematic with
a collection of acceleration vectors from a series of collisions highlighting the
OX and OY components of the resultant acceleration vectors(Red arrows). Note
the small resultant acceleration in the OY direction signifying no directionality
bias along that axis.
Since its initial discovery, it was long speculated that colliding partners are af-
fecting each others kinematics during CIL. Furthermore, a major component of the
response is the cessation of movement in the direction of the contact which was
attributed to the cells inability to use each other as a substrate [9]. To investigate
these effects of the colliding partner during the response, I studied the instantaneous
acceleration of hemocytes, normalised to the position of the incoming partner, over
the whole time course of their CIL response. Furthermore, the alignment of the mi-
crotubule cytoskeletons was used as a temporal registrar for collisions and as such I
chose this time point to represent the zero time point of the kinematics analysis. It is
important to note that the alignment of the microtubule cytoskeletons happens after
the initial cell-cell interaction. However, previous kinematic study of hemocytes
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collisions has identified the microtubule alignment as a crucial step in hemocytes
CIL with cells showing a significant negative acceleration around that time [5].
Mathematically, the normalisation I used is equivalent to connecting the two
colliding cells by a vector and then making this vector parallel to the OX axis (see
section 3.6.2 for more details on the normalisation procedure). Performing this nor-
malisation allowed me to investigate the kinematic changes that occur during the
response in much greater detail than before. The main question I was interested
in answering was if cells are passively avoiding each other or there is indeed an
active process at play during CIL. Translated in statistical terms, this hypothesis
implies that the tangential acceleration upon collision (i.e. the OX component of
the acceleration vector) should be significantly negative, while the normal acceler-
ation (i.e. the OY component of the acceleration vector) should show no statistical
significance, irrespective of the temporal scale at which it is computed [126, 5].
4.3 Hemocytes undergo three synchronised kine-
matic phases during CIL
Using the normalisation procedure introduced in Section 3.6.2 to compute the
acceleration of colliding hemocytes (note that only head on collisions were anal-
ysed as hemocytes colliding with the rear of another hemocyte or static cells did not
undergo CIL as it will become clear later in this chapter) highlighted that cells con-
sistently progress through a defined sequence of events (Figure 4.3). Three minutes
prior to the microtubule alignment, they show a random distribution of the acceler-
ation vectors (Figure 4.1A) suggesting that cells are free to move in any direction.
Surprisingly, after just one minute, their behaviour changed and the resultant accel-
eration vector became positive (Figure 4.3A) indicating that cells are beginning to
speed up towards each other around that time (later in this chapter it will become
clear that the forward acceleration coincides with the moment when the lamellae of
the two colliding cells first come in contact). This behaviour did not last long and
acceleration vectors resumed to a random distribution within the following minute
(Figure 4.3A). Nevertheless, the most striking event was a sudden back accelera-
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tion upon microtubule alignment which suggested that colliding cells are slowing
down and/or turning around (Figure 4.3A). This change in acceleration was signif-
icant at both 60s and 20s time intervals (Figure 4.3B), indicating both that micro-
tubule alignment is playing an active role during the response and that hemocytes
are precisely controlling their motility during CIL. Subsequently, cell acceleration
immediately returned to a random distribution (Figure 4.3). After approximately
two minutes from the MT alignment, a second back acceleration event took place
(Figure 4.3A) suggesting that cells are actively changing their migratory behaviour
while they are engaging in a collision.
Figure 4.3: Hemocyte acceleration during CIL. A) Time course of hemocyte accelera-
tions computed at 60s intervals (black arrows) surrounding a collision event.
Note that acceleration vectors were computed with respect to the position of
the colliding partner (red arrow). Interstingly, the only time points that show
a bias along the OX axis are at −120s, 0s, and 180s, respectively. ∗p < 0.05,
∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.001. B) Time course of hemocyte accelerations computed at 20s
intervals (black arrows). Note that acceleration vectors were computed with
respect to the location of the colliding partner (red arrow). The only significant
acceleration was at 0s, upon microtubule alignment. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.001. Figure
reproduced from [6].
To elucidate if the observed kinematic changes are due to the cells actively
modulating their speed, the inter-nuclear distance of colliding hemocytes was quan-
tified during their full CIL response. This data revealed that 2 minutes prior to the
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microtubule alignment, the cells suddenly started to speed up towards each other
as it was suggested by the increased slope of the inter-nuclear distance over time
(Figure 4.4A). This increase in speed was further confirmed by analysing the nu-
clear displacement rates (Figure 4.4B) which showed a similar trend. Furthermore,
immediately upon microtubule alignment, another change in the slope of the graph
of the inter-nuclear distance over time took place (Figure 4.4A) and a slow down
in nuclear displacement rates (Figure 4.4B) which confirmed that hemocytes were
actively slowing down during a collision event. Finally, approximately 120s later,
the nuclei clearly started to move apart (Figure 4.4A) as the internuclear distance
begun to increase.
Figure 4.4: Hemocytes CIL involves precisely controlled kinematics steps. A) Graph
with the inter-nuclear distance of colliding hemocytes during their CIL re-
sponse. Note the three changes in slope occurring at −120s, 0s, and 120s,
respectively. Error bars represent SD. (Inset) Plot with the standard deviation of
the inter-nuclear distance over time. Note the sudden decrease in SD at −120s
indicating that cells behaviour is starting to be regulated. A further reduction in
SD is observed upon microtubule alignment, suggesting that microtubules are
crucial for controlling the distance between cells during CIL. B) Graph with
the nuclear displacement rate during CIL. Note the two subsequent increase
and decrease in speed occurring at −120s and upon microtubule alignment,
respectively. Error bars represent SD. Figure reproduced from [6].
Hemocytes clearly progressed through a defined sequence of events as they col-
lided appearing to modulate their movement in accordance to each stage. Further
analysis of the standard deviation of the inter-nuclear distance over time also high-
lighted different kinematic stages during CIL, indicated by clear changes in variance
as cells transition through these phases (Figure 4.4A inset). These data suggest
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that hemocyte CIL is differentially regulated throughout the response. The distinct
kinematic stages highlighted by the acceleration analysis can also be visualised by
inspecting the average velocity vector of each colliding partner (Movie 3). In ad-
dition, visual analysis of the average velocity vector over time further supports the
idea that hemocyte contact inhibition response involves different stages, suggesting
multiple points of regulation where colliding partners synchronously change their
behaviour.
4.4 Actin and microtubule networks determine
hemocyte kinematics during CIL
Previous work conducted by Stramer and collegues showed that prior to micro-
tubule contact, the lamellae of colliding cells are the first to come in contact [12].
Building on this observation, I next wanted to investigate if this lamellar overlap
could be determining the kinematic changes identified by the acceleration analysis.
Figure 4.5: Dynamics of actin and microtubules cytoskeleton during CIL. A) Time-
lapse sequence of colliding hemocytes where we labeled F-actin (magenta) and
microtubules (green). Arrows highlight the region of lamellar overlap. B) Ky-
mograph of the highlighted region in (A) showing the formation of the actin
fibre and subsequent microtubule bundle development and alignment. Arrow-
head represents time of actin fibre initiation. Figure reproduced from [6].
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Analysing a time-lapse sequence of colliding hemocytes I observed that lamel-
lae contact takes place 105± 22 seconds prior to microtubule alignment (Figure
4.5; Movie 4) which coincided with the forward acceleration phase (Figure 4.3A).
Even more surprising, following lamellae contact, an actin fibre started to develop
almost instantaneously between the two colliding cells and subsequently appeared
to connect them (Movie 4).
Figure 4.6: Lamellar retraction rates increases during CIL. A) Kymograph of lamel-
lar activity (red region represent lamellar retraction and blue extension) during
the CIL response. The kymograph was computed only for the region along
the actin fibre (dotted, red line in schematic). Note the sudden simultaneous
retraction event upon cell separation. B) Quantification of the rate of lamellar
retraction over time. Error bars represent SEM. C) Comparison of the the aver-
age retraction rates in non-colliding hemocytes with the lamella retraction rates
at 5 and 20s after cell separation. Error bars represent SD. ∗p < 0.05. Figure
reproduced from [6].
In the previous section I showed that microtubule alignment correlates with a
sudden change in acceleration from a random distribution to a back acceleration.
To investigate if there could be a connection between the development of the actin
fibre and microtubule cytoskeleton time-lapse analysis was performed where actin
and MTs were visualised together. Visual inspection of these movies revealed that
microtubules are actually using this actin fibre as guides during their alignment (Fig-
ure 4.5B) suggesting that there is some sort of coupling between the two structures.
Until this point, only head on collisions have been scrutinised which opened up
the question if lamellar interaction is indeed required for hemocyte CIL. Analysis
of cells colliding with the rear of another hemocyte (Movie 5) or with the lamella of
a static cell (Movie 6) did not result in the formation of an actin fibre nor the subse-
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quent repulsion observed when hemocytes collided head on suggesting that direct
interaction of the lamellar networks is crucial for initiating the response. Neverthe-
less, it is still unclear what is the exact mechanism by which this is achieved.
Figure 4.7: Lamellar retraction precedes the formation of new protrusions during
CIL. A) Example of a pair of colliding hemocytes showing regions of lamellar
retraction (red) and extension (blue). The lamellae of colliding cells was di-
vided into two regions, front and back. The former represents the region of the
cells facing each other, while the latter contains the regions of the cells facing
away from colliding partner. B) Average area of lamellar extension and retrac-
tion for the regions highlighted in (A). Note that retraction of the leading edge
occurs prior to the development of new protrusions away from the colliding
partner. Error bars represent SEM. Figure reproduced from [6].
The acceleration time-course suggested that following the sudden, drastic re-
duction in movement, hemocytes begin to actively migrate away from each other.
Analysis of the separation phase between colliding hemocytes revealed that the syn-
chronised cellular behaviour in not limited to the initial phases, but instead persisted
throughout the response. In fact, prior to the separation phase, lamellar retraction
rates (computed as described in Section 3.8.3) simultaneously spiked to two to three
times the speed of retraction events in freely moving cells (Figure 4.6). This sudden
separation event took place 32±22s after microtubule alignment, which coincided
with the initiation of movement away of the two colliding cells. To investigate
the order of these events, lamellar extension-retraction maps were computed as de-
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scribed in Section 3.8.3. This analysis revealed that lamellar retraction actually
took place prior to the cells developing new protrusions away from the colliding
partner (Figure 4.7A). Time series plots of the average area of lamellar extension
and retraction confirmed that retraction of the leading edge occurred prior to the de-
velopment of new protrusions away from the colliding partner (Figure 4.7B). These
data suggest that rapid lamellar retraction initiates cell repolarisation as opposed to
cells passively reacting to their colliding partners.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter I showed that hemocyte contact inhibition of locomotion in-
volves a sequence of three kinematics phases that are differentially regulated. To
conduct this analysis, cells trajectories were normalised to the position of the in-
coming partner. Several studies have suggested that this normalisation is best for
identifying if the two colliding partners influence each other during CIL [126, 10, 5].
Unlike previous methods, I normalised the full time course recorded with respect to
a common temporal origin (i.e. time of microtubule alignment) which allows for a
much more accurate description of instantaneous cell motion over time. To perform
this analysis, I developed a Matlab based kinematics platform that allows users to
1) normalise tracks to any reference point, 2) compute different global and instan-
taneous statistical measures for velocity and acceleration vectors, and 3) visualise
vector time series. Furthermore, CSPACC has a modular implementation which al-
lows users to easily extend it’s functionality by simply writing additional modules
and linking them with the existent code.
A limitation of the current implementation is that it only analyses instantaneous
measurements of motion, ignoring any global quantities such as mean squared dis-
placement, similarity of cell tracks (e.g. are tracks of different cell types comming
from the same statistical distribution?), or persistence of motion [169].
The accuracy of cell speed and acceleration magnitude performed by CSPACC
is limited by the temporal resolution of the tracks (see Section 3.2) and as such
requires careful acquisition if multiple tracks are to be compared. With this in mind,
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CSPACC is robust enough to distinguish random fluctuations from actual changes
in cell movement, a feature that was crucial for investigating cell kinematics during
CIL.
In the early years after its discovery, there was speculation about the sequen-
tial nature of CIL [9]. However, until now there was no quantitative evidence that
contact inhibition comprises of a series of successive events whereby cells rapidly
change their migratory behaviour to progress through a defined series of events. The
observed changes in kinematics are very sudden, especially the back acceleration
event which occurs within a 20 seconds window surrounding the time of micro-
tubule alignment. These results confirm that hemocytes CIL is a precisely regulated
process as it was previously suggested by [5]. Interestingly, each of these steps co-
incided with different cytoskeletal dynamics, whereby the actin network appeared
to undergo tremendous reorganisation in both colliding partners.
The alignment of the microtubule cytoskeletons is a crucial step for the process
[12, 5]. It is clear that the actin and microtube networks are somehow interacting
to control hemocyte motility during CIL. However, mainly because of experimen-
tal challenges, there are no studies trying to address how is the interaction between
the actin and microtubules cytoskeletons affecting the CIL. It could be that the mi-
crotubule cytoskeleton is guided by the newly developed actin cable towards the
site of cell-cell contact. However, this hypothesis needs to be put under scrutiny.
In addition, most of the previous work investigated the role of the two cytoskele-
tal components separately during the process. Out of this work has emerged that
disrupting the stability of microtubules in fibrolasts [147, 11] or hemocytes [12] re-
sulted in a loss of ability to contact inhibit even if the cell lamellae still overlapped.
In the case of hemocytes, they are not able to migrate away from each other at the
end of the process [12]. This suggest that a stable microtubule cytoskeleton is nec-
essary to ensure cells separate and repolarise. However, at this stage I do not have
enough information to address what is the role of microtubules during CIL.
Different cell types display relatively different contact inhibition behaviours
(see section 2.2). The sudden acceleration changes and synchronised lamellar dy-
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namics reveal that hemocytes are undergoing a type 1 response, where cell-cell
contact is followed by a sudden lamellar contraction and subsequent repolarization
and migration away from the colliding partner. Surprisingly, their CIL response is
very similar to the one observed by M. Abercrombie for chick heart fibroblasts [9].
It would be interesting to test if other cells, especially ones that undergo a type 1
contact inhibition, are progressing through the same kinematic phases. If this is the
case, then we may be able to exploit different cell types to investigate how each
kinematic phase is controlled.
Chapter 5
Actin Dynamics During Hemocyte
CIL
This chapter begins with a description of the experiments and analysis I car-
ried out to quantify the actin retrograde flow dynamics in freely moving hemocytes.
Next, the main molecular motors driving the actin flow in vivo are identified. Sub-
sequently the actin retrograde flow during collisions are described in detail as well
as other cytoskeletal changes that occur during CIL. Additionally, I investigate if
the actin networks are becoming mechanically coupled during CIL and analyse the
nature of this coupling. Finally I examine the role of Myosin II contraction and
Diaphanous during contact inhibition.
5.1 Contributions
This work has been conducted working closely together with our collaborators
at King’s College London, especially Dr. John Robert Davis. I was responsible for
further developing the pseudo-speckle method for measuring the actin retrograde
flow introduced by Betz and colleagues [170]. In addition, I created all the post
processing tools for the analysing the dynamics of the flow. All the experiments
and time-lapse movies were acquired by our collaborators. John was responsible
for quantifying the flow of Myosin II and cell migration of control, zip1, and dia5
mutant hemocytes. We were both involved in the quantification of the cytoskeletal
dynamics for all genotypes used. I would like to mention Fuad Mosis and James
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Thachery who were the front line soldiers for the manual segmentation of the ma-
jority of the movies used in this chapter.
5.2 Actin network dynamics in freely moving hemo-
cytes
Hemocyte CIL involves three distinct, yet precisely coordinated phases (see
section 4.2 and 4.3). As the time of lamellae overlap corresponded with initial kine-
matic response, i.e. forward acceleration, I next examined actin dynamics during
CIL. To this aim, I adapted a pseudo-speckle tracking technique (FLUPS) [170]
to measure the precise velocity (i.e. speed and direction) of the actin flow within
hemocytes in vivo (Figure 5.1). The main advantage of using pseudo-speckle track-
ing over more advanced tools like speckle microscopy is that it allows for the quan-
tification of the actin retrograde flow with sufficient detail even at long time scales
(e.g. several minutes) which allowed for the full response to be observed.
For this analysis the actin network within freely moving hemocytes was labeled
using LifeAct-GFP and time-lapse movies were recorded at a rate of 5 seconds per
frame. To improve the accuracy of the FLUPS analysis, movies were manually
segmented to ensure that only the cell of interest was present in every frame.
Figure 5.1: Quantification of actin retrograde flow within the lamella of freely moving
hemocytes. A) Still of a freely moving hemocyte containing labelled F-actin.
B) Quantification of the actin retrograde flow direction within freely moving
cells. C) Example of a heatmap highlighting the magnitude of the actin retro-
grade flow and direction. Figure recreated from [6].
Visual inspection of these time-lapse movies revealed that hemocytes have a
very rich and dynamic lamellae, with regions of high and low retrograde flow con-
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tinuously appearing and disappearing within the lamella as the network is displaced
in centripetal direction (i.e. from the edge of the cell towards the cell body) (Fig-
ure 5.1 and Movie 7). To obtain a quantitative description of the retrograde flow
within hemocytes, I computed the average flow rate over the whole recorded time
course. This analysis revealed that migrating hemocytes have on average a flow
rate of 3.2±1.8µm/min (n = 6 cells). Direct comparison of mean retrograde flow
rates together with visual inspection of the flow in neuronal growth cones in vitro
[7] showed that the two networks are similar (average values of the retrograde flow
within NG108-15 growth cones was 1.46±0.6µm/min [7]). This suggests that the
two cell-types could have quantitatively similar physical properties.
5.2.1 Myosin II contraction drives actin retrograde flow in vivo
Previous studies showed that the retrograde flow dynamics in slowly migrating
cells is generated by a combination of actin polymerisation and Myosin II contrac-
tion (see section 2.1.4 for a detailed review on the topic). Before assessing the exact
contribution of Myosin II motors to the observed flow dynamics in hemocytes, first
the movement of Myosin II puncta within the lamella of freely moving hemocytes
was quantified.
Time-lapse movies of freely moving hemocytes acquired with at a temporal res-
olution of 10 seconds per frame where Myosin II and the actin cytoskeleton were
fluorescently labelled revealed that hemocytes lamella contained many Myosin par-
ticles constantly flowing throughout the network (Figure 5.2). Manual tracking of
Myosin II fluorescent particles indicated that Myosin II flows with a similar speed
to the actin network. This quantification was limited by the resolution of the time-
lapse movies. Thus, Myosin II particles were tracked until they disappeared or
got incorporated into larger structures which resulted in tracks of different lengths.
Nevertheless, normalising the tracks to a common origin, revealed that particles
were actually flowing with the actin network, in a retrograde direction (Figure 5.2A
- 5.2C; Movie 8). The presence of Myosin II throughout the network and the sim-
ilarity between its movement and the movement of retrograde flow suggests that
Myosin II contraction is playing a role for the retrograde flow in vivo.
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Figure 5.2: Myosin-II particles follow the retrograde movement of the actin network.
A) Example of a hemocyte containing labeled F-actin (magenta) and Myosin
II (green). B) Left panel shows the lamella of frely moving hemocyte contain-
ing labeled F-actin. Right panel shows several tracks of Myosin II particles
within the lamella. Note the retrograde movement of the Myosin II particles as
highlighted by the temporal color coding where we labeled the first time point
red, the second in green, and the third time point in blue. C) Quantification of
Myosin II tracks in freely moving cells. D) Distribution of Myosin II particle
speeds within the lamella of freely moving cells. Note the mean particle speed
of 3.4±0.6µm/min. Figure recreated from [6].
To verify this hypothesis I analysed the actin retrograde flow in a situation
where Myosin II contraction was inhibited. Therefore, hemocytes in myosin II
heavy chain mutant embryos (called Zipper [Zip] in the fly) were analysed. To con-
firm that these mutant embryos have very little residual levels of myosin II heavy
chain the migratory behaviour of hemocytes during the development of these em-
bryos was first scrutinised. This analysis revealed that Drosophila zygotic mutant
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embryos (zip1) showed significant defects which appeared at later stages of develop-
ment, approximately around the time when these time-lapse movies were acquired
(Figure 5.3). These data suggest that hemocytes require myosin II heavy chain for
their normal migration during development dispersal.
Figure 5.3: Migration of zip1 mutant hemocytes during development. Left panel shows
a still image of hemocyte dispersal along the ventral surface of Stage 15 con-
trol embryos. Middle panel contains still image of hemocyte dispersal of zip1
mutant cells. Note the disruption in the pattern when compared with the con-
trol embryos at the same developmental stage. Right panel shows the rescue of
the dispersal by expression of GFP-tagged Myosin II specifically in myosin II
mutants. Figure recreated from [6].
Analysis of the actin retrograde flow in freely moving myosin II heavy chain
mutants revealed a significant reduction in the retrograde flow rates from approx-
imately 3− 4µm/min in control cells to 1.5± 1.0µm/min in these mutant cells
(Figure 5.4A; Movie 8). Furthermore, analysis of the distribution of retrograde flow
speed revealed that zip1 mutant cells displayed a much higher probability for low
flow values and almost no flow speed above 3.5µm/min (Figure 5.4A). Qualitative
analysis of time-lapse movies of freely moving zip1 mutant hemocytes showed that
the retrograde flow dynamics was severely affected, displaying a global reduction
in flow and disappearance of the ”weather”-like pattern that I observed in control
cells (Figure 5.1; Movie 9). These results suggest that Myosin II contraction is
required to drive the retrograde flow in hemocytes. Surprisingly, quantification of
the actin retrograde flow dynamics in zip1 mutant hemocytes specifically express-
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ing GFP-tagged Myosin II recovered similar flow dynamics as control cells where
the network recovered it’s pattern (as indicated by careful visual inspection of both
control and Myosin II rescue cells). Further quantification of the retrograde flow
rate within these cells also revealed a recovery of the average flow rates to the val-
ues recorded for control cells as compared to the average flow rates measured for
freely moving cells (Figure 5.4A). I also quantified the distribution of retrograde
flow values within the entire lamella of hemocytes rescued for Myosin II. This anal-
ysis revealed a reduction in the probability of low retrograde flow speed values and
a shift in the distribution towards speeds more common in control cells (Figure
5.4B). These strongly support the hypothesis that Myosin II activity is required for
retrograde flow dynamics within hemocytes.
Figure 5.4: Myosin II contraction drives retrograde flow in hemocytes. A) Quantifica-
tion of the mean retrograde flow across the lamella of freely moving cells for
control, zip1 mutant, and zip1 mutant rescue hemocytes. ∗p < 0.05. B) Prob-
ability density function (PDF) of the retrograde flow speed in freely moving
control, zip1 mutant, and zip1 mutant rescue hemocytes. Note the increased
distribution of higher flow rates caused by expression of GFP-tagged Myosin
II in zip1 mutant cells. Figure recreated from [6].
5.3 Global reorganisation of the actin networks dur-
ing CIL
Previous studies suggest that the actin cytoskeleton is playing a role during CIL
(section 2.2.2). Thus I next wanted to investigate this hypothesis by extending the
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pseudo-speckle analysis to colliding hemocytes. For this experiment, time-lapse
movies of colliding pairs where the actin network was labelled using LifeAct-GFP
were acquired at 5 seconds per frame. Quantification of the actin retrograde flow
dynamics in these movies revealed that in contrast to freely moving cells which
display a consistent retrograde flow dynamics, in colliding hemocytes the actin net-
works are undergoing significant reorganisation during the CIL response. (Figure
5.5; Movie 9). Visual inspection of colliding hemocytes consistently highlighted
the development of a prominent actin bundle between the cell body and the point
of contact in both colliding cells immediately after their lamellae first come in con-
tact. This actin fibre persists for the entire duration of the collision (Figure 5.5 top
panels; Movie 9).
Figure 5.5: Reogranisation of the actin network during CIL. Top panels contain still
images from a time-lapse movie of colliding hemocytes with labeled F-actin.
Notice the development of an actin fibre between the cell body and the point
of contact in both colliding partners (arrowheads). This fibre subsequently de-
forms and finally breaks upon lamellar separation (red arrow). Bottom panels
highlight the dynamics of the actin flow measured using our FLUPS platform.
The algorithm is not able to distinguish between the two lamellae in the over-
lap region (highlighted by yellow arrows) which results in a decreased actin
retrograde flow speed. Figure recreated from [6].
Quantification of the actin retrograde flow speed as measured by the pseudo-
speckle program I developed revealed that as the lamellae were coming in contact,
a corridor of low retrograde flow started to develop in both cells simultaneously
(Figure 5.5 and 5.7A). Interestingly, this decrease in the actin flow magnitude lasted
throughout the response (Figure 5.5 and 5.6; Movie 9). Further quantification of the
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mean retrograde flow rate normalised to the maximum flow rate recorded during
the response also revealed that as cells were coming in contact, the retrograde flow
rate decreased to a minimum value of about half that prior to collision (Figure 5.6).
Even more surprisingly, around the time of lamellae separation there was a sudden
increase in retrograde flow rate to a local maximum of approximately 1.5 times
the value recorded prior to initial lamellar contact. This increase in flow speed
lasted for about 20 seconds, similar to the duration of the lamellar recoil (Figure
4.6). Furthermore, the retrograde flow speed continued to increase as cells were
migrating away from each other, approximately 15−20 seconds after the lamellae
disengaged. Interestingly, this time frame coincided with the time interval during
which cells were repolarising (Figure 4.3 and 4.4).
Figure 5.6: Actin retrograde flow speed increases during collisions. Quantification of
the retrograde flow rates within the lamella of colliding hemocytes. Note the
reduction in retrograde flow upon lamellae contact and the subsequent rapid
increase in flow speed around the time when lamellae separate. Figure recreated
from [6].
I next wanted to investigate if there were other changes in retrograde flow dy-
namics occurring during CIL as visual inspection of time-lapse movies suggested
that a global reorganisation was taking place. To this aim, I quantified the instan-
taneous changes in retrograde flow speed and direction for the full response (see
section 3.9 for the details of this quantification). Analysis of the instantaneous
change in flow speed confirmed that as cells were colliding, the retrograde flow
slowed down up to the point of lamellar separation when there was a sudden in-
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crease in retrograde flow which persisted for approximately 30 seconds, as cells
were repolarising and beginning to migrate away from each other (Figure 5.6 and
5.7B; Movie 10).
Figure 5.7: Actin networks rapidly reorganise during CIL. A) and B) Instantaneous
changes in actin retrograde flow speed quantified from lamellar contact A) and
lamellae separation B). C) and D) Instantaneous changes in the direction of the
actin retrograde flow computed from lamellar contact C) and lamellae separa-
tion D). Error bars represent SD. Figure recreated from [6].
Furthermore, analysis of the change in direction revealed that as the cells were
colliding, the actin networks underwent a sudden change in the direction in which
they were flowing, from a retrograde motion to flowing perpendicularly to the low
flow corridor as indicated by the instantaneous changes in retrograde flow direction
and visual inspection of the actin flow heat maps (Figure 5.7C and 5.7D; Movie
11). These data suggest that the CIL response is not a simple passive reaction to
the presence of the colliding partner, but a a much more complicated active process,
that involves a dramatic global reorganisation of the actin networks within both
colliding partners.
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Figure 5.8: Actin fibres are recruited from the periphery to the centre of the lamella
during CIL. Kymograph of the region perpendicular to the actin fibre high-
lighting the recruitment of preexisting F-actin within the lamella. Note the
increase in the rate of recruitment at the periphery (yellow dashed lines) com-
pared with those closer to the centre of the lamella (green dashed lines). Figure
recreated from [6].
Kymography of the actin cytoskeloton revealed that as cells were colliding, an
actin fibre started to develop between the two colliding partners (Figure 5.8). I next
set to investigate if the sudden changes in retrograde flow were contributing to the
development of the actin fibre. Kymography of the lamellar region perpendicular
to this actin fibre revealed that the development of the actin fibre appeared to be
aided by the change in retrograde flow direction as pre-existing fibres appeared to
be recruited to the low flow corridor (Figure 5.8). Surprisingly, measurement of the
rate of recruitment of pre-existing actin fibres to the actin cable developing between
colliding cells revealed that rate of actin fibres recruitment was higher towards the
periphery of the lamella compared to the region closer to the centre (Figure 5.8).
Further quantification of the fluorescent intensity in the central region of the lamella
(where the fibre was developing) revealed that the actin fibre only persisted as the
cells were in contact. This analysis showed that as soon as the hemocyte lamellae
separated, the actin fibre deformed and subsequently disappeared as the actin flow
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rapidly returned to a centripetal flow (Figure 5.5 5.8 and Movie 9). Furthermore,
the changes in retrograde flow speed and direction coincided with the development
of the actin fibre between colliding cells. Surprisingly, the actin fibre developed
inside the low retrograde flow, growing perpendicular to the leading edge of the cells
(Figure 5.5 and 5.9). These data suggest that the initial contact between lamellae
triggers a network wide reorganisation, including the development of an actin fibre
that appears to link the two colliding partners as they engage in a collision.
Figure 5.9: An actin stress fibre develops between colliding cells during CIL. Quantifi-
cation of F-actin intensity within a corridor corresponding to the region of actin
fibre formation during CIL. Figure recreated from [6].
A major aspect of hemocyte contact inhibition is the alignment of the micro-
tubule cytoskeletons as cells are undergoing a collision. I also investigated if the
reorganisation of the actin networks is somehow contributing to this alignment. Ky-
mography of the region surrounding the actin fibre in time-lapse movies where both
the microtubule and actin cytoskeletons were labelled using different fluorescent
markers revealed that the microtubule bundles also developed within the low retro-
grade flow corridor (Figure 5.10; Movie 12) which happened simultaneously in both
colliding cells. Additionally, the microtubules appeared to use the recently devel-
oped actin fibre as tracks to guide them towards the site of cell-cell contact (Figure
4.5 and 5.10). These data suggest that immediately upon lamellar contact, collid-
ing hemocytes are somehow beginning to coordinate their cytoskeletal dynamics,
which results in a synchronous global reorganisation of the actin and micortubule
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networks.
Figure 5.10: Microtubule bundle develops within the low retrograde flow corridor.
Kymograph of the region surrounding the actin fibre showing the dynamics of
the actin retrograde flow and the formation of the microtubule bundle (pseu-
docoloured white). Figure recreated from [6].
5.3.1 Actin networks are mechanically coupled during CIL
The results presented so far suggested that the two lamellae networks are be-
coming coupled during the CIL response. To test this hypothesis, I analysed the
cross-correlation between the instantaneous changes in flow velocity (i.e. speed
and direction). The cross-correlation was computed as described in section 3.8.4
where the instantaneous changes in flow speed and direction were sampled only
in a region surrounding the actin fibre. I performed this quantification with refer-
ence to both the time when the two cells lamellae first overlapped and when their
lamellae first separated. This analysis showed an increase in the mean correlation
coefficient compared to the values recorded prior to the collision for the changes
in retrograde flow speed immediately after the lamellae overlapped (Figure 5.11A).
The increased correlation lasted throughout the response, although it slightly de-
creased as cells were in contact. Surprisingly, there was another spike in the mean
correlation between changes in flow speed at the time of cells separation, followed
by a sharp decrease in correlation as the cells were breaking from the collision
(Figure 5.11B). Analysis of the correlation between instantaneous changes in retro-
grade flow direction revealed a similar trend, with the mean correlation coefficient
increasing as the cells were colliding. Nevertheless, the correlation of the changes
in flow direction spiked approximately 20 seconds after the lamellar overlap (Fig-
ure 5.11C) and persisted throughout the response, even after the cells were not in
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contact any more (Figure 5.11D). These data suggest that hemocytes lamellae are
becoming mechanically coupled during CIL, where the initial lamellae contact trig-
gers the global reorganisation of the networks.
Figure 5.11: Coupling of actin networks between colliding cells. Cross-correlation of
the instantaneous changes in actin retrograde flow rate (A and B) and flow
direction (C and D) computed with respect to lamellae contact (A and C)
and lamellae separation (B and D). Error bars represent SEM. Red dotted
lines correspond to the mean cross-correlation between colliding cells prior
to lamellae contact. Note that the shaded region represents the SEM. Figure
recreated from [6].
5.4 An inter-cellular actin clutch coordinates the
actin networks during CIL
In the previous section I showed that the actin network is undergoing tremen-
dous reorganisation during the hemocyte CIL response. This reorganisation is ac-
companied, and even contributed to the formation of an actin fibre that spans col-
liding hemocytes. Nevertheless, these events all take place after the initial lamellae
contact. Therefore, I set to investigate if this initial contact could be responsible for
the observed behaviour of the actin network.
In a number of previous studies, it was reported that cells undergoing CIL first
form an inter-cellular adhesion as they are coming in contact [138, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21]. To assess what is happening at this crucial time of initial cell contact, we
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expressed mCherry-Zyxin in colliding hemocytes as Zyxin was reported to be a
marker of both cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesions [171].
Figure 5.12: An inter-cellular adhesion develops between colliding hemocytes. A) Still
image of a collision between hemocytes expressing mCherry-Zyxin (green)
and labeled F-actin (magenta), which highlights the inter-cellular adhesion at
the point of initial contact (arrowhead). Arrows highlight region of lamellar
overlap. B) Kymograph of Zyxin and actin dynamics un the region of the
actin fibre. Note the punctum of Zyxin (highlighted by the arrowhead) forms
in line with the actin fibre and persists for the duration of the time in contact.
C) Quantification of the maximum intensity of Zyxin and average actin flow
rate during the collision. Figure recreated from [6].
To investigate if hemocytes are engaging in an inter-cellular adhesion during
CIL, time-lapse movies with Zyxin and actin labelled were acquired at a rate of 10
seconds per frame. Colocalization of Zyxin-labelled adhesions and actin revealed
that a punctum of Zyxin formed immediately upon lamellar overlap at the site of
initial cell-cell contact (Figure 5.12). This Zyxin punctum did not form while cells
were not in contact, suggesting that Zyxin is labelling an inter-cellular adhesion
rather than a cell-ECM adhesion (Movie 13). Furthermore, kymography of the re-
gion surrounding the actin fibre in these movies showed that this punctum persisted
for the entire duration of the response (Figure 5.12B; Movie 13). Further quantifi-
cation of the maximum intensity levels of Zyxin fluorescence and the mean actin
retrograde flow rate in a region surrounding the actin fibre from these time-lapse
movies revealed that as the lamellae overlapped, there retrograde flow rate started
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to decrease while the Zyxin levels stayed almost constant. As the cells separated,
the retrograde flow rate increased while the Zyxin level dropped sharply (Figure
5.12C).
Further quantification of the actin retrograde flow within the lamella of collid-
ing cells where Zyxin was also labelled revealed that the corridor of low retrograde
flow was developing immediately after the appearance of the Zyxin puncta (Figure
5.13). These data suggest that the punctum of Zyxin is actually labeling a tran-
sient inter-cellular adhesion that is modulating the dynamics of the actin network
through a mechanism similar to the integrin-based actin clutch encountered in mi-
grating cells in vitro [103]. It could be that as the cells are coming in contact, they
engage an inter-cellular adhesion which then restricts the movement of the actin net-
work causing a reduction in the retrograde flow rate. Pseudo-speckle microscopy
cannot be used to quantify the rates of actin polymerisation, therefore, I could not
objectively assess if actin polymerisation is affected by the inter-cellular adhesion.
However, visual inspection of colliding hemocytes suggests that the polymerisation
machinery is not affected by the contact (Movie 9), but more work is required to
confirm this observation.
Figure 5.13: Low retrograde flow corridor develops in line with the inter-cellular ad-
hesion. Comparison between the actin retrograde flow dynamics and the
Zyxin localisation (pseudocoloured white). Note how the region of low retro-
grade flow develops right after the appearance of the Zyxin puncta at the site
of cell contact (arrow). Figure recreated from [6].
In the previous section I showed that as hemocytes were colliding, the micro-
tubule appeared to be using the developing actin fibre as tracks to direct their growth
towards the edge of the cell. Microtubules are known to also target cell-matrix ad-
hesions, actively contributing to their disassembly [37], however it is still unclear
what role they play in disassembly of cell-cell adhesions. Thus, to investigate if mi-
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crotubules are directed towards the cite of cell-cell contact, time-lapse movies with
both Zyxin and microtubules fluorescently labelled were recorded at a frame of 10
seconds per frame.
Kymography of the region surrounding the microtubule bundle revealed that
microtubules were polymerising toward the site of adhesion and appeared to target
the Zyxin puncta (Figure 5.14A; Movie 14). Further analysis of the maximum in-
tensity of Zyxin and microtubules at the region where the inter-cellular adhesion
formed revealed that the microtubule intensity increased approximately until the
cells separated when a sharp drop in intensity was observed. Furthermore, the in-
tensity of Zyxin started to increase immediately after the initial contact and then
decreased as the cells separated (Figure 5.14B). These data provide further support
for the targeting of the inter-cellular adhesion by microtubules.
Figure 5.14: Microtubules target the inter-cellular adhesion during CIL. A) Kymo-
graph of Zyxin and microtubule dynamics in the region of the actin fibre.
Note the development of the microtubule bundle towards the Zyxin puncta.
B) Maximum intensity of Zyxin and microtubules at the inter-cellular adhe-
sion in the region highlighted in A). Figure recreated from [6].
5.5 CIL requires Myosin II contraction and stress fi-
bre development
5.5.1 Myosin II contraction is crucial for the CIL behaviour
In section 5.2.1 I showed that Myosin II contraction is required for generat-
ing the retrograde flow dynamics within hemocytes. In addition, Mysoin II con-
traction is also crucial for normal hemocyte migration during Drosophila embryo
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development, with mutant hemocytes lacking Myosin II resulting in an aberrant
developmental pattern. Next I wanted to investigate the role played by Mysoin II
contraction during hemocyte contact inhibition.
Figure 5.15: Myosin II mutant (zip1) collisions. A) Top panels are still images from a
time-lapse movie of hemocytes containing labeled F-actin during a collision.
Bottom panels are heatmaps obtained using FLUPS showing no substantial
changes in the retrograde flow. Arrows highlight the region of lamellar over-
lap. B) Quantification of actin fibre formation in control and myosin II mutant
hemocytes during CIL. The graph represents the relative increase in the actin
intensity within the region encompassing the actin fibre with respect to the
surrounding regions of the actin network (see section 3.8.2 for further details
on the method). C) Kymograph of lamellar activity in colliding partners in a
region perpendicular to the point of cell contact (red regions highlight lamel-
lar retraction, blue regions highlight lamellar extension). D) Quantification of
the speed of lamellar retration in myosin II mutants at the time of separation.
Note that the retraction rate in zip1 mutant cells was no different from the val-
ues encountered in freely moving cells. Error bars represent SD. ∗p < 0.05.
Control retraction rates are taken from Figure 4.6. Figure recreated from [6].
To investigate the contribution of Myosin II to the CIL response, time-lapse
movies of colliding hemocytes where both the actin network and Myosin II were
fluorescently labelled were acquired at a frame rate of 10 seconds per frame. Visual
inspection of these time-lapse movies and further quantification of the actin retro-
grade flow within the lamellae of myosin II mutant hemocytes during CIL revealed
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that in contrast to control cells (Figure 5.5), zip1 mutants failed to reorganise their
actin networks (Figure 5.15A; Movie 15).
Quantification of the actin intensity in the region of the zip1 mutant hemocytes
lamella located approximately where the actin fibre developed within control cells,
showed that mutant cells were also unable to develop an actin fibre (Figure 5.16B).
Furthermore, measurement of the lamellar retraction rates using extension/retrac-
tion assay developed in this work (see section 3.7 for more details) revealed that
myosin II mutant cells did not display increased lamellar retraction rates upon sepa-
ration (Figure 5.15C and 5.15D). These data suggest that hemocytes require Myosin
II to reorganise their actin cytoskeleton as they are undergoing a collision.
Figure 5.16: zip1 fail to inhibit their forward movement during CIL. A) Quantification
of the cessation of forward movement during CIL revealed that zip1 mutants
failed to inhibit their forward movement in comparison with control cells. Er-
ror bars represent SD. ∗p< 0.05. B) Graph of mean time of lamellae contact
revealed that zip1 mutants maintained cell-cell contacts for a longer duration
than control cells. Error bars represent SD. ∗ ∗ p < 0.01. Figure recreated
from [6].
An important part of the contact inhibition response is the cessation of forward
movement upon contact. Evidence provided in this chapter suggests that myosin II
mutant hemocytes move slowly overall and are unable to evenly disperse throughout
the embryo (Section 5.2.1). These cells also displayed abnormal lamellar dynam-
ics during CIL. Therefore, I next wanted to interrogate if these mutants also have
any defects in their migration during the CIL response. To this aim, a cessation
assay was developed to measure if cells stopped their forward movement after the
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initial lamellae contact (see section 3.6.3 for details on how this quantification is
performed). This analysis highlighted that zip1 mutant cells failed to arrest their
forward motion upon contact, even more so, the cells continued to move forward
which resulted in an increased time in contact (Figure 5.16). These data suggest
that adequate levels of cellular contraction are required for a normal CIL response
to take place.
5.5.2 An actin stress fibre couples hemocytes during CIL
Myosin II is required for a normal hemocyte CIL response (section 5.5.1). Thus,
I wanted to further characterise the role of Myosin II during the response.
Figure 5.17: Myosin II dynamics during CIL. A) Still image of a collision between
hemocytes containing labelled actin and Myosin II. Note the puncta of Myosin
II along the actin fibre (inset). Arrows highlight the region of lamellae over-
lap. B) Quantification of Myosin II tracks for 40s upon lamellae overlap dur-
ing CIL. C) Quatification of the lateral displacement of Myosin II particles
from the tracks in Figure 5.2B and 5.17B. Notice the increase in horizontal
displacement of Myosin II particles toward the actin fibre during collisions.
∗∗∗p< 0.001. Figures recreated from [6].
To this aim, time-lapse movies of colliding hemocytes where actin and Myosin
II were fluorescently labelled were acquired at a temporal resolution of 10 seconds
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per frame. Visual inspection of these movies revealed that after the initial lamellar
contact, Myosin II puncta started to decorate the actin fibre that was developing be-
tween colliding partners (Figure 5.17A). Further quantification of the movement of
these Myosin II particles by manually tracking these particles and then measuring
their lateral displacement (see section 3.8.4 for more details on the quantification)
showed that Myosin II particles also changed their flowing direction. Surprisingly,
they reoriented to flow perpendicularly to the actin fibre, in a similar fashion to the
actin retrograde flow (Figure 5.17B and 5.17C). Furthermore, as the cells separated,
Myosin II puncta returned to moving in a retrograde fashion with the actin network
(Movie 16). These data suggest that there is a strong connection between the flow
of the actin network and the flow of Myosin II motors during CIL. Furthermore,
visual inspection of the time-lapse movies of colliding hemocytes where both actin
and Myosin II were fluorescently labelled revealed a defined accumulation pattern
of Myosin II to the actin fibre. Quantification of the actin and Myosin II intensity
within a region surrounding the actin fibre showed that as hemocytes are collid-
ing, Myosin II accumulation follows the formation of the actin fibre (Figure 5.18).
Furthermore, dividing the region surrounding the actin fibre into two sub-regions
and subsequently measuring the intensity of Myosin II fluorescence in these two
sub-regions revealed that Myosin II accumulation takes place from the back of the
network, following the fibre as it develops towards the leading edge (Figure 5.17;
Movie 16). Further quantification of Myosin II fluorescence in the region surround-
ing the actin fibre also revealed that Myosin II particles were decorating the actin
fibre in a period pattern at ∼ 1.4µm apart (Figure 5.18A). Similar patterning of
Myosin II along actin fibres has been reported for stress fibres in vitro [76]. Fur-
thermore, analysis of the intensity of Myosin II puncta overlaid onto the quantifica-
tion of the actin retrograde flow within a region of the lamella surrounding the fibre
showed that as the actin fibre started to develop, Myosin II begun to accumulate in
the center of the low retrograde flow corridor (Figure 5.18B). Kymography of the
region surrounding the actin fibre also revealed that Myosin II accumulates along
the actin fibre developing between colliding cells (Figure 5.18C).
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Figure 5.18: Myosin II decorates the actin fibre developing between colliding cells. A)
Still image of a colliding hemocyte containing labeled F-actin (magenta) and
Myosin II (green). Yellow arrows highlight the region of lamellar ovelap.
The inset shows the region of the actin fibre used for the line scan analysis.
Note the repeating peaks of Myosin II intensity along the fibre. B) Analysis
of the actin retrograde flow dynamics in comparison with Myosin II localisa-
tion (pseudocoloured white) highlighting that actin reorganisation stars prior
to Myosin II acumulation along the fibre. C) Kymograph of the region sur-
rounding the actin fibre in 5.17A highlighting Myosin II accumulation during
CIL. D) Quantification of the increase in actin acnd Myosin II intensity in
the region corresponding to the actin fibre relative to values prior to lamellae
contact. Error bars represent SEM. E) Quantification of Myosin II intensity in
regions corresponding to the back versus the front of the actin fibre during a
collision. Figure recreated from [6].
Further quantification of the actin and Myosin II fluorescence intensity in a re-
gion spanning the actin fibre revealed a synchronous increase in intensity compared
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to values prior to lamellae contact (Figure 5.18D). Furthermore, quantification of
Myosin II intensity in regions corresponding to the back and the front of the actin
fibre showed that Myosin II accumulation starts at the back of the fibre, from the
region surrounding the cell body (Figure 5.18E). These data suggest that the actin
fibre that was developing was actually a stress-fibre like structure that coupled the
two colliding hemocytes.
Figure 5.19: Expression of constitutively active Diaphanous affects cell area and
Myosin-II localisation. Still images of control and constitutively active Di-
aphanous expressing hemocytes with labeled F-actin (magenta) and Myosin
II (green). Note the decrease in area of hemocytes containing constitutively
active Diaphanous and the enhanced Myosin II localisation within the lamella
(arrow). Figure recreated from [6].
To confirm if the actin fibre developing between the two colliding hemocytes
was an actin stress fibre-like structure, the localisation of Diaphanous (Dia), a
formin that was reported to be crucial for the development of stress fibres within
cells in vitro [76], was also analysed during the CIL response. The first experi-
ment performed was to investigate the effects of expressing constitutively active
Dia within freely moving hemocytes. For this analysis, time-lapse movies of freely
moving hemocytes containing GFP-tagged Myosin II and actin were acquired at
10 seconds per frame. Visual inspection of these movies revealed that expressing
constitutively active Dia within freely moving hemocytes caused cells to spread less
than control cells and Myosin II excessively accumulated within the lamella which
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resulted in periods of severe contraction of the actin network (Figure 5.19; Movie
17). These observations suggest that hemocytes could activate Dia to increase cel-
lular contraction and implicitly the tension generated within the actin cytoskeleton
(Figure 5.19).
Figure 5.20: Diaphanous accumulation along the actin fibre. A) Still image of a colli-
sion between hemocytes containing labeled actin (magenta) and Diaphanous
(green). Arrows highlight region of lamellae overlap. B) Kymograph of the
region surrounding the actin fibre in A). Figure recreated from [6].
The increased cellular contraction displayed by freely moving hemocytes ex-
pressing constitutively active Dia and the development of the Myosin-II decorated
actin fibre between colliding cells suggest that lamellar contraction is somehow in-
volved in the CIL response. Thus, I next wanted to investigate the behaviour of
Dia during hemocyte collisions. To this aim, a region surrounding the actin fibre,
perpendicular to the leading edge, was analysed during CIL. Kymography of this
region during the response for both actin and Dia channels revealed that Dia accu-
mulated along the actin fibre (Figure 5.20). These results reveal that the actin fibre
developing during CIL is indeed a stress-fibre like structure that couples the actin
networks of colliding cells. Furthermore, stress-fibres are well both known force
generating structures via the activation of Myosin-II driven contraction (see section
2.1.3) suggesting that during collisions force is developing and perhaps accumulat-
ing within the cytoskeleton of the two interacting hemocytes in order to guide their
CIL response.
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5.5.3 Importance of the actin stress fibre during CIL
During CIL, hemocytes are becoming coupled through a stress-fibre like struc-
ture that develops upon lamellar contact (see section 5.5.2). Therefore, I set to
investigate what is the role of the actin stress-fibre during the contact inhibition re-
sponse. To this aim I analysed the response in diaphanous (dia5) mutants in both
freely moving and colliding situations.
Diaphanous is suggested to be involved in the organisation of the actin cy-
toskeleton [172]. I next analysed the behaviour of freely moving diaphanous mu-
tant hemocytes to investigate if these mutants have any defects in actin retrograde
flow dynamics or other unexpected migration behaviour. For this analysis, time-
lapse movies of dia5 mutant hemocytes expressing fluorescent actin and Dia were
acquired at a resolution of 10 seconds per frame. The resulting movies were anal-
ysed using the pseudo-speckle program to quantify the dynamics of the retrograde
flow within the lamella of these cells.
Figure 5.21: Analysis of freely moving dia5 mutant hemocytes. A) Left panel shows
a still image of a freely moving hemocyte containing labeled F-actin. Right
panel is an example heatmap with the actin retrograde flow field. B) Mean
retrograde flow across the lamella of freely moving control and diaphanous
mutant hemocytes. C) Probability density function (PDF) of the retrograde
flow values within the lamella of freely moving control and dia5 mutant cells.
Figure recreated from [6].
This revealed that freely moving dia5 mutants showed a qualitatively similar
retrograde flow dynamics to control cells (Figure 5.21A; Movie 18). Further quan-
tification of the average retrograde flow rate within the lamellae of these cells re-
vealed no significant difference between the rates within mutant and control cells
(Figure 5.21B). Analysis of the distribution of the retrograde flow speed highlighted
the same trend, with no major differences between the distribution of the actin flow
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speed between control and dia5 mutant hemocytes. These data suggest that al-
though Diaphanous is missing, the actin retrograde flow behaviour is unchanged
when compared with a wild-type situation.
As the actin network showed no aberrant behaviour within the lamella of freely
moving dia5 mutant hemocytes, next I investigated if these mutants had any defects
in cell migration. First the lamellar retraction rate was measured using the method
introduced in section 3.8.3. This analysis revealed that there was no significant dif-
ference between the rate at which lamellae retract in freely moving dia5 mutant cells
compared to control cells (Figure 5.22A). To assess if mutant cells experienced any
defects in migration, the speed and directional ratio were quantified (see section 3.7
for further details). This analysis revealed that diaphanous mutant hemocytes were
migrating with the same speed (Figure 5.22B) and displayed the same directional
persistence (Figure 5.22C) as the control cells. These data suggest that dia5 mutant
cell motility is not affected.
Figure 5.22: Quantification of Diaphanous mutant hemocytes migratory behaviour. A)
Quantification of lamellar retraction rates for freely moving control and di-
aphanous mutant hemocytes. B) Quantification of cell speed in freely moving
control and diaphanous mutant hemocytes. Error bars represent SEM. C)
Quantification of the directional persistence of freely moving and dia5 mutant
cells. Error bars represent SEM. Figure recreated from [6].
Visual inspection of time-lapse movies of dia5 mutant hemocytes undergoing
a collision revealed a highly variable contact inhibition response (Movie 19). Sur-
prisingly, quantification of the actin retrograde flow dynamics within the lamella
of these cells showed a reduced capacity to coordinate they actin dynamics (Figure
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5.23A).
Figure 5.23: dia5 mutant hemocytes show aberrant CIL response. A) diaphanous mu-
tant (dia5) mutant collisions. Top panels show still images from a time-lapse
movie of hemocytes containing labeled F-actin during a collision. Bottom
panels are heatmaps obtained from the FLUPS analysis showing retrograde
flow dynamics. Arrows highlight the region of lamellar overlap. B) Quantifi-
cation of instantaneous changes in retrograde flow rate dia5 mutant hemocytes
during CIL. Error bars represent SD. C) Quantification of the instantaneous
changes in retrograde flow direction in dia5 mutant hemocytes during CIL.
Error bars represent SD. Figure recreated from [6].
The same result was also highlighted by analysing instantaneous changes in
flow speed and direction with reference to the time when lamellae first came in
contact (Figure 5.23B and 5.23C). These data suggest that dia5 mutant hemocytes
are not capable to reorganise their actin network upon contact.
Next I investigate if the failure to reorganise their actin network caused other
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defects. Quantification of the actin stress fibre formation by measuring the actin
intensity within a region surrounding the fibre showed that dia5 mutant hemocytes
also failed to generate a stress fibre on average (Figure 5.24A). Furthermore, quan-
tification of the mean distance upon separation as introduced in section 3.7 also
revealed that mutant cells had a reduced capacity to cease their forward movement
upon collision (Figure 5.24B) which resulted in an increase in the time spent in
contact (Figure 5.24C). These data revealed that although the migration of freely
moving mutant cells was not affected, dia5 mutant hemocytes display an aberrant
behaviour during collisions which suggests that stress-fibre development is required
for a normal CIL response.
Figure 5.24: Diaphanous mutant hemocytes aberrant behaviour during CIL. A) Quan-
tification of actin fibre formation in control and dia5 mutant hemocytes dur-
ing contanct inhibition. The graph represents the relative increase in actin
intensity within the region encompassing the actin fibre with respect to the
surrounding regions of the actin network. B) Quantification of the cessation
of forward movement during contact inhibition. Note the failure of dia5 to
inhibit their forward movement in comparison to control cells. Error bars rep-
resent SD. ∗p< 0.5. C) Graph of the mean time of lamellae contact showing
that dia5 mutants maintained cell-cell contacts for longer than control cells.
Error bars represent SD. ∗∗ p< 0.01. Figure recreated from [6].
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Wild type hemocytes undergoing a collision became mechanically coupled by
an inter-cellular adhesion developing immediately after lamellae contact.
Figure 5.25: Diaphanous mutant hemocytes still form an intercellular adhesion, and
align their microtubule networks during CIL. A) Localisation of Zyxin
in diaphanous muntant hemocytes during a collision revealed that puncta of
Zyxin (arrowhead) are forming at the site of cell-cell contact. B) Kymograph
of Zyxin puncta during diaphanous mutant collision. Note the presence of
Zyxin at the region of lamellae overlap throughout the time course of the re-
sponse. C) A collision between diaphanous mutant hemocytes containing
labeled F-actin (magenta) and microtubules (green). D) Kymograph of the
region highlighted in (C) showing the alignment between the microtubule net-
works (arrowhead) in diaphanous mutant cells. Figure recreated from [6].
Interestingly, expressing Zyxin in diaphanous mutant hemocytes showed simi-
lar qualitative results as for control collisions, with a Zyxin labelled adhesion devel-
oping at the site of cell-cell contact. Kymography of a region surrounding the site
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of cell-cell contact showed that the Zyxin puncta persisted throughout the response
which confirms that a Zyxin labelled adhesion is developing at the cite of cell-cell
contact (Figure 5.25 B) similar to control cells.
Figure 5.26: Diphanous mutant hemocytes fail to coordiante their cytoskeletal dynam-
ics during CIL. A) Cross correlation of the instantaneous changes in flow rate
in lamellae of colliding diaphanous mutant cells. Error bars represent SEM.
Red dotted line represent the mean correlation between colliding cells im-
mediately prior to cell-cell contact with the thickness representing the SEM.
Note that unlike control cells (Figure 5.12), dia5 mutant hemocytes do not
show any increase in the correlation coefficient upon lamellae contact. B)
Cross correlation of the instantaneous changes in flow direction in lamellae
of colliding diaphanous mutant cells. Error bars represent SEM. Red dotted
lines represent the mean correlation between colliding cells immediately prior
to cell-cell contact with the thickness representing the SEM. Note that there
is no increase in the correlation coefficient upon lamellae contact as observed
in control cells (Figure 5.12). C) Kymograph of lamellar activity in collid-
ing partners in a region perpendicular to the point of cell contact (red regions
highlight lamellar retraction, blue regions highlight lamellar extension). D)
Quantification of the speed of lamellar retration in diaphanous mutants at the
time of separation. Note that the retraction rate in dia5 mutant cells was no
different from the values encountered in freely moving cells. Error bars repre-
sent SD. ∗p< 0.05. Control retraction rates are taken from Figure 4.7. Figure
recreated from [6].
In control collisions, the microtubule bundles followed the developing actin
stress fibres as they were growing towards the site of cell-cell contact. Visual in-
spection of time-lapse movies of dia5 mutant collisions where both the actin and
microtubules were fluorescently labelled revealed that to some extent microtubule
bundles were still aligning between the two colliding partners (Figure 5.25C). Fur-
ther kymography of the region surrounding the actin fibre in both colliding partners
confirmed this observation (Figure 5.25D) suggesting that microtubule alignment
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can still take place even in the absence of a fully developed actin stress fibre.
Analysis of the cross-correlation between instantaneous changes in speed and
direction within a region of the lamella of colliding dia5 mutant hemocytes revealed
that mutant cells did not show any increase in the mean correlation coefficient for
either changes in flow speed or changes in flow direction compared to the values
prior to the initial lamellar contact (Figure 5.26A and 5.26B). Diaphanous mutant
hemocytes also failed to show any increase in lamellar retraction upon cell sepa-
ration (Figure 5.26C and 5.26D). Kymography of the retraction/extension activity
and subsequent quantification of the lamellar retraction rates (see section 3.8.3) for
more details on the quantification) revealed that there was no distinction between
the lamellar retraction rates of freely moving or colliding dia5 mutant cells. The
measured values were significantly less than the ones obtained for colliding control
cells which suggests that a certain level of lamellar tension is required for a normal
CIL response. These data also show that although cells are able to eventually sep-
arate and migrate away from each other in the absence of the stress fibre, sudden
lamellar retraction upon cell separation requires that the two colliding partners be
coupled by a stress-fibre like structure.
5.6 Discussion
In this chapter I showed that the stereotyped sequence of kinematic steps co-
incides with significant global reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton during the
CIL response. I found that the process starts with the formation of an inter-cellular
adhesion which coincides with the development of an actin stress fibre between the
two cells. In control cells, a punctum of Zyxin appears when the two lamellae first
come in contact and persists for the entire duration of the response (until cells break
from contact). Furthermore, the formation of the Zyxin punctum coincides with the
global reorganisation of the actin networks, most importantly the development of a
low retrograde flow corridor and the formation of an actin stress-fibre like structure
connecting the two colliding hemocytes. Furthermore, I showed that when Myosin
II contraction is inhibited as in the zip1 mutant, hemocytes migration is affected,
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the retrograde flow is severely affected, and cells do not undergo CIL. It would be
interesting to investigate what happens with this inter-cellular adhesion in a situa-
tion when cell contractility is inhibited, such as in the zip1 mutant. Investigating the
behaviour of this cell-cell adhesion, if it is even forming, could reveal more about
the nature of the adhesion and the role it plays during the CIL response.
Previous studies of the role of actin during CIL had primarily focused on the
cessation of ruffling at the leading edge following a collision. These studies sug-
gested that as cells collide, they stop polymerising new actin filaments which leads
to a paralysis of ruffling (see section 2.2). This aspect of contact inhibition is still
unclear because, as Abercrombie observed, the cell-cell contact could impose addi-
tional mechanical and geometrical constrains that increase the strain at the leading
edge leading to a cessation of ruffling [9].
The sudden and synchronised nature of the observed changes in retrograde flow
suggest that the CIL response is not a simple passive reaction to the presence of the
colliding partner, but a much more complex active process involving a dramatic
global reorganisation of the actin networks across relatively large spatial and tem-
poral scales. The orchestration of such a reorganisation event would involve very
fast information transfer to and from the actin cytoskeleton over large distances.
Considering how crowded the cytopasm is [31], it is unlikely that diffusion alone
would not be fast enough to facilitate the rapid transport of information and matter
that we observed during CIL. Therefore, the entire CIL process exploits the me-
chanical coupling and the subsequent changes in the geometry of the network to
coordinate the response.
One interesting implication of the mechanical coupling of colliding cells is what
happens with the two actin networks as the adhesion is established. Upon cell-cell
contact, the actin networks begin to coordinate their dynamics which leads to syn-
chronised instantaneous changes retrograde flow speed and direction until the cells
separate (section 5.3). As the cells are in contact, they couple through a clutch-like
mechanism that allows them to regulate the amount of force transmitted by engag-
ing the actin cytoskeleton or not (see Section 2.1.4 and 2.1.5 for more details on
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how the actin retrograde flow generates motile forces). Through this mechanism
cells would engage their actin networks to start pulling on the other network instead
of trasmitting the generated force to the substrate. Furthermore, I speculate that the
adhesion connects the two distinct polymer meshworks into a single material. As
a consequence, local changes taking place within the network can easily propagate
throughout the network and coordinate across the two cells, facilitating the mechan-
otransduction of lamellar forces. It is possible that a similar mechanism is used by
cells to orchestrate large scale cellular behaviours during embryogenesis, such as
the coordination required for apical constriction during gastrulation [173].
Previous studies on the regulation of the retrograde flow have showed that as
myosin II activity is inhibited and as such the retrograde flow rates slow down, the
microtubules and leading edge extend at a greater rate suggesting that in control
situations the microtubules are actually polymerising against the continuous actin
flow being constantly pushed back or have their growth rate slowed down [87]. Fur-
thermore, microtubules usually target cell-matrix adhesions, contributing to their
disassembly either by increasing the local stress concentration [37, 79] or by de-
livering specific adhesion disassembly proteins [79]. In this section I showed that
during collisions the retrograde flow is slowing down which facilitates the devel-
opment of the microtubule bundle toward the site of cell-cell contact. It could be
that microtubules play a similar role for cell-cell adhesions developed during CIL
as they do for cell-matrix adhesions. If that is the case, then microtubules could be
actively contributing to the disengagement of the inter-cellular clutch. As appealing
as this might be, it is just a hypothesis for now and will require further investigations
to resolve. However, these results clearly show that CIL is not just a passive reac-
tion of the cell to the presence of the colliding partner, but a multifaceted process
involving the active coordination of both actin and microtubules across multiple
length and time scales.
In addition to the kinematics tools, I also adapted a pseudo-speckle technique to
quantify the movement of the actin network in vivo. The basis of this tool have been
independently established by Betz et al (2009) and Vallatton et al (2004) for mea-
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suring the retrograde flow dynamics in vitro. My implementation comes equipped
with several filtering and interpolation capabilities which confers it a greater degree
of generality. The greatest limitations of this method compared to true speckle mi-
croscopy are three fold. First, being a grid based method limits its resolution to
the size of the grid. The results are highly dependable on the size of the source
and search regions of interest which means that the user is required to have some
information about the behaviour of the network to ensure that accurate results are
obtained. Second, as it employs correlations between successive frames to identify
the movement of bright actin features, the method is unable to measure the dis-
placement of the network for regions of the lamella that retract or extend from one
frame to the next. This does not represent a major issue because hemocyte lamellar
extension and retraction is not large over 5s intervals. Nevertheless, to correct for
this, the resulting retrograde flow is interpolated from available data inside the cell.
Chapter 6
Lamellar Tension Orchestrates
Hemocyte CIL
This chapter describes my investigations of whether the presence of Myosin
II and the development of a stress fibre between colliding partners are causing an
increase in the lamellar tension during CIL. I investigate the role of this tension for
cellular collisions. Finally, in this chapter I explore the roles of contact inhibition
during embryo development.
6.1 Contributions
My contribution was to develop the visco-elastic model for the stress redistri-
bution and the subsequent analysis of the instantaneous changes in actin retrograde
flow direction. I also developed the test to show that release of cellular tension
is sufficient to induce the CIL response and I designed the assay for quantifying
directional preferences in the motion of cells and conducted the kinematics and
retrograde flow analysis for dia5 mutant cells.
I would like to mention both Dr John Robert Davis and Dr Timo Betz who have
both contributed to the results I am presenting in this chapter. Specifically, Dr John
Robert Davis conducted all the experiments (including imaging and laser abscis-
sion) and the simulations and subsequent analysis for the patterning experiments
and contributed to various aspects of the data analysis and making of some parts of
the figures.
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Dr Timo Betz has been crucial in analysing the lamellar recoil and developing
the elastic model for quantifying lamellar tension from the laser abscission experi-
ment.
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the contribution of Fuad Mosis and James
Thackery who manually segmented a large part of the movies used throughout this
chapter.
6.2 Lamellar tension is increasing during CIL
As hemocytes were undergoing contact inhition, their actin cytoskeletons syn-
chronously reorganise which leads to the development of an actin stress fibre-like
structure between the two colliding partners. This actin stress-fibre like cable cou-
ples the two cells during the response (Figure 5.5 and 5.18). Furthermore, as cells
separated there was also a sudden increase in lamellar retraction rates (Figure 4.6)
which followed the global, synchronous reorganisation of the actin cytoskelton in
both colliding partners. These data suggest that tension developed within the actin
network during the hemocytes CIL response. Thus, next I directly tested this hy-
pothesis. As it is well established that lamellar retraction rates are a good indicator
of the preexisting tension in the lamellae [174], laser abscission of the actin cy-
toskeleton was performed and subsequently the lamellar recoil rates within a 12
seconds window after the ablation were analysed.
Prior to assessing the lamellar recoil during collisions, it was necessary to quan-
tify the lamellar retraction rates within freely moving hemocytes. This analysis was
required to establish a baseline for the lamellar tension. The leading edge was first
ablated in freely moving cells where the actin cytoskeleton was fluorescently la-
belled. For these movies, one frame was acquired every second to ensure that the
accuracy of the measured lamellar recoil rates is as high as possible. Kymogra-
phy of the lamellar recoil upon laser abscission revealed that the lamella of freely
moving hemocytes retracts with at a rate of 28.6± 6.8µm/min. Quantification of
the retraction rates upon ablation an actin fibre within the lamella of freely moving
hemocytes indicated lamellar retraction rates of 33.2±4.3µm/min which were sim-
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ilar to the measured rates when ablating the lamellae edge (Figure 6.1A and 6.1B).
Furthermore, this analysis also showed that the recoil rates were unidirectional, ori-
ented towards the cell body (Figure 6.1 and Movie 20) which could be explained by
the increased Myosin II contraction at the rear of the lamella [175, 176].
In contrast, laser abscission experiments for colliding hemocytes showed a
completely different behaviour. When the region of lamellae overlap was ablated
across the actin fibre linking the two cells the lamellae of both cells suddenly re-
tracted. Quantification of this initial recoil rate showed that breaking of the cell-cell
contact resulted in almost double the rate measured for freely moving cells, with the
lamella retracting at a rate of 65.8± 11.1µm/min. These data suggest that during
CIL, lamellar tension stored within the actin network increased (Figure 6.1B and
Movie 20) as the cells were becoming coupled by the actin stress-fibre.
Figure 6.1: Lamellar recoil rates increase during CIL. A) Kymograph of lamellar re-
coil upon laser abscission of actin cytoskeleton in freely moving and colliding
hemocytes. Dotted rectangle highlights the width of the ablation region. B)
Quantification of lamellar recoil rate over time upon laser abscission. Error
bars represent SEM. ∗∗ p< 0.01. Figure recreated from [6].
Lamellar recoil rates are a good first approximation of the forces present in the
lamella. However, to quantify the amount of tension stored within the actin cy-
toskeleton prior to the ablation, an adequate model is needed to link the measured
strain rates to lamellar tension. Only the initial response is needed to determine
the tension within the network after laser abscission, therefore the actin cytoskele-
ton can be considered to behave elastically as the time scale at which the lamellar
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recoil rate was measured is of the order of seconds. To quantify the strain rate
with the lamellar network after the laser abscission, the lamella edge was tracked
for 12seconds after the abscission (see section 3.12 for details on strain rates and
elastic forces).
Figure 6.2: Lamellar tension increases during CIL. A) Quantification of lamellae strain
over time upon laser abscission and modeled forces assuming that the actin
network behaves elastically over short time scales. The elastic and dissipative
mechanical properties in the lamellipodium are modeled by an exponential de-
cay of the strain that is overlayed onto the constant retrograde flow. Note that
zero strain represents the end of the exponential decay. Assuming mechani-
cal properties similar to previously published lamellipodia we can estimate the
tension. The strain, u is calculated by the ratio ∆l/l. Error bars represent SEM
∗∗ p < 0.01. B) Modelled lamellar tension immediately upon laser abscission
assuming that the actin network behaves elastically over short time scales. Fig-
ure recreated from [6].
Subsequently, the measured strains were modelled using a fast exponentially
decaying recoil, which was meant to recreate the sudden recoil upon laser abscis-
sion, overlayed onto a linear centripetal movement, which represented the constant
pull of the actin retrograde flow. Applying this model to the experimental data re-
vealed that the two actin cytoskeletons displayed a two-phase behaviour with a very
sudden release followed by a linear response that continued throughout the duration
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of the time-lapse movies (Figure 6.2A). Subsequently, using linear elasticity theory,
the instantaneous strain rates were converted into lamellar tension by assuming that
the actin cytoskeleton can be modelled as an elastic material (see section 3.10 for
more details on the elasticity of actin networks) with the same elastic properties
as the ones measured for neural growth cones in vitro. This assumption stemmed
from the fact that hemocytes showed a qualitatively similar actin retrograde flow
dynamics as ones reported for growth cones [170, 7]. This analysis revealed that
immediately upon abscission of the lamellae there was a three-fold increase in ten-
sion when compared to the values obtained for freely moving cells (Figure 6.2B)
which could explain the rapid exponential decay in the strain rates. These data
provide direct support to the hypothesis that upon lamellar overlap, the actin cy-
toskeleton starts to ratchet up tension which gets released immediately as the two
lamellae break contact.
6.3 Release of lamellar tension is sufficient to cause
cell repulsion
During hemocyte contact inhibition, there was an increase of lamellar tension
which followed initial lamellar overlap and lasted for the duration of the response.
To investigate the role of forces developed within the actin network, I performed
a kinematic analysis (see section 3.6 for more details on kinematics) of hemocytes
immediately after laser ablation in three situations: the leading edge of freely mov-
ing cells, a mock ablation of collisions (see section 3.12 for further details), and
ablation of the site of cell-cell contact. This analysis only measured cell velocity as
it is the best indicator of the direction in which cells are migrating. To recreate the
control situation, where velocity was computed with respect to position of the col-
liding partner, for this experiment the velocity was normalised with respect to the
site of ablation, which also corresponds to the site of cell-cell contact in colliding
hemocytes. This analysis revealed that immediately after the laser ablation was per-
formed, colliding hemocytes started to move away from each other. Surprisingly,
analysis of the response of freely moving cells and collisions where no ablation was
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performed (i.e. mock collisions) did not show the same response. On the contrary,
in these control situations, cells continued to move forward on average (Figure 6.3;
Movie 21). These data show that release of lamelllar tension is sufficient to reverse
the direction in which cells are moving, suggesting that forces are the main driver
of CIL.
Figure 6.3: Release of lamellar tension is sufficient to induce CIL response. Hemocyte
velocities in freely moving and colliding cells 60 seconds after laser abscission.
The velocities were computed with respect to the position of the ablation site
(red arrow). Magenta arrows represent the average direction of the sample.
Note the significant forward movement after mock ablation, while ablation of
the fibre during collisions led to significant rearward movement. ∗p < 0.05.
Figure produced from [6].
6.4 Redistribution of lamellar stresses during CIL
During collisions Myosin II puncta propagated from the rear of the actin net-
work towards the leading edge, decorating the actin fibre that developed between
the two hemocytes (see section 5.5). As Myosin II motors are one of the main force
generating mechanisms within the cytoskeleton, I next investigated if the lamellar
tension also begins to build up from the rear of the network during CIL. To inves-
tigate the localisation of lamellar stresses (a proxy for lamellar tension), I adapted
previously developed techniques for modelling the stresses developed within the
actin cytoskeleton of migrating cells in in vitro [67, 7]. Briefly, if the rate at which
the network is deforming over time (i.e. the actin retrograde flow rate) is known,
then the stresses causing that deformation can be inferred by choosing a suitable
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constitutive relation (i.e. a mathematical expression for how strain and stress are
related) and elastic properties of the network. The former plays a key part in the
validity of the model; however, because of the similarities between the measured
actin network dynamics within hemocytes lamellae and growth cones in vitro (see
section 5.2), I used the same constitutive relation as in [7] to map lamellar strain
rates into stresses. This model assumed that at the temporal scales of interest for
this study, the actin network behaved like a linear viscoelastic material (see sec-
tion 2.1.7 and 3.10 for more details on viscoelasticity of actin networks) with the
same viscoelastic properties as neuronal growth cones [7]. The choice of the model
parameters is motivated by the pseudospeckle analysis of the actin retrograde flow
which revealed that actin network within freely moving cells flows at a rate very
similar to the ones measured for neuronal growth cones in vitro [170, 7]. Therefore,
the first approximation I am making is that hemocytes cytoskeleton is as soft as
growth cones over short second scales.
Figure 6.4: Localization of actin network stress during cell collision. Top panels are a
time-lapse series of a hemocyte containing labeled F-actin undergoing a col-
lision (adapted from Figure 5.5). Bottom panels are the modeled intracellular
actin stresses. Note that stresses were only measured for regions of the lamella
that persisted for a 40s period as deformation history is required in the anal-
ysis. Arrows highlight region of lamellae overlap. Dotted line highlights the
redistribution of stresses around the cell body and asterisks the regions of high
stress that colocalize with the actin fiber. Figure recreated from [6].
Furthermore, I considering that over long time scales, e.g. minutes, the actin
network behaves like a fluid with the history of the deformation being lost after 40s.
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I also assumed that the actin network has a Poisson’s ratio of ∼ 0.5 that confers
the deformation a directional bias which is higher in the direction of the higher
elongation. Finally, the cross-correlation between the instantaneous changes in actin
retrograde flow observed during collisions, suggests that as the two cells are in
contact, they behave like a single viscoelastic material which allowed for the model
to be easily extended from single cells to colliding cells.
Figure 6.5: Lamellar stress propagation during CIL. Kymograph of lamellar stresses
over the region that colocalized with the actin fiber. Note the redistribution of
stress from the back of the network to the front. Figure recreated from [6].
Using solely these assumptions and the measured retrograde flow rates I was
able to simulate the amount of stress present within the network. Kymography
of heat maps summarising the magnitude of the lamellar stress developed during
the response showed that most of the stress was localised around the cell body, at
the rear of the lamella (Figure 6.4; Movie 22). Subsequently, as hemocytes were
engaging in a collision, the stress started to propagate towards the site of cell-cell
contact, along the low retrograde flow corridor from the base of the actin stress-
fibre to more distal regions of it (Figure 6.5; Movie 22). Myosin is accumulating
from the cell body towards the site of cell-cell contact (Figure 5.18) and as this is
happening, more myosin starts to colocalize in the region of low retrograde flow and
contracts, causing the observed increase in lamellar stresses starting from the rear
of the cell. Furthermore, as cells separated, there was a second redistribution of the
stress where lamellar stress propagated from the lamella to the region surrounding
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the cell body (Figure 6.4; Movie 22).
Figure 6.6: Network deformation starts at the rear of the lamella. A) Kymograph of the
instantaneous changes in actin flow direction in the region colocalizing with the
actin fiber. B) Quantification of the mean change in flow direction of the actin
network in three regions corresponding to the back, middle and front of the
actin fiber. Note that the changes initially increase in the rear of the network.
Figure recreated from [6].
These data show that during collisions, stress is indeed redistributing from the
rear of the lamella to the site of cell-cell contact which suggests that the cytoskeletal
changes are propagating from the rear of the network. Analysis of the instantaneous
changes in the direction of the actin retrograde flow during collisions revealed that
the rear of the network is the first region where changes in directions are recorded.
These changes are subsequently propagating towards the leading edge of the cell
(Figure 6.6). The reorganisation starting at the cell rear coincides with myosin ac-
cumulation from the region around the cell body (Figure 5.18). This accumulation
of myosin suggests that there is an increased contraction in the low retrograde flow
region which triggers the subsequent reorganisation of the actin network. Further-
more, these data revealed that there is a redistribution of the forces from the rear of
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the network towards the region of cell-cell contact.
6.5 Hemocyte developmental dispersal requires a
precisely controlled CIL response
Up until now I showed that hemocyte CIL is orchestrated by inter-cellular forces
developed within the actin cytoskeleton as cells were undergoing a collision (chap-
ter 5 and sections 6.2 - 6.4). The release of this tension is playing a role in inducing
the movement of cells away from the collision during a normal CIL response.
Figure 6.7: Diaphanous mutant hemocytes have an abnormal CIL kinematics. A) Time
course of hemocyte acceleration in dia5 mutants (black arrows) surrounding a
collision event. The acceleration vectors are computed with reference to the
colliding partner (red arrow). Note that all time points show random acceler-
ations except for the time of microtubule alignment. ∗ ∗ p < 0.01. B) Time
course of dia5 mutant hemocyte accelerations computed at 20s intervals (black
arrows) surrounding a collision event. The acceleration is computed with re-
spect to the location of the colliding partner (red arrow). Note that there is
no significant back acceleration upon microtubule alignment. Figure recreated
from [6].
Next I explored if CIL is required to be precisely coordinated during Drosophila
development in order for hemocytes to acquire an even spacing within the embryo.
Dia5 mutant cells showed little coordination of their actin cytokeleton during CIL,
therefore I set out to investigate if this also affected their migratory behaviour dur-
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ing development. Analysis of the acceleration normalised to the direction of the
incoming partner revealed that dia5 mutant cells do not undergo three distinct kine-
matic phases observed for control cells. Even if mutant cells showed a weak back
acceleration upon microtubule alignment, this was only significant when computed
at 60s (Figure 6.7), suggesting that dia5 repulsion is not as tightly controlled as for
wild-type cells. To further investigate this observation, I quantified the movement
of dia5 mutant cells after microtubule alignment. This analysis showed that mutant
cells did not move away from their colliding partners. On the contrary, diaphanous
mutant hemocytes continued to move forward (Figure 6.8) which resulted in an
increase in the time they were in contact (Figure 5.26B).
Figure 6.8: Diaphanous mutant cells fail to cease their forward motion upon collision.
Analysis of the inter-nuclear distance over time during the CIL respons for
control cells (blue line) and diaphanous mutant cells (green line). Note that
unlike control cells, dia5 mutant cells have a reduced capacity to slow down
upon microtubule alignment and subsequently separate. Control analysis was
taken from Figure 4.4. Figure recreated from [6].
Kinematic analysis of wild-type cells showed that hemocytes migrate away
from collisions 240s after the microtubule alignment. Naturally, as dia5 mutant
hemocytes displayed aberrant cytoskeletal dynamics I investigated if their CIL kine-
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matics was also affected. At the time when diaphanous mutant cells separated (ap-
prox 240s after lamellar overlap), cells did not show any significant directional pref-
erence with respect to their colliding partners. On the contrary, dia5 mutant cells
continued to move forward, completely ignoring the presence of their colliding part-
ners (Figure 6.8).
These data suggest that dia5 mutant cells failed to actively repel each other even
if they retained some of the characteristics of a normal CIL response, such as par-
tially developing an actin stress-fibre like structure during collisions (see sections
5.5.2 and 5.5.3). Furthermore, wild-type cells actively migrate away from the colli-
sions 240s after the microtubule alignment (Figure 6.9A) (also the time when dia5
separated) (Figure 6.8). However, dia5 mutant cells did not show any significant
directional preference with respect to their colliding partners (Figure 6.9). These
data suggest that although dia5 mutant cells retain some of the characteristic CIL
features, they failed to actively repel each other.
Figure 6.9: Diaphanous mutant hemocytes fail to migrate away from collisions. A)
Quantification of the average cell direction during the CIL time course. Blue
highlights forward movement and red movement away from the colliding part-
ner. Error bars represent SD. B) Cell velocities at 240s after the microtubule
alignment computed with respect to the colliding partner (red arrow). Magenta
arrows show the resultant velocities for each genotype. Note that unlike control
cells, dia5 mutant hemocytes do not show a significant movement away from
the colliding partner. ∗p< 0.05. Figure recreated from [6].
Previous results showed that hemocytes are capable of actively migrating away
from collisions. However, it is still unclear if the inability of dia5 to actively mi-
grate from their colliding partners has any effects on their developmental dispersal,
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specifically, their ability to make an evenly spaced pattern. To elucidate this ques-
tion, first the average domains occupied by hemocytes during their migration were
analysed. This analysis revealed that wild-type cells were moving within defined
regions along the ventral surface of the embryo (Figure 6.10A), whilst dia5 mutant
cells showed a more erratic movement. Although cells were capable of dispersing
throughout the embryo, their final distribution is not uniform, with no clear domains
forming along the entire ventral surface, by end of the stage 15 (Figure 6.10A and
6.10D; Movie 23).
Figure 6.10: Diaphanous mutant hemocytes have an aberrant developmental disper-
sal. A) The average regions occupaied by hemocytes during their develop-
mental dispersal revealed a disruption in the even spacing in diaphanous mu-
tants. B) Tracks of hemocytes migrating over a 20min period after they have
spread throughout the embryo. C) Quantification of the maximum distance
hemocytes migrate from the tracks meansured in B). Note the increase in the
distance traveled for dia5 mutants. ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.001. D) (Left panel) Still im-
age of wild-type hemocytes dispersed within the ventral surface of a Stage 15
Drosophila embryo containing labeled F-actin (green) and nuclei (magenta).
(Right panel) Still image of diaphanous mutant hemocytes dispersed within
the ventral surface of a Stage 15 Drosophila embryo containing labeled F-
actin (green) and nuclei (magenta). Note the clumping of hemocytes (red
arrows) with large regions devoid of cells (dotted line). Figure recreated from
[6].
Further quantification of the maximum hemocyte displacement during the em-
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bryonic stages of interest revealed that dia5 mutant cells migrated larger distances
within the embryo than control cells (Figure 6.10C and 6.10D) suggesting that in
the lack of coordination between the actin cytoskeletons of the two colliding cells
allows them to be less constrained to move along the ventral surface of the embryo
which results in an aberrant dispersal pattern.
Figure 6.11: Hemocytes require CIL for their developmental dispersal. A) Still image
of a control simulation (as generated in [5]) showing the even spacing of cells
(left panel) which results in an evenly spaced domain map (right panel). B)
Still image of a simulation in which the cells fail to consistently take into
account the direction of the colliding partner during CIL. Note the aberrant
spacing of cells (left panel), which results in a failure to acquire a defined
domain map (right panel). Figure recreated from [6].
To further quantify the repulsion dynamics of dia5 mutant cells, the nearest
neighbour distance was calculated for both control and mutant situations. This anal-
ysis revealed that diaphanous mutants had a reduced cell spacing as indicated by
the decrease of the nearest neighbour distance (median = 17.5µm/min for controls
and 15.8µm/min for dia5, p < 0.05). These data provide further support for the
hypothesis that precisely orchestrated repulsion dynamics are required for confin-
ing the migration of hemocytes to selected domains within the ventral side of the
Drosophila embryo during development.
Previous mathematical modelling of hemocytes motile behaviour suggested that
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CIL is essential for determining their normal dispersal [5]. In this model, the hemo-
cytes were allowed to exist in two states: a freely moving state and a colliding state.
In the freely moving state, cells follow a random walk, whilst in the collision state
the cells care react to the presence of their colliding partner. Furthermore, the cells
can switch between the two states based solely on the inter-nuclear distance (which
was experimentally determined as 30µm [5]. Finally, to simulate the constant num-
ber of hemocytes on the ventral surface, the simulation used periodic boundary
conditions. Using this simple two state model, [5] showed that perturbing the way
in which cells are allowed to interact, i.e. reducing the sensitivity of a cell to it’s
colliding partner, resulted in an aberrant developmental pattern [5]. Therefore, sim-
ulations were next performed to investigate if the lack of directional preference with
respect to their colliding partners upon separation observed for dia5 mutant hemo-
cytes could be related to the aberrant pattern previously observed. In contrast to
previous studies [5], for the simulations created for the present work the sensitivity
of the simulated cells to the direction of their colliding partners was randomised.
Analysis of the resulting dispersal patterning revealed when simulated hemo-
cytes were allowed to randomly repel in the presence of another cell resulted in a
similar aberrant domains (Figure 6.11; Movie 24) as the ones observed for dia5 mu-
tant cells. Further analysis of the spacing between the simulated cells lead to similar
results where for cells that could randomly select values for φ between [0,1]. A me-
dian nearest neighbour distance of 23.8µm/min was measured as opposed to control
simulations where the nearest neighbour spacing was 24.2µm/min. The difference
between the resulting cell spacing in both types of simulations, although small, was
statistically significant (p < 0.001) suggesting that precisely coordinated collision
dynamics is crucial for the normal developmental dispersal of hemocytes.
6.6 Discussion
In this chapter I have showed that the hemocyte contact inhibition response is
controlled by the lamellar tension developed within the actin network during CIL.
My current model suggests that as the two cells engage in a collision, their actin cy-
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toskeletons become mechanically coupled by an inter-cellular adhesion which trig-
gers a global reorganisation of the actin network that leads to a build up in lamellar
tension during CIL. I speculate that it is the build-up of this force that causes the
two cells to separate and subsequently repolarise to migrate away from the colli-
sion. Laser abscission experiments proved that release of lamellar tension is indeed
sufficient to induce the contact inhibition response. This result suggests that intra-
cellular forces developed as the cells are in contact could be a general conductor
for orchestrating CIL. It would be interesting to investigate the dynamics of the ret-
rograde flow and intra-cellular forces developed during the collision between other
cell types.
The current model for contact inhibition postulates that as the two cells collide
and adhere to each other, a signal is released at the site of cell-cell contact which
then triggers the whole response. However, I showed that as hemocytes come in
contact, they link with each other through a Zyxin-labelled adhesion that devel-
ops at the site of cell-cell contact. In the same time with the development of this
adhesion, the actin cytoskeletons of the two colliding hemocytes undergo a global
reorganisation, which happens synchronously in both cells. This global reorganisa-
tion takes place in short amount of time (see Section 4.3 and 5.3). During this time
the actin retrograde flow rate significantly decreases leading to the development of
a corridor of low retrograde flow. This behaviour was previously encountered in
cells migrating in vitro and is consistent with an actin clutch-like structure coupling
the two cells, similar to the ones developed between the cell and the ECM (see
Section 2.1.5). Furthermore, within this corridor of slow retrograde flow, an actin
stress-fibre forms which couples the two colliding cells. Finally, these changes in
the retrograde flow and the actin network are accompanied by an increase in the
intracellular tension. This increase in tension leads to a local concentration of stress
propagating from the region surrounding the cell body (where most of the myosin
II is found) to the site of contact. Furthermore, after the wave of stress reaches the
site of cell-cell contact, a second reorganization event takes place when the actin
retrograde flow rate suddenly spikes in both colliding partners and the local stress
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redistributes back around the cell body. Around the same time, the cell-cell con-
tact breaks, the leading edge collapses in both cells, the actin stress fibre disappears
leading to the hemocytes starting to migrate away from the collision. Maybe as the
intracellular forces increas, they reach a level so high that the actin cytoskeleton is
unable to sustain leading to it suddenly “breaking”. A similar behaviour has been
reported for actin networks in vitro where densely cross-linked F-actin networks
subjected to high stresses broke when the stress reached a certain threshold value
[177]. Another possibility is that as the stress fibre starts to develop it induces a re-
distribution of myosin along the fibre which triggers a wave of contraction from the
cell body to the leading edge. Eventually this myosin induced contraction causes a
spike in lamellar tension that could lead to the break of the adhesion between the
two colliding hemocytes. This spike in contraction could also trigger a wave of
disassembly through the network, which might serve as a signal to start producing
protrusions in it’s wake, causing an asymmetry in the network that causes the cell to
repolarise and migrate away from each other. It was previously shown that myosin
can induce global network reorganisation by enhancing network disassembly [1].
It is still an open question on how myosin promotes disassembly which I believe
would be a very interesting avenue of research in the future. These findings show
that the whole CIL response requires a high degree of coordination both internally,
between the actin and microtubule networks, and externally between the two collid-
ing partners. These data suggest that, at least in hemocytes, the contact inhibition of
locomotion response is mechanically controlled. The precise nature of the response
together with the synchrony of the large scale changes I observed cannot be sim-
ply explained solely by the release of a signalling molecule at the site of cell-cell
contact. If that would be the case, then this signalling molecule would need to start
different signalling cascades that would affect both the actin and the microtubules
cytoskeletons synchronously in both cells. Furthermore, all the changes I observed
begin in the region surrounding the cell body, which means that signals have to
travel from the leading edge to the cell body and then trigger the response. Finally,
the sudden increase in retrograde flow coupled with the spike in intracellular force
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and the collapse of the leading edge at the time when cells break from the contact,
suggests that the signalling cascade would also need to amplify lamellar contrac-
tion, stop actin polymerisation at the leading edge, and simultaneously signal to the
actin cytoskeleton to start polymerising away from the other cell. It is my opinion
that this behaviour is too complex to be explained by the release of a signal. It is far
more likely that all the changes I observed are triggered by mechanical stimuli that
enable information to be coordinate and transmitted and interpreted across larger
scales both inside and outside the cells. Such a mechanism was previously shown to
induce global network reorganisation through increased myosin II mediated forces
that enhanced network disassembly and promoted cellular movement[1]
There is still an important open question that needs to be addressed in the future:
how are microtubules contributing to this response? One possible role might be to
target the inter-cellular adhesion and stop it from forming into a stable adherens
junction and as such allowing the two cells to separate. I speculate that in the
absence of a viable mechanism for breaking the inter-cellular adhesion the cells
would not be able to separate. It could be that the actin cytoskeleton provides the
machinery for synchronizing the behaviour of the cells whilst the microtubules are
aiding with the disengagement of this connection once the two actin networks have
been synchronised. In a purely theoretical thought experiment, imagine that the
cells are not capable of breaking the adhesion, the actin cytoskeleton could serve as
a way of synchronising the behaviour of the cells across multiple scales, conferring
the resulting tissue structural homogeneity.
To investigate the role of forces during contact inhibition we experimentally
perturbed the collision by laser abscission and measured the resulting recoil rates.
This experiment yielded a good estimate of the instantaneous strain existent in the
network immediately prior to cell separation. Surprisingly, a simple strain model
fits the data almost perfectly, suggesting that the recoil observed could indeed be
explained by a combination of a rapid release of stress and a constant ”pull” from
the retrograde flow. Further mathematical modelling of the elastic stress revealed
that as the adhesion between cells breaks, there is a significant increase in lamellar
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tension to about three times the values encountered in freely moving cells. For this
model the actin cytoskeleton was assumed to behave like an elastic material. This is
a reasonable assumption as several studies have already showed that actin networks
both in solution and in vitro have elastic characteristics at a sub minute temporal
resolution [1] which is a lot longer than acquisition rate used for this experiment.
Furthermore, for this elastic model it was assumed that the actin network within
hemocytes has the same elastic properties as for growth cones. It is important to note
that this assumption only affects the absolute value of the force, not the difference
between freely moving and colliding conditions.
As mentioned earlier, I also employed a linear viscoelastic model to convert
the measured retrograde flow rates into intracellular stress, similar to other models
that have been used to investigate the amount of tension present inside the actin
cytoskeleton of different cell-types in vitro [67, 7]. As with the elastic case, this
model also assumes that the actin network has the same properties as for growth
cones. The justification for this assumption stems from the fact that both hemocytes
and growth cones have very similar retrograde flow dynamics. Furthermore, chang-
ing the parameters of this model would not have any effects on the relative values of
the stress. One potential fallacy of this model could be that I assumed that the two
actin networks become mechanically coupled during contact inhibition and as such
can be considered a single lamella. I made this assumption because immediately
upon lamellar overlap, an inter-cellular actin clutch develops which couples the two
cells and synchronises the dynamics of the two actin networks.
Finally, in this work I showed that contact inhibition is a positive migratory cue
for hemocyte developmental patterning. Disruption of contact inhibition leads to
aberrant patterning with cells failing to evenly distribute themselves along the ven-
tral surface of the embryo. This observation confirms an earlier observation made
by Davis and collegues where they showed that randomising the sensitivity of the
cells to the presence of the colliding partner in silico generated aberrant dispersal
patterns [5]. Furthermore, hemocytes are the main producer of proteins required
for the basement membrane formation [154]. A role for this even dispersal pat-
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tern might be to ensure that collagen is evenly distributed within the embryo as
fast as possible as diffusion alone would be insufficient to allow for the basement
membrane formation in time with other developmental events that take place at this
developmental stage.
Chapter 7
Discussion
In this work I showed that hemocyte contact inhibition is precisely regulated,
and that cellular behaviour upon collisions is not just a stochastic response to the
contact with another cell involving a stereotypical sequence of events. Furthermore,
both hemocyte collision and subsequent repulsion are differentially modulated by
the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons. Changes in each of these networks are
synchronised between the two colliding partners throughout the duration of the pro-
cess. The orchestration of hemocyte CIL relies on a transient inter-cellular adhesion
physically coupling the two colliding hemocytes via a clutch-like mechanism simi-
lar to the one employed by cells to sense the substrate on which they migrate on and
to generate the traction stresses that allow them to move. In response to this me-
chanical coupling, the actin cytoskeleton ratchets up tension which ultimately leads
to cells separating and subsequently repolarising. It is this inter-cellular clutch and
the associated mechanical response that sets the scene for the precise orchestration
of cellular behaviours during contact inhibition of locomotion (Figure 7.1).
An inter-cellular adhesion connecting the two colliding cells is a characteristic
of contact inhibition in several cell types [138, 178, 20]. Recent work investigating
the nature of these intercellular adhesions during CIL revealed that several cad-
herins, including E-cadherin and N-cadherin [137, 16, 19], and a wide range of
accessory proteins involved in the formation of stable adherene junctions, such as
β -catenin, p120, vinculin, and α-catenin, appear to be involved in CIL [137, 178].
For example, in Xenopus and zebrafish neural crest cells, repulsion was inhibited
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by switching between the active cadherin isoforms. These studies showed that
cells expressing E-cadherin remain in contact after they collide, whilst cells ex-
pressing N-cadherin undergo a repulsion event. These data suggest that different
cadherin isoforms could be triggering different signalling cascades involving p120
and smallGTPases that lead to cells switching between a repulsive and adhering
state [137]. Further evidence for the role played by adhesions during CIL came
from studies investigating the Eph-ephrin signalling between prostate cancer cells
and fibroblats [11, 22, 23, 179, 13]. These studies showed that prostate cancer cells
in vitro can switch between a repulsive behaviour during homotypic collisions to a
non-repulsive one during collisions with fibroblasts by tweaking their Eph-ephrin
interactions. For example, during homotypic collisions the prostate cancer cells ex-
press EphA which promotes their repulsive behaviour. In contrast, during collisions
between prostate cancer cells and fibroblasts, EphB signalling was active which
suppress CIL [11, 22, 23, 179]. Clearly, the adhesion developing between colliding
cells during CIL is detrimental for the whole response. Nevertheless, much remains
to be said about its exact nature and how different cell types expressing different
intercellular adhesions are capable of exhibiting the same repulsive behaviour. It
would be interesting to investigate if there are any structural differences between
the actin networks within these different cell types or if the adhesion complexes in-
volved in CIL show different behaviour when subjected to mechanical forces. For
example, it could be that different adhesion molecules can sustain higher stress be-
fore breaking which would lead to cells never migrating away from a collision as
their actin cytoskeletons would be incapable of generating high enough intercellular
forces to disengage the adhesions.
Another interesting aspect about the inter-cellular clutch connecting the two
collidng hemocytes is that it appears very similar to the actin organisation between
epithelial cells where a stress fibre develops perpendicularly to the leading edge.
Furthermore, this alignment is preceded by an initial punctate adhesion developing
between epithelial cells prior to their maturation into cadherin-based cell-cell junc-
tions (known in the literature as focal adherens junctions [180]). This speculation
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stems from the observation that development of focal ahderens junctions is both ten-
sion dependent [181] and involves a radial actin bundle perpendicular to the leading
edge [182, 178]. Furthermore, cadherins were also observed to flow centripetally
with the actin network in both astrocytes and fibroblasts [183] which could mean
that an actin clutch-like mechanism involving cadherins is developing at cell-cell
adhesions to facilitate their maturation into adherens junctions [99]. Based on these
observations, it would be interesting to study what causes this difference in adhe-
sion maturation where contact inhibiting cells exploit the inter-cellular adhesion to
actively repel while in epithelial cells it leads to a stable connection. I believe it is
interesting to investigate if the different contact inhibition responses observed be-
tween cells of the same or different cell types are a consequence of the different
physical properties of the adhesion molecules and how they respond to tension.
Figure 7.1: Schematic highlighting the main events taking place during hemocytes
CIL.
Cell-cell junctions have been receiving a lot of attention in recent years, how-
ever there is to a lot of speculation about the existence of an inter-cellular clutch
mechanism that would couple adjacent cells [99]. Furthermore, recent work on
apical constriction during gastrulation also suggested that a ”clutch-like” adhesion
together with acto-myosin contraction are directing the process [173]. In this work
I showed that an inter-cellular adhesion serves a double role of coordinating the
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inter-cellular responses and the intra-cellular dynamics leading to a synchronised
response in colliding cells. I believe that as apical constriction, and possible any
other process that requires a fast, coordinated response across large length scales
such as rapid directional changes during white blood cell migration, could rely on a
similar clutch-like mechanism for modulating and integrating the forces [184].
After the establishment of the inter-cellular adhesion, the actin networks are
undergoing fast and synchronous reorganisation. This reorganisation begins imme-
diately upon lamellar contact, with the development of a stress-fibre like structure
between the two colliding cells. As the fibre is developing, the actin network is also
slowing down creating a low flow corridor further facilitating the development of the
fibre. Perhaps an even more surprising effect is the very sudden change in actin ret-
rograde flow direction from a centripetal motion to perpendicular to the stress fibre.
I hypothesise that this is possibly due to the high concentration of myosin II along
the fibre which when activated contracts and ”pulls” the actin network towards the
fibre. As the cells separate, the actin networks undergo another significant global
reorganisation, with the retrograde flow rate suddenly and synchronously increas-
ing in both cells as their lamella break from the contact. It would be interesting to
investigate the interplay between network assembly and disassembly during CIL. In
recent years it has emerged that the actin cytoskeleton behaves more like an active
material, being constantly out of equilibrium (see section 2.1.7 for a short intro-
duction to this topic). However, how much of the reorganisation I observed during
CIL is due to an active remodelling of the network versus a passive response to the
engagement of the inter-cellular actin clutch is still a topic under discussion.
Lamellar tension starts to increase immediately upon the engagement of the
actin clutch. I have shown that upon the establishment of this adhesion, the actin
networks start to ratchet up tension which could be causing the forward acceleration
I observed upon lamellar overlap. Chick heart fibroblasts show a similar forward
acceleration during collisions [9] which suggests that there is some degree of gen-
erality of the response, at least among cells undergoing a Type 1 CIL where cells
undergo a lamellar contraction event upon cell-cell contact and subsequently repel
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each other. This increase in intracellular tension might also directly contribute to
the formation of the transient actin stress-fibre that spans the two colliding cells
as it has been shown for other cell types [76]. I believe that the main role of this
stress fibre is to act as a mechanosensor, creating a haptic feedback mechanism
that allows cells to ”pull” on each other during the response. Until now there have
been no similar mechanisms reported for cell-cell interaction. However, a similar
mechanism is thought to be involved in substrate sensing, where cells are able to
modulate their mechanics based on the stiffness of the extracellular matrix [185].
Furthermore, this stress fibre is embedded in the actin network and as such could
cause network wide reorganisation while it is contracting similar to the ”contrac-
tile treadmilling” observed toward regions of actomyosin contraction in fibroblasts
[186]. From a mechanics point of view, it is still unclear how this reorganisation
of the cytoskeleton takes place during CIL. I suspect that the initial mechanical in-
put serves as an activator for further signalling which might enhance actin kinetics
and/or redistribute cross-linkers, essentially changing the physical properties of the
network. Alternatively, it is possible that when the cells lamellae collide, an inter-
cellular adhesion forms which releases a signal at the site of cell-cell contact that
triggers the activation of different signalling cascades involving smallGTPases such
as RHO, RAC, and CDC42 and terminating with the repolarisation of the cells. For
example, RAC1 activity is inhibited while RHOA is activated in colliding neural
crest cells. Several studies showed that the inhibition of RAC1 activity leads to the
activation of RHOA via the PCP signalling cascade which in terms activates the
cotraction of protrusions through a RHOA-ROCK signalling cascade that leads to
cells repolarising and migrating away from each other [137, 4, 142, 187].
In parallel to the reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton, and possibly helped
by it, the microtubules also polymerise into the region of low retrograde flow. In
several cell-types it was suggested that the actin network is somehow connected
to microtubules, with MTs undergoing frequent catastrophes as they polymerise
against the retrograde flow of actin [188]. The actin retrograde flow and micro-
tubules within growth cones in vitro displayed a similar behaviour to what I ob-
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served in the initial stages of CIL [189]. These results suggested that as the actin
network reorganises (i.e. the retrograde flow rate decreases and changes it’s direc-
tion) it creates a path of little resistance which then the MTs take to extend towards
the site of cell-cell contact. Alternatively, the microtubules and actin stress fibre
might be linked together via an actin-microtubule crosslinker, such as Short stop
(Shot), a member of the spectraplakin family which links actin and microtubules
together in Drosophila [190]. Unfortunately, the current resolution of the movies
used in this work is insufficient to be able to investigate this in more details and as
such the interaction between actin and microtubules remains a mystery. Conduct-
ing the same quantification as in this work on time lapse images acquired at a much
higher spatial and temporal resolution should establish if microtubule bundles are
pushed inside the low retrograde region by the actin flow or they simply choose the
path of least resistance to get from the region surrounding the cell body to the site
of cell-cell contact.
Microtubules are clearly important for contact inhibition of locomotion in a
number of cell-types, but their role is unclear (see section 2.2). During hemocyte
CIL, the alignment of the microtubules bundle coincides with the time of a syn-
chronous back acceleration in colliding partners, suggesting that they are playing
a role in inhbiting the forward movement. Another possible role for microtubules
in my system might be to determine the precise internuclear spacing of hemocytes
during CIL which has been proven to be critical for their even dispersal pattern [5].
It could be that this spacing emerges partially from the regular size of hemocyte cell
bodies and partially from the physical and dynamic properties of the microtubules
and that hemocytes achieve this level of structural stability by balancing out ten-
sional elements (such as the acto-myosin cytoskeleton) and compression bearing
elements (i.e. microtubules). Therefore, by precisely controlling the distribution
of these elements and their interaction, hemocytes are able to positively transduce
mechanical stimuli in such a way that leads to their even distribution throughout
the ventral surface of the embryo. Microtubules can also have additional roles in
regulating the cell-cell adhesion. It is still unclear what MTs are doing to cell-cell
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adhesions. Research on how microtubules regulate focal adhesion between cell and
extracellular matrix showed that MTs are either actively increasing the local stress
concentration at adhesions until the bonds are physically broken or they help in
delivering different proteins that promote adhesion disengagement [191, 192]. Mi-
crotubules might have a similar role for cell-cell adhesions, especially during CIL.
An intercellular actin clutch mechanically couples the two cells allowing the
actin cytoskeleton to build up lamellar tension. Prior to cell repolarisation and mi-
gration away from the collision, hemocytes synchronously retract their lamellae
(section 4.4). The evidence suggests that the tension generated during the response
is suddenly released as the cell-cell adhesion is broken, causing the collapse of
the entire leading edge. As the cells are not connected anymore through the inter-
cellular adhesion, it means that all the tension generated prior to the break of the
adhesion has to be dissipated. I propose that the easiest way in which this tension
can be dissipated by collapsing the entire leading edge. This collapse causes an
assymetry in the actin cytoskeleton that could be the necessary trigger for the sub-
sequent migration away from the collision. Several studies have showed travelling
waves of actin disassembly emerge as a consequence of myosin-induced network
disassembly which lead to very fast changes in the direction of movement [63, 193].
During CIL a large accumulation of myosin occurs along the transient stress fibre
connecting the two colliding cells which could lead to sudden collapse of the net-
work by inducing a wave of disassembly. Alternatively, mechanical failure of both
the actin stress-fibre like structure and the microtubule bundle to withstand the ten-
sion developed inside the network during CIL might result in a sudden collapse of
the leading edge which gives rise to the rapid retraction event. Irrespective of the
exact mechanism leading to this rapid retraction of the leading edge, the increased
lamellar tension it is likely to be significant. Therefore, this tension release is cru-
cial for orchestrating the hemocyte CIL response. Interestingly, the lamellae retract
prior to new protrusions being formed elsewhere. This behaviour is in contrast with
what other studies revelead about CIL. For example, neural crest cells have been
shown to first repolarise prior to the collapse of their forward protrusions. It was
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speculated that for neural crest cells, the repolarisation is contributing to the devel-
opment of the tension required for the cells to separate [137]. I hypothesise that
at least for hemocytes, the release of tension and collapse of the leading edge acts
as a trigger for the subsequent repolarisation of cells. In other cell-types it was
showed that symmetry breaking and polarisation can be indeed induced by the un-
even contraction of the acto-myosin cytoskeleton [194, 176]. These studies have
also observed that prior to polarisation, the actin network begins to change from the
rear to the cell edge, in a similar fashion to what I observed it happens during CIL.
Nevertheless, the mechanisms of this redistribution are still unclear.
The final step of a type 1 CIL response, migration away from the collision, is
just now starting to be investigated. Irrespective of the mechanisms that stop cells
to migrate over each other, it is important to understand what happens to the cells
after they break from a collision. In section 2.1.6 I showed that cell-ECM adhe-
sions are crucial for normal cell migration. Therefore, in order to migrate away
from their colliding partner, the cell-substrate traction forces need reorganise. A
possible mechanism for this is that the focal adhesions are modified, with more
FAs being recruited away from the collision. This behaviour was observed in in
vitro Xenopus neural crest cells undergoing CIL where the distribution of proteins
forming the focal adhesions altered following a collision, with less focal adhesion
kinase and paxilin near the collision compared to the distal regions. This redistri-
bution of FAs could cause an inbalance in local traction forces, with more force
being generated away from the contact site. It would be interesting to investigate if
a similar behaviour is at play during hemocytes contact inhibition and what is the
ratio between the intercellular forces developed while cells are in contact and the
subsequent traction forces required for the cells to migrate away from the collision.
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, hemocyte contact inhibition in-
volves a sequence of stereotypical steps that lead to cells retracting from one another
and subsequently repolarising to migrate away from the collision. This behaviour
is characteristic of a type 1 contact inhibition response where cells are actively re-
pelling from each other, in contrast to them being randomly deflected or stopped
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altogether as it is characteristic for a type 2 response [8]. Perhaps more surprising,
hemocyte CIL response appears to be very similar to the original description of the
process in chick heart fibroblasts where ”a spasm of contraction” immediately after
cell-cell contact ”obliterates the process of ruffling” and ”as a result of the adhesion
... they [cells] push or pull against each other to some extent; some of the energy
which would normally go into movement is thereby dissipated or becomes potential
energy of elastic tension between the cells. When an adhesion breaks, the release
of potential energy stored as elastic tension produces the sudden acceleration” [9].
In this work I showed that as hemocytes collide, their actin networks undergo
a very rapid reorganisation which happens synchronously in both cells via an inter-
cellular actin clutch that develops between the two cells. Furthermore, lamellar
tension increases from the region surrounding the cell body to the site of cell-cell
contact. The release of this tension when the cell-cell contact breaks is sufficient
to induce the repolarisation of the two colliding partners, causing them to migrate
in opposite direction. This is consistent with an inter-cellular actin clutch as the
perfect choreographer of CIL hemocyte response.
Taking a step back from contact inhibition, this work also provided additional
insights into the mechanisms controlling the retrograde flow in vivo. I have showed
that myosin II driven contraction is playing an important role in the generation of
the actin retrograde flow in hemocytes. Prior studies of the regulation of retrograde
flow have showed that a combination of polymerisation at the leading edge and
myosin contraction deep inside the lamella are required to generate the centripetal
motion of the network [87]. In this system, myosin mutant hemocytes had severe
defects in retrograde flow dynamics which perhaps are the main reason behind the
defects in cell motility that we observed. Furthermore, myosin II mutant hemocyte
motility was also greatly affected. This could be because polymerisation alone is
not sufficient to generate enough force to consistently move the whole cell forward.
Myosin II contraction has been showed to promote network disassembly allowing
for fast recycling of the actin monomers within the lamella [1]. It could be that in
the absence of myosin II contraction the network becomes more stable, preventing
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it to be remodelled as frequently as it is needed for normal cell migration. Thus,
in contrast to cells migrating in vitro [195], myosin II generated contraction is ab-
solutely necessary for providing cells with a functional locomotory machinery in
vivo.
7.1 Further work
CIL offers numerous exploratory avenues as it allows one to study all aspects of
cell migration from leading edge dynamics and cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesions
to the force generation and transduction pathways that make a cell move. Never-
theless, this complexity is also an obstacle because there are myriad of variables
to control for when testing any hypothesis. Although we have a lot of information
about the separate processes that are involved in cell migration such as leading edge
extension, adhesion to the extracellular matrix, generation of traction forces (see
section 2.1), our understanding is lacking an overarching cell motility theory that
integrates all these separate findings. Therefore, I believe that to achieve a com-
plete understanding of contact inhibition of locomotion and it’s regulation, we need
to take a step back and focus on single cell migration. My main reason for going
down this reductionist route is that once we will understand how a cell integrates
mechanics to choose where to move and what governs the direction in which it
moves, we will be more equipped to tackle the problem of direction reversal or cell
stopping that are central contact inhibition (section 2.2). Nevertheless, to be able to
understand how all the separate processes involved in cell migration are integrated,
we need adequate tools that allow us to ”look at the thing” (Feynman c. 1960).
The current theoretical framework for understanding cell motility proposes that
cells migration is a cyclical step-wise process where a cell first extends its leading
edge, adheres to the substratum, and then the whole cell contracts and translocates
(see section 2.1). Each these processes has been extensively studied independently
(see section 2.1), however, very few studies addressed the entire motility cycle and
the integration of these apparently uncoupled steps [31]. The tools that I devel-
oped to investigate the role of forces during contact inhibition can be extended to
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understand general aspects of cellular motility. A first step towards this goal, is to
combine the kinematics analysis and PIV quantification of the actin flow to exam-
ine if there is any connection between actin dynamics and the direction in which
a cell migrates. Furthermore, the PIV measurements of actin flows can be used
to investigate different aspects of the actin network such as network coherence, re-
gions of network assembly and disassembly, or the effects of the actin flows on edge
extension/retraction activity.
One big unknown in the field is how a cell migrating at random decides where
to go. It is a well established fact that cellular movements in general have some
degree of persistence [169]. In other words, in the absence of an external cue, there
is something that gives a bias to the random walk allowing cells to consistently move
in a direction within a limited time window. The current model for this is that a cell
extends its leading edge in multiple direction and then it simply follows the side that
extended the most [196]. Clearly this is an incomplete model of cellular motility. As
we saw before, moving cells have to integrate a multitude of signals and processes
prior to deciding where to migrate next (section 2.1). Most importantly, this edge
centric model makes no reference to the retrograde flow or the inter-cellular forces
that need to be transduced into positive traction forces.
To better understand how cells migrate, I started designing tools that would
allow us to investigate the relationship between retrograde flow dynamics, leading
edge activity, and whole cell translocation. To this aim, I make the cells stationary,
i.e. eliminate the translation and rotation of the cell as it migrates (Movie 25) [197].
This allows one to uncouple the retrograde flow dynamics from cell translocation.
In this way, we will have ’an inside’ view of the retrograde flow, similar to what
a cell would experience. By making cells stationary, I am able to obtain much
more accurate edge dynamics maps because in a non moving cell we have a 1-to-
1 correspondence between all edge points over time. Finally, by transforming the
retrograde flow velocity vectors from the the frame of a moving cell to the frame of
a stationary cell I could infer regions where most of the forces developed within the
actin network are transduced into traction stresses.
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It remains an open question how actin polymerisation at the leading edge com-
bines with myosin II contraction to generate persistent cellular motion. To address
this question, I begun developing new tools for further quantifying actin dynamics
during cell migration. Using the actin flow velocity, I quantified the paths of least
resistance within the actin flow field (i.e. streamlines) which describes how does a
’massless’ particle from the actin network move at a certain instant in time [198].
Figure 7.2: Example of actin retrograde flow streamlines in a freely moving hemocyte.
Blue lines represent equally spaced streamlines seeded from around the cell
outline. End of each streamline highlights the region where actin particles con-
verge. Note that for a freely moving hemocyte, the majority of streamlines
converge to the same location within the lamella, suggesting that most of the
network is taken apart in this region.
Preliminary analysis of flow streamlines seeded from around the edge of the
cell in freely moving hemocytes reveals that the actin cytoskeleton is consistently
flowing towards one region within the lamella (as highlighted by the convergence
of all streamlines to one point) (Figure 7.2; Movie 26). This suggests that even
if the dynamics of the network is varying spatially at the microscale, at the length
scale of the cell it behaves as a coherent structure. It would be interesting to further
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quantify the convergence of the actin retrograde flow in hemocytes. I speculate
that a coherent network is more efficient at sensing and propagating changes in
stress and/or strain to allow cells to rapidly adapt to their environment, such as the
presence of another cell during collisions.
In parallel to this I am also developing a method for investigating how changes
in the geometry of the actin cytoskeleton are affecting cell movement. Using the
retrograde flow velocity I am able to quantify the direction in which the network
is changing shape the fastest. A previous study on fish keratocytes in vitro investi-
gating the relation between lamellar strain and movement has showed that negative
strain directly regulates the actin dynamics possibly by enhancing network disas-
sembly which affects cell motility [199]. I am curious to test if the same hypothesis
is true for hemocytes too. Furthermore, by combining these different quantifica-
tions, my hope is that I will be able to formulate a statistical model for cell motility
to test the relative significance of these parameters to whole cell translocation, and
in the process provide a unified theory of cell migration.
Appendix A
Movie legends
Movie 1. Timelapse movie of hemocyte developmental dispersal Develop-
mental dispersal of Drosophila hemocytes where cell nuclei were labelled using a
red marker. Note the change in hemocyte migration pattern from linear migration
along the ventral midline to lateral dispersion throughout the embryo until a uniform
dispersal pattern is acquired. Movie reporoduced from [6].
Movie 2. Example tracking of hemocyte collisions. Automatic tracking of
hemocytes over an 8-minute period surrounding a collision event. Nuclei were
labelled using UAS-RedStinger (red) and microtubules were labelled using UAS-
Clip-GFP (green). Time is recorded with respect to the initial microtubule con-
tact. Note that the time of microtubule contact was used as a termporal register for
analysing hemocyte kinematics. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie reproduced from [6].
Movie 3. Synchronous changes in hemocyte motion during CIL. Timelapse
movie of the mean velocities of colliding partners normalised to the direction of the
incoming cell. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 4. F-actin and microtubules dynamics during CIL. Example time-
lapse movie of colliding hemocytes with fluorescently labelled actin cytoskeleton
(magenta) and microtubules (green). Time was recorded with respect to the initial
microtubule contact. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 5. Hemocyte fail to contact inhibit when undergo collisions with the
rear of another migratory cell. Example timelapse movie of a migrating hemocyte
undergoing a collision with the rear of another migratory cell. Note that the absence
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of cytoskeletal changes or repulsion. A fluorescent marker was used to label the F-
actin network. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 6. Hemocyte fail to contact inhibit during collisions with a static cell
Example timelapse movie of a migrating hemocyte undergoing a collision with a
static cell. Note that there are no cytoskeletal changes or repulsion. A fluorescent
probe was used to label the F-actin network. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated
from [6].
Movie 7. Actin retrograde flow within freely moving hemocytes. Example
of time-lapse movie of freely moving hemocytes containing a fluorescent F-actin
proble (left panel) and the pseudo-speckle quantification of the flow as a vector
field (middle panel) and heat map of flow velocity (right panel). Scale bar = 5µm.
Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 8. Quantification of actin retrograde flow in freely moving Myosin
II mutant hemocytes. Left panel shows a time-lapse movie of a freely moving
myosin II mutant hemocyte with fluorescently labelled actin cytoskeleton. Right
panel shows the heat map of the actin retrograde flow for the same freely moving
myosin II mutant cell as in the left panel. Note the reduction in actin flow speed
compared to control cells in Movie 7. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 9. Pseudo-speckle analysis of the actin retrograde flow during hemo-
cyte collisions. Example time-lapse movie with colliding hemocytes undergoing
CIL where the actin cytoskeleton was labeled with a fluorescent probe (left panel).
Right panel shows the heat map of flow velocity. Time is recorded with reference
to the moment when cells lamellae first overlap. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated
from [6].
Movie 10. Quantification of instantaneous changes in actin flow speed dur-
ing contact inhibition. Time-lapse movie with heat maps of instantaneous changes
in actin flow speed superimposed onto a movie of colliding hemocytes where the
actin cytoskeleton was labelled using an F-actin probe. As cells separate, note the
sudden increase in speed (red) that takes place in both cells. Time is recorded with
reference to the moment when cells first separate. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recre-
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ated from [6].
Movie 11. Reorientation of the actin retrograde flow vectors during CIL.
Time-lapse movie with heat maps of the quantified actin retrograde flow velocity
(left panel). Rose plot highlighting the flow direction with respect to the horizontal
axis (right panel). Time is recorded with reference to the moment when lamellae
first overlap. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 12. Analysis of actin retrograde flow and microtubule dynamics
during hemocyte collisions. Example time-lapse movie with the pseudo-speckle
analysis of actin retrograde flow colocalised with microtubules (pseudo-coloured
white). Time is recorded with reference to the moment of microtubules alignment.
Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 13. Colocalisation of actin and zyxin during hemocyte contact in-
hibition of locomation. Colocalisation of Zyxin and actin during contact inhibi-
tion. Righ panel shows an overlay of Zyxin (pseudocolored white) onto the actin
retrograde flow heatmap. Note the that the slowing of the actin flow occurs syn-
chronously with the development of Zyxin puncta. Time was recorded with respect
to the initial lamellae overlap. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 14. Colocalisation of Zyxin and microtubules during hemocyte con-
tact inhibition of locomotion. Time-lapse movie dispalying an overlay of fluores-
cently labeled zyxin and microtubules. Note the microtubules targeting the Zyxin
puncta (right panel). Time is recorded with respect to the initial microtubule con-
tact. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 15. Quantification of actin retrograde flow in colliding Myosin II
mutant hemocytes. Left panel shows a time-lapse movie of an example colli-
sion between myosin II mutant hemocytes containing fluorescently labelled F-actin.
Right panel shows the heat map of the actin retrograde flow. Time is recorded with
respect to the initial lamellae contact. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 16. Quantification of Myosin II during CIL. Colocalisation of Myosin
II and F-actin during hemocyte contact inihibtion of locomotion. Myosin II particles
move in a retrograde fashion before and after collision. However, during lamellae
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contact Myosin II particles decorate the actin fibre. Time is recorded with respect
to the initial lamellar contact. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 17. Expression of constitutively active Diaphanous in a freely mov-
ing hemocyte. Time-lapse movie of a freely moving hemocyte expressing constitu-
tively active Diaphanous where the actin cytoskeleton (pseudo-coloured mangenta)
and Myosin II (green) were fluorescently labelled. Myosin II accumulation is en-
hanced in the lamella leading to a sudden contraction of the network. Scale bar =
5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 18. Quantification of actin retrograde flow in freely moving di-
aphanous mutant hemocytes. Left panel shows a time-lapse movie of a freely
moving diaphanous mutant hemocyte containing fluorescently labelled F-actin.
Righ panel shows the heat map of the actin retrograde flow. Note that there are
no significant differences in flow speed and direction compared to the control cell
in Movie 7. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 19. Quantification of actin retrograde flow in diaphanous mutant
hemocytes during a collision. Two example collisions between diaphanous mutant
hemocytes highlighting the variability in the response. Left panel shows diaphanous
mutant hemocytes with labelled F-actin undergoing a collision. Right panel shows
the heat map of the actin retrograde flow in the cells from left panel. Note that in
collision one a clear corridor of low retrograde flow fails to appear even if there is
some resemblance of a stress fibre forming towards the end of the response. In the
second collision, both the low actin flow corridor and the actin fibre fail to develop
upon lamellar overlap. Time is recorded with respect to the initial lamellar overlap.
Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 20. Lamellar recoil upon laser abscission during CIL. Time-lapse
movie of the lamellar recoil upon laser abscision of both freely moving and collid-
ing cells (arrowheads highlight the ablation region). Left panels show an example
ablation of the leading edge or the intracellular actin cytoskeleton (labelled using
LifeAct-GFP). Note the small recoil of the network. Right panels show an example
ablation of the actin fibre developing the in overlap region between colliding cells.
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Note the rapid and synchronous lamellar recoil. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated
from [6].
Movie 21. Quantification of cell migration upon laser abscission. The move-
ment of freely moving and colliding hemocytes labelled with LifeAct-GFP and a
red nuclear marker was analysed after laser ablation and mock ablation. Note that
hemocyte igration was quantified by measuring the nuclear displacement. Freely
moving cells showed no significant changes in their movement. Mock ablation of
collisions also resulted in no changes in cell movement, with hemocytes continuing
to migrate towards the colliding partner. In contrast, ablation of the actin fibre in
the lamellar overlap region during CIL induced a very sudden rearward movement
of both colliding partners. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 22. Viscoelastic model of the actin network stress during hemocyte
contact inhibition of locomotion. Left panel shows an example of a hemocyte un-
dergoing a collision where the actin cytoskeleton was fluorescently labelled. Right
panel shows a heat map of the modelled viscoelastic forces developed within the
actin cytoskeleton during CIL. Note the redistribution of forces during collisions
from the region surrounding the cell body to the region where the actin fibre is de-
veloping. Red = high force, Blue = low force. Time is recorded with respect to cell
separation. Scale bar = 5µm. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 23. Hemocyte dispersal in wild-type and diaphanous mutant em-
broys. Time-lapse movies showing hemocytes migrating on the ventral surface of
the embryo where the actin cytoskeleton (green) and nuclei (magenta) were fluores-
cently labelled. Note that even if dia 5 mutant hemocytes are capable of dispersing,
they show regions of clumping (magenta arrows). Scale bar = 20µm. Movie recre-
ated from [6].
Movie 24. Simulation of hemocyte dispersal with different repulsion pa-
rameters. Simulations of hemocyte dispersal comparing wild-type CIL parameters
to randomised repulsion. Left panel shows a simulation where cells take into ac-
count the direction of their colliding partner during the repulsion phase. Right panel
shows a simulation in which cells are allowed to respond randomly to the presence
160
of their colliding partners. Movie recreated from [6].
Movie 25. Time-lapse movie where a freely moving cell has been made
stationary. (Left panel) Time-lapse movie of a freely moving hemocyte containing
fluorescently labelled F-actin. (Right panel) Time-lapse movie of the freely moving
hemocyte from left panel where the cell translation and rotation has been removed.
Movie 26. Actin retrograde flow within freely moving hemocytes converges
to a single location inside the lamella. Time-lapse movie of a freely moving hemo-
cyte containing fluorescently labelled F-actin. Magenta lines highlight retrograde
flow streamlines computed using equidistant seeding points along the cell edge.
Note the development of a single zone of convergence within the network where
the majority of the streamlines end.
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